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This publication is a comprehensive summary of abstracts presented in
Aquifalc Project’s concluding conference: “Economic development and
European integration - realities and challenges” held on September 8,
2008, in Tirana. The conference was designed to provide a forum for
discussing the challenges and the scientific basis and political reflections
needed to introduce this important and pivotal theme into Albania ‘s and the
EU‘s agenda.
The Conference was organized by the Italian-Albanian Center for
Economic and Social Research, in the framework of the Project “L’aquila e
il falcone volano insieme‖, an Italian-Albanian partnership between the
University of Bari, Italy and the Faculty of Economy, University of Tirana,
under the special auspice of the European Commission Delegation. Other
Albanian partners in this project were: Albanian Centre for Human Rights
(ACHR), National Association of Social Workers (NASW), and Albanian
Social Economic Think Tank (ASET).
Representatives from Albanian and Italian academia, Albania‘s Government,
foreign embassies and international organizations, NGO-s, business
community, student bodies, etc. attended the Conference proceedings. The
involvement of many distinguished professors, experts and politicians was
essential for the success of this event.
The goals of the Conference were two-folded: (a) identification of the main
problems and incentives affecting Albania‘s economy and its rapid and
smooth integration with the EU (insights from Albanian and Italian experts);
(b) defining ways to address these issues collectively, from the government
and NGOs sector and business community, in a professional and most
effective manner.
Teams of joint Albanian-Italian researchers presented the findings and
recommendations of their 10-month work during the Conference proceedings.
Topics of this research activity, such as: a) Growth and economic
development; b) Economic transition and finances; c) Economic and social
consequences of migration and labor market issues; d) Poverty and social
exclusion, e) Market regulation and competition policies, f) Transports, g)
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Energy, h) Corporate social responsibility, m) Statistical system in Albania
etc., were considered the main broad strands on which thorough, open
discussions were later structured during the session with the contributions of
several experts invited to attend. The latter considered the research papers a
serious endeavor to lay the groundwork for supporting the future and
sustainable development of our regional economies. Additionally, Conference
discussants laid down some suggestions that present alternative or
complimentary views to further strengthen and improve the quality of the
work done by research teams, especially from the perspective of the Albanian
economy.
The output papers and relevant recommendations that emerged from the
Conference constitute a challenge for all constituencies concerned with
Albania‘s economic development issues. First of all, they concern to
Albanians themselves, then to our neighbors, partners and the EU. It is now
the politicians‘ task to decide on how to address them and this should be done
innovatively and rapidly. There are a number of EU instruments already
available that could provide the basis for an immediate take-up of these
recommendations.
Finally, let us underline that from a practical perspective, we are proud to say
that the organization of this Conference and the preparatory works fostered
the formation of a European network with focal points. This network will
hopefully continue, and, in the near future, be the engine to carry out and
implement changes in regional economic developments and European
integration issues.
Interested readers can find additional information about Aqui-Falc‘s Project
and its activities, such as complete copies of the abstracts/papers submitted to
the conference and a downloadable copy of this report at the Aqui-Falc‘s
website: http://www.aquifalc.org. It should be understood, however, that the
summary reflects the impressions and interpretations of its authors who are
ultimately responsible for its contents. The summary is being made available
solely to provide a brief synopsis of presentations made at the conference.
Findings reported in this summary should not be cited without consulting
appropriate lead authors.
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Let us extend, on behalf of the Center, our congratulations to all the
participants of the Conference for the successful conclusion of the
proceedings and our special thanks to all speakers, researchers, moderators,
floor discussants for their valuable contributions.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND GROWTH: THE
PROPERTY RIGHTS AND REFORMS IN ALBANIA
Prof. Dr. Sulo HADERI1, Endri DYRMISHI2, Prof. Dr. Shkëlqim CANI3

Abstract
The main purpose of this article is to shed light to several issues pertaining to
acceleration of economic growth and development in Albania, which will
ultimately contribute to country‘s integration to the EU. In analogy with
Bulgaria and Romania‘s case, we have made assumptions that if Albania has
to join the European Union by 2014, it would call for upholding a high steady
annual growth rate of 7 per cent, so as to catch up with the level of Bulgaria
and Romania‘s per capita income, when they joined the EU in January 1st,
2007.
We first provided a detailed analysis on the fundamental factors propelling the
economic growth in Albania and simultaneously making comparative
assessment of main growth indicators with two countries in the region
(Bulgaria and Romania), which have recently joined the European Union.
Albania‘s economic growth has been impressive during the early years of
country‘s transition, thanks to successful macroeconomic stabilization and
extensive structural reforms and increase of the total factor productivity
(TFP). Due to a high average real GDP growth maintained throughout a 10
year period following 1998, Albania‘s per capita GDP (PPP) soared by 60
percent compared to its 1998 level. However, the growth has somewhat
restrained in the past years, posing threats to Albania‘s goal of becoming an
EU member.
According to our analysis, Albania‘s per capita income shows an exponential
behaviour of divergence from the two other countries. Soon after the year
2000, the decline in the total factor productivity (TFP), which used to be the
major source of economic growth in the first decade is becoming problematic,
while shifting priorities to other factors conducive to economic growth.
1

University of Tirana, Faculty of Economy, Department of Economics. Email:
haderi@yahoo.com
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(ACHR), Coordinator of the International Standarts and Recycling projects, IFC World
Bank Email: endridyrmishi@yahoo.com
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University of Tirana, Faculty of Economy, Department of Economics. Email:
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Our analysis is followed by the identification of respective policy reform
options necessary to address the challenges Albania faces towards EU
integration. In pursuit of the macroeconomic stabilisation and the high growth
rates, two politics are suggested as priorities: (i) increasing investments in
human capital in search of improving its quality and (ii) notable
improvements in state administration governance.
We are aware of the challenges poised by such complex issues as the
ownership rights and associated reforms that made it difficult to come up with
an acceptable model that better suits to Albania‘s economy, however we have
made a modest effort to propose a tentative alternative.
Based on fundamental economic theories and empirical results it can be can
drawn that the optimal growth rate for Albania must be the one that makes our
country‘s converge to other countries at comparable levels and economic
parameters. From the perspective of Albania‘s potential membership to the
EU and practical reasons, we would suggest to adopt as an optimal growth
rate, the rate that would allow our country to become an EU member by 2015,
which implies the rate that satisfies the convergence criteria to the EU.
We hope this paper will provide a base for discussion among policymakers,
the private sector, the civil society and donors on this much debated issue.

Introduction
The importance of maintaining high levels of economic growth is widely
known and accepted in theory and practice, because there is no economic and
social development without economic growth. Every strategy for the
development of the country should be oriented over a high economic growth.
High economic growth it is not a goal, but a necessity. Basic indicators of
economic growth are generally considered the figures of GDP per capita and
GDP growth rate. In the following analysis, we will be focused on three main
topics:

Economic development and growth: the property rights
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First, the macroeconomic performance of the country during the transition
period, considers first of all economic growth and then the factors that have
conditioned that.
Second, factors that hinder the higher economic growth, and can it be
considered as the desired growth for our country.
Third, what could be considered as the optimal growth and at what level
would this growth be for the midterm and in the long run.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents an overview of
economic growth and its major factors. Section III outlines the factors that
hinder the increase of economic growth. Section IV highlights the tentative
definition of the optimal growth rate for Albania by providing also some
indications on the levels of the optimal growth rate in the mid and long run.
Section V lays down the current issues and challenges on real estate aspects in
Albania including some background, respective property legislation and
government initiatives, restitution of property rights, etc. Section VI provides
conclusions and recommendations.

I. Overview of economic growth and its factors
Statistics and evaluations of international financial institutions, for 1992 2007 period, reflect an impresive and one of the highest levels of economic
growth. The main factors that explains this growth are:
(i) Macroeconomic stabilization and structural reforms based on the
standard stabilization package. Irrespective of the recent economic growth,
there was achieved a fiscal consolidation, contributing to a continously
decreasing budged deficit until 3.4% of GDP in 2007. Moreover, monetary
policies were implemented to maintain inflation at moderated levels and
national reserves according with the FMN standarts (sustainability of Balance
of Payments);
(ii) Partly liberalization of trade and privatization of the economy ensure
a space and a suitable climate for a higher growth;
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iii) High level of remittances from the Albanian emigrants. Despite
difficulties associated with evaluation of remittances, they have shown a
sustainable growth until 997 million $ (2006, almost the same figure stands
also for 2007), accounting for 14.8% of GDP: which is a higher level than the
volume of exports and foreign investments altogether.
Although different studies have indicated the pattern of remittance usage for
increased consumption, in Albania they have played a major role in the
prospering of construction sector and even the services.
(iv) Growth of used resources productivity. Calculations of economic
growth resources shows that despite the increases in production factors like
capital and labor forces, that are increased in lower rates, the total factor
productivity (TFP) has given the main contribution. TFP contribution comes
from structural reforms that have driven to a resource allocation from the
sectors with lower productivity like agriculture, to sectors with higher
productivity like construction and services.4

II. Factors that have hindered the achievement of higher economic
growth and what is the desired growth rate?
In spite of this impressive growth, Albania is a country with low levels of
incomes per capital and is still far from the average of Europian Union
countries. Albania‘s per capita income, as compared to the European Union,
and particularly, Bulgaria and Romania (two countries in the region, which
have recently joined the European Union, and are comparable to Albania),
shows an exponential behaviour of divergence. The decline in the total factor
productivity following 2000, which used to be the major source of economic
growth in the first decade, is of concern, too. Moreover, this indicates that
special priority should be given to other factors conducive to economic
growth. In fact, economic growth trends do not agree with convergence
trends. Economic growth in Albania in the beginning of the transition showed
a rapid growth, based in a lower level of GDP, which during these last years,
4

As Albania is sustaining the growth beyond the Transition: PTF contribution in economic
growth is increased from -1.97% in the years 1982-89 and -16.5% in 1990-92 to 6.14% in
1993-03.
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practically after the year 2000, is restrained, as it can be seen clearly from the
graphics of figure 1.
In fact, economic growth trends do not follow the convergence trends.
Economic growth in Albania in the beginning of the transition has shown a
rapid growth, based in a lower level of GDP, which during this last years,
concretely after the year 2000, is restrained, as it can be seen clearly from the
graphics of figure 1.
Figure 1 Dynamic data about Albania, Bulgaria, Rumania and
Macedonia
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Source: World Bank, authors’ calculations.
Some possible factors that have conditioned this behavior are:

First, Higher factors productivity that it is based on resources allocation,
which is gradually approaching to the end of the economic growth. This is
proved from the drastic decrease of last years, meanwhile factors
accumulation is too small5.
5

For more information you may refer at Albania: Selected Issues, IMF Country Report No.
06/285
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Second, Albania‘s position internationally is fragile, and keeps deteriorating.
Irrespective of the recent export growth, the trade deficit is growing, and in
2007, it reached till 26.8 per cent of the GDP.
Third, Fiscal sustainability is at risk on account of the still low tax revenues,
estimated at around 23.3 per cent (total revenues are posted at 25.6 per cent)
of the GDP in 2007, noticeably lower than that registered in the other
transition countries. This is associated with drawbacks of the tax system,
including tax collection management and evasion. Informality and evasion are
still considered to be high. Budget deficit is expected to nearly double by
2008.6
Fourth, the real interest rates are still high, thus reducing investments, and
forcing the appreciation of the lek and reduction in the competitiveness.
Fifth, expenditure management and priority setting. It suffers from the lack of
efficiency and transparency.
Six, a higher probability of decreasing remittances in the future and the
concessional resources decreases are considered as a reason for fragile
growth.
Seven, despite the reduction registered in poverty levels, poverty both in
monetary terms and in the access to basic services, including health,
education, and water supply, is still high. The threat posed by the increased
prices of agricultural products worldwide, is present, and may impact on the
increased poverty indicators in the future. Despite constant reduction in
unemployment, official statistics posted unemployment at a high level of 13.2
per cent in 2007. However, its level are otherwise estimated at around 30 per
cent.
Eight, government indicators and improvements imply undesirable levels
compared with the developed countries and region such as government
effectiveness, regulation quality, corruption control, legal amendments,
6

Different evaluations show 30 until 60% data’s.
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reduction of payments from businesses for governmental services,
depolitization of administration and the business climate in general.7
Nine, structural and sector barriers are still high. All this reveals in the
worsened education indicators, with the 25-65 agegroup registering an
average of 9.6 years of schooling in 2005, which is much lower than the
average in the countries which have recently joined the European Union and
the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD).
Likewise, school attendance rate is among the lowest in the majority of the
countries in the region.8 The input cost and the low quality infrastructure
obstruct the trade development, with the export level being among the lowest
in the transition economies. It accounts for around 28 per cent of the GDP in
2007, as compared to 45 per cent of the GDP in Macedonia and Bulgaria.
These costs are related to the energy sector crises. Although water supply
remains still a serious problem, because of lack of maintenance, insufficient
control of consumption is the main driver behind high losses hindering first of
all tourism development. Transport system in spite of its expansion remains
one of the barriers which hinders trade, foreign direct investments, tourism
and so the economic growth too.

III. What is called the optimal economic growth and how much it should
be in the midterm and long run?
The question posed is whether Albania should continue with this trend or is it
possible for our country to grow with higher rapid levels as until now?
First we must discuss which are the criteria‘s that we must take into account
to determine the optimal economic growth. Neoclassical growth theory
suggests that countries with different levels of product per capital must
converge in the context that countries with lower levels of incomes should
reach the countries with higher development, during the footpath of arriving
the long run equilibrium which is known as the sustainable state.

7

For more information you can refer: Doing Business 2008, Albania – World Bank
56% for ages 15-19 and 13% for ages 20-29, compared with 85% and 20% for four new
countries of EU (Czech Republic , Hungary, Poland, Slovakia Republic). Data‘s refer to the
year 2002. For more information see PEIR 2006.
8
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According to endogen growth theory between countries with different rates of
savings and investments must have differences in growth rates. Meanwhile
neoclassical theory says that this difference in savings rate has an impact in
the growth rate for a long transition period. The facts favor the neoclassical
view. Industrialized countries seem that converge towards the income levels
of the richest country, which, using the ICP measures of incomes, is still
United States.9
Robert Barro in serial papers has shown that while countries with higher
investment rate tend to grow rapidly, high investment action seems to be
transitory until they terminate in unchanged levels with high income per
capital, but not with a higher rate. According to Barro this is called
conditional convergence, it means that countries are converging in unchanged
states, which are conditioned from the rate of investments to the GDP, part of
government expenditures for education to GDP and rate of investments in
human capital.
Barro facts suggest that conditional convergence is realized in 2% per year.
For example, if the income level of India is now 5% of United States income
levels, in 35 years will be approximately 10% of American level, considering
that the other variables that have an impact in income level such as saving
rates are equal between the two countries.
Based on this verified view from empirical results can be suggested that
optimal growth rate is the one which brings this country convergence with the
other countries compared to it. This problem shows clearly our country
intention of being part of European Union. So a practical criteria of the
optimal growth rate that we will suggest is that rate which ensure the
acceptation of our country in EU in 2015, so the rate that realizes the
convergence criteria to EU.
Before answering these questions that show how can be obtained these
convergence, let get a desired economic growth which ensure the accession in
EU; through which it can be possible that in 2015 income per capital
9

See William J. Baumol, Anne B. Blackman and Edward N. Wolff, ―Productivity and
American Leadership: The Long View‖, (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press 1989), Chap. 5.
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indicator towards the BME can be equal or higher than the one of Rumania
and Bulgaria.
According to this assumption, the desired level of incomes per capital mast be
7% in the optimistic case and 5% in the pessimistic one. As we are discussing
for an increase in the real income per capital, we must have into account that
the total economic growth will be 7% (or 5%) plus the population growth.
Assumptions: Growth rate of Albania for 2007-2015, 7% optimistic and 5%;
6% for 2015-2020. BME grow with the same rates as the average growth of
the population
In the above analysis we presented the dynamic of economic growth with the
intention of convergence with EU countries and the best indicator was the
dynamic of GDP per capital in dollars with the 2000 year prices. Besides this
indicator can be used others such as national income published in World Bank
statistics also GDP per capital
Published from the ―2005 International Comparison Program Preliminary
Results‖.
Necessary politics to ensure the optimal economic growth
Box 1 Pro growth politics
What economic growth theory and empirical works show and what
can do a country to have a higher economic growth?
Some of the components are those of the supply side:
1. Investments growth by the decrease of budget deficit to give a push in
private investments and through fiscal incentives
2. Unnecessary regulation decreasing
3. Investment incentives in human capital, that means to spend more
resources and attempts in education and training
4. Infrastructure investment growth
5. Ensuring fiscal incentives for research and development expenditure
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1. Policies that ensure the economic stabilization
Keeping the macroeconomic stabilization is an important condition for a
sustainable economic growth. So:
Maintaining macroeconomic stability qualifies as a priority in our programme.
The major goals with regard to the macroecononomic indicators include
ensuring a per capita income growth rate at 7 per cent annually, a yearly
inflation rate of 3+/-1 per cent, a budget deficit of 0–2 per cent by the end of
the mandate, a public debt below 50 per cent, a one-digit unemployment rate,
and a reduced deficit of the current account.
The goal in the fiscal area concerns preservation of fiscal discipline and
budget deficit through expansion of the tax base, better fiscal management,
and reduced evasion. The following measures will be launched:
-

Establishing a lump-sum alternative tax for the very small business.

-

Reducing expenditure for investments in infrastructure and other
sectors, including railway transport, health and pension funds,
allowing greater leeway for the private sector, which would also
help enhance competition and the quality of investments in these
sectors. These measures would impact on reduction in the deficit,
increase in investments and economic growth.

-

A better diversification of the debt portfolio will be lended in
conformity with the strategy for the debt management. The debt
maturity would extend to not less than 700 days by 2010, thus
reducing the risk concerning short-term maturity.

-

A large part of the debt is kept by the second-tier banks, thus
leading also to a relatively high level of poverty in the banking
system for which the public sector is to blame. Therefore, we will
pursue the policy of promoting individuals‘ participation in public
borrowing, and increasing public borrowing twice as much by 2011,
basically through briefing the public on the debt instruments.

Economic development and growth: the property rights
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-

Expanding debt sustainability analysis and increasing its frequency.
This analysis impact directly on the policies and strategies to be
developed for reducing and keeping the debt under control.

-

Albania‘s trade conducted largely in Euros, and composition of
foreign debt, are coherent with it. However, the exchange rate risk
needs to be monitored. In this context, we will aim to increase the
long-term debt versus internal debt stock, and external debt versus
internal debt, which affect the debt management positively.

-

Public expenditure management calls for significant improvements.
To this end, measures will be undertaken to ensure: (i) use of MTEF
so as to improve the strategic resource allocation and the efficiency
of the use of these resources in accordance with the NSSED and
fiscal decentralisation; (ii) implementation of the budget regulations
so as to improve allocation effectiveness in the sectors in which
important investments, including transport, are made; (iii) adoption
of the rules intended to limit increase in non-priority expenditures;
and, (iv) upgrading of transparency and auditing procedures, and
gradual elimination of subsidies.

The goal in the monetary area concerns the keeping up with and improvement
on the inflation control targets achieved so far (3+/-1 per cent), the financial
system sustainability and supervision strengthening. The dynamics of the
economic developments and global markets, the critical analysis of the
developments in the monetary area, and the shortcomings and fragility noted,
give rise to the need for significant improvements in the development and
application of the monetary policy and performance of the Bank of Albania.
We consider the change in the Law ―For the Bank of Albania‖ as an
imperative action we have to take. We will promote further amendments to
the above mentioned Law so as to ensure real independence, and bring it into
line with legal practices and regulations of the Central European Bank and the
European System of Central Banks. In this context, the following measures
will be undertaken:
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-

Drafting the Law ―For the Bank of Albania‖ by 2009. The substantial
amendments to the law concern the legal and real independence of the
Bank of Albania, by: (i) eliminating the possibility of directly
financing the budget deficit; and (ii) boosting the professional and
public profile of the Supervision Council, as the body responsible for
drafting the monetary policy of the Bank of Albania;

-

Urging and supporting the Bank of Albania in its review of the
existing monetary policy regime, and adoption of a new regime, the
inflation-targeting regime, in the shortest time possible. The need for a
change in the existing regime, which is practically outdated, and the
apparent delays of the Bank of Albania as compared to its
commitments to this change, makes the adoption of this new regime
imperative.

-

Further improving the financial system, because there is still room for
structural reforms of the financial system, which would increase the
monetary policy effectiveness.

The goal on the fiscal area concerns preservation of fiscal discipline and
budget deficit through expansion of the tax base, better fiscal management,
and reduced evasion.
2. Policies for increasing the human capital quality.
For ensuring a sustainable growth Albania needs to move economic activities
towards those that ensure an increase in investments and an innovation
growth. Both of them especially the growth which is derived from innovations
require the usage of more human capital than the actual level. For this is
required: First, increasing of human capital quality, the international appraisal
of the teaching process in the pre-university and university education; the
systematic reviewing of the curricula associated with the relevant changes in
the teaching stuff, practices or methods, and the measuring of the learning
results; the legal amendments concerning increased academic and financial
autonomy of higher education and the structure of general education, and
particularly, vocational education.
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Second, the increased demand for education, by ensuring an increase in the
human capital. This is also evident under the conditions when obligatory
elementary education has been extended to 9 years, on account of the low
demand, especially, among the poor and rural households.
3. Policies for promoting trade (exports) and integration. The stabilisation
and association process and the signing of the relevant agreement provide the
frame under which Albania is motivated to comply with the criteria that make
it acceptable as a member of the European Union. We aim to be truthful to our
commitments to observing the free trade regimes with the other countries in
the region, and stepping up regional and European integration by creating a
stable business enviroment and eliminating the outstanding trade barriers, as
well as administrative barriers, for foreign investments, so that we may obtain
the candidate member status as soon as possible, and become member by
2014.
4. Policies for improving the infrastructure level as an important precondition for sustained economic growth. Priorities will include:
First, the energy sector, in which, along with the measures intended for the
energy privatisation and improved effeciency of production, transmission and
distribution associated also with measures for incorporating and expanding
the energy community market, the increase in the internal energy sources and
the efficient and transparent planning and procurement of the energy import
will be priority on the agenda.
Second, the road infrastructure, with the focus being on the priority setting
and investment economic analysis in this area, the improvement on service
fees to as to ensure coverage of costs and equality among the different
transportation manners and environment protection.
5. Policies for enhancing governance and reinforcing institutions. Despite
the efforts and desire to improve it, in certain aspects it has known
deterioration in terms of the quality of the human capital recruited in the
public administration, and its members‘ management integrity. In this context,
we are focused on: (i) the improved efficiency of the public administration;
(ii) the loyal, predictable and fair enforcement of legislation in the public
sector bodies and with regard to their staff, both in the regulatory aspect and
in the aspect of services extended to the private sector.
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IV. Real estate in Albania
Some history
For more than 40 years, Albanians had been told where they could and could
not live, so with the new freedom of movement came many new residents in
and around the nation's larger cities. Millions of dollars have been invested in
homes and businesses, but as long as they remain informal, owners are not
able to realize the full potential of their investments. Furthermore, the owners
of the informal buildings do not own the land on which they have built.
Absence of land ownership is a problem plaguing the entire country, primarily
because ‗owners‘ are not able to use their properties and obtain credit as
collateral for loans and other investments.
Property Legislation under Communism
The present situation concerning property rights in Albania finds its roots in
the Communist Regime after World War II. During the communist regime
(1944–90), land was expropriated and collectivized. Within one year, in 1945,
the share of land belonging to the wealthy and middle-class landowners
shrank from 52 percent to 16 percent. Next, agricultural cooperatives were
created, covering almost the entire country by 1967. Lastly, the size of the
cooperatives was increased, thereby reducing the number of cooperatives
from 1,800 in 1959 to 143 by 1983 and making Albania one of the most
collectivized countries in Europe. As a final step, the 1976 Constitution
eliminated all private ownership of land and immovable property. The
Albanian State was the exclusive owner of all immovable properties
Post-Communist Legislation
In 1991, the law ―On Constitutional Principles‖ states the private ownership
of land, giving authority to the Parliament to revise the structure of land and
property ownership in Albania.
Law 7501, (1991) “On the Land”
The privatization process began in 1991 with the approval of the Law No.
7501, ―On the Land‖, which nullified old property claims and regulated
redistribution of the expropriated farmlands given to collective farms after
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1946. The law recognized the right to private ownership of land and
immovable property and establishes a system for land classification. The law
assigned rural land to those who had cultivated it during the communist
regime, establishing a system of ownership rights, free of charge, for families
living on the ex-cooperative farms, and land-use rights, later converted into
property rights, for those living on state farms.
This law, however, has not been accepted by everybody. A controversial
aspect of Law 7501 was that it did not entitle former landowners to restitution
of the rural land they owned before establishment of the communist regime.
Law 7652 (1992) “On the Privatization of State Housing”
The next major step was the privatization of state-owned housing and urban
land. Law No. 7652, ―On the Privatization of State Housing,‖ in 1992 allowed
for ownership rights to be sold at low nominal costs to tenants with state
rental contracts. As a result, only some 2% of units still remained in state
hands by 1994. A unique feature of this privatization was the decision to treat
the immovable property and the land underneath it separately.
Government Initiatives
In November 1993, the Government of Albania approved an Action Plan—
and the Project Management Unit (PMU) to coordinate its implementation—
for creating the institutional conditions to assure the development of a
dynamic and sustainable land market.
Beginning in 1994, along with the Albanian government, the European Union,
and the World Bank, the Land Tenure Center (LTC), with US Agency for
International Development (USAID) support, has provided financial, capital,
and technical assistance to the PMU for implementing that plan. The Action
Plan aimed for an Immovable Property Registration System (IPRS) to
incorporate the estimated 3 million properties created by various privatization
programs since 1991 in a modern, accessible institution documenting who
holds what rights to land and buildings. The Action Plan also requires the
development of institutional, legal, and procedural support for dynamic land
markets - which are accessible to all sectors of the population and which
encourage the sustainable use of land resources.
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Law 8337 (1998) “On passage of property of agricultural land, forests,
pastors and meadows” (to Albanian citizens only; each family member had
respective ownership rights)
Law 8752, (2001) “On Land Structuring and Administration” (Council of
Ministers, Ministry of Agriculture and District Council created the
institutional structure (section) for the protection and administration of land)
Law 9482, (2006) “On Legalization, Urbanization and Integration of
Illegal Buildings”
In early 2006, a second legalization law, Law No. 9482, was approved. In its
new program, the government made a commitment to ―complete and
consolidate the property rights system and create opportunities for the
legalization of properties earned by honest work, in order to include them in
the economic and civil spheres.‖
A new process of self declaration of informal buildings started on July 15,
2006, after which no construction will be allowed that does not have the
proper permits and does not comply with existing rules.
Steps of the Legalization Process:
 The evidence of property claims is filled within 30 days form the last
deadline of self declaration.
 This document is delivered to District Council within 30 days and
presented to KRRTRSH in the nearest meeting.
 The aforementioned document should gain approval within 30 days.
 ALUIZNI receives the approved document within 30 days.
 The document again passed through KRRTRSH within 15 days and is
presented for approval to the nearest meeting.
 The permit from ALUIZNI passes to ZRPP to verify it there are any
original owner claims (if this is the case the latter has the right to be
compensated).
 ZRPP every 3 months presents to the Council of Ministers the list of
properties of original owners that should be compensated.
 Within 30 days from receiving such document the Council of Ministers
decides on compensation and presents the decision to the Commission for
Restitution and Compensation of Property.
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 The Commission should compensate the interested subjects within 3
months.

Drawbacks of the Law 9482
 Legalized Owners are required too many documents;
 Deadlines are too tight and might not be met;
 In particular, owners are required to prepare a map of the property they
own;
 Legalized owners coming from rural areas need user-friendly procedures
to meet their educational level in order to comply with deadlines and
requirements;
 There is also information asymmetry among property owners;
 The majority of the burden falls on local governments, which might not
have the adequate capacity in logistics and human resources to afford the
ambitious goals set by the central government.

Concerns
 How can the urbanization office know when the constructer has finished
the building presented on the picture?
 Rooms for corruption - How flexible will the government officials are?
 Will the government compensate 7501- owners in cases when illegal
buildings on their land are to be legalized? Will the compensation
coefficient be the same as in the case of owners that have inherited or
bought the land?
 The owner can register more than one building (as required by law) taking
advantage of the legalization tariffs, under his/her family members. No
specification is made.
 There will be an increase in litigation, total costs and extending time
periods.
 Back-up Plan?

Registering property
Registration of immovable properties is regulated under Law no. 7843 of 13
July 1994 On the Immovable Property Registration Offices, amendments
included. Registration system of immovable properties in Albania has to
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guarantee protection of the right of immovable properties by providing strong
evidence of:
 Ownership titles;
 Real rights on immovable properties;
 Mortgages, liens and/or encumbrances on immovable properties

As in other parts of the economy, high compliance costs have contributed to a
large informal sector in housing. As a result, these buildings are not officially
registered, and their owners do not posses legally binding ownership titles,
effectively shutting them out of formal property and mortgage markets.
Uncertain ownership rights are one of the main obstacles to economic
development in Albania. Foreign direct investment, especially in the
commercially most viable areas of the country such as Tirana and the coastal
regions, is hampered by the lack of title registration, while bank financing for
domestic investment is hindered by the lack of registered collaterals.
These problems are increasingly recognized by the international community.
In its 2005 annual report on Albania, the European Commission noted that the
lack of progress in resolving property issues was holding back the
development of a land market and, hence, agriculture and tourism, which are
potential key export sectors. The importance of clearly defined property rights
was brought up by a number of Executive Directors at the last IMF Board
meeting on Albania. The OECD (2006) has also noted the limited progress in
the protection of land ownership.
Well-defined property rights are therefore key to enhancing financial
intermediation and economic development in low-income countries. They will
enable property to be sold and bought in a global economy and to be used as
collateral for credit. They can provide a link to the owner‘s credit history and
act as catalysts to bring in much-needed foreign direct investment.
Restitution of property rights
In 1993, the principle of restitution and compensation of expropriated families
was sanctioned for the first time under the Law No. 7698 of 15 April 1993.
This first effort failed due to following reasons:
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 Albanian Government was unable to assign an alternative land or financial
compensation to claimers due to economic disturbance;
 Spontaneous migration of population occupying lands subject to
restitution process.
In 2004, the Assembly adopted the law no. 9235 of 29 July 2004 ―On
Restitution and Compensation of Properties‖, amendments included, which
repealed the former one. According to this law, methods of compensations for
expropriation claims are:
 Restitution,
 Compensation of property with similar valued land in a different location,
 Cash settlement.

Principal questions
Why half of cases in the civil courts encompass property disputes?
 Lack of experience and of trainings of judges, lawyers and further
professionals in the area of property laws;
 Property laws do not provide any meditation options for resolving
property disputes;
 Few business deals lay down mediation or arbitration as options for
resolving dispute resolutions;
 Ambiguity of property laws;
 Procedural complexities.

Why Government Initiatives have failed so far in implementing laws?






Complexity of Norms, Regulations and Procedures.
Lack of Record-keeping and Inventory.
Lack of financial support in compensating former owners.
Problems in determining market values (!)
Corruption of clerks and government officials.
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 Judges in courts do not have the legal expertise to deal with property
rights cases.

Some Statistics
 60 - 70 percent of buildings constructed since 1990 (some 200,000–
220,000 buildings) are extralegal amounting to an estimated investment of
some US$3 billion (32 percent of GDP)
 As of March 2006, the first registration process was completed for almost
79% of all cadastral zones, resulting in the registration of some 3.5 million
properties.

V. Conclusions and recommendations
Albanian economy shows a macroeconomic stabilization over years, even in
1997. Higher growth rates, prices stability with a moderated growth rate in the
limits 2-4%, decreasing interest rates and sustainability of exchange rates that
have increased investments, improvements of public finance further
consolidation and growth of exchange trade, show a macroeconomic stability
over years which create the appropriate climate for business and economy
further development.
Despite these positive developments Albania‘s progress is fragile, and is far
way from the suitable levels in order to ensure a sustainable economic
development . Indicators such as increasing rates of GDP per capital, but one
of lowest rates in Europe; decreasing unemployement rate, but above two
digits; decreasing deficit rate, but higher than the rate required for EU
integration; high trade deficit growth, energy crises, a high informal economy
etc. express the fragil stability and the risks we may face.
However, achivement of the goal of integration into European Union by 2014
calls for the maintaining of high yearly growth rates at 7 per cent, so as to take
the per capita incomes, in relation to the average for the European Union
member countries, to the level Bulgaria and Romania had it when they
joined the European Union in 2006.
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In support of the macroeconomic stabilisation and the high growth, two
policies are suggested as priorities: (i) increasing investments in human
capital to attempt the increasing of human capital quality and (ii)
governmental improvements which are valued very important for our country.
The ownership rights and reforms that are associated with it are extremely
complex and it is challenging to find an acceptable model that suits the
countries‘ economies. Furthermore, it has been stretched over very different
time periods and applied to rather particular circumstances and settings. In
Albania, in a matter of a century, so-called ―original‖ solutions have been
added to this pre-existing complexity element, which has at times contributed
to further complicating the problem/the matter. We find ourselves today at a
point in time, in which this knot must be untangled and the balance is
preserved as reasonably as possible among the previous owners, the new
owners, the tax payers and potential investors; all for the sake of both the past
and the future.
We are aware that some of the conclusions and recommendations we present
herewith, have no spell of originality, however, they put the emphasis on the
issues, which have been largely dwelt upon for a long time by other authors,
but that are permanently found on the ―political rhetoric and electoral
promises‖ of Albanian politicians. Among them, we would provide a
suggestion that we feel it would raise immediate criticism from the entire
political specter and from all those persons directly involved or who have a
vested interest in property issues in Albania.
The suggestions are mainly related with compensations and redress of former
owners. Their claim seems to vary from 3 to 6 billion Euros. After deductions
and adjustments made for physical compensations, it remains a liability of no
less than 3 billion Euros (the amount is yet to be certified by the responsible
institutions). However, there is another picture standing against this reality:
the opportunities offered by the scarce budget of our country. If all the parties
agree, the first decade budget would include the payback of an average fund
of 3 billion leks each year (the starting amount is 1.5 billion the first year until
it concludes with 4.5 billion in the last year). During the second decade, the
average payback amount would be 6 billion leks per year, starting from 4.5
billion during the first year and growing proportionally every year at the end
of the period.
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It suffices to say that if the parties find this idea generally acceptable and they
reach the consensus in principle, then could be preceded with technical
details, which would not be simple, but not impossible as well.
Some other conclusions and recommendations:
 Improving governance to provide efficient and inclusive public services.
 Promoting private sector through completion of privatization process,
growth of agriculture and use of natural sources.
 Establishing transparent and reliable market-based valuation system for a
fair compensation to the former owners.
 Completion of first registration of immovable properties encompassing
the full territory.
 Resolving issues on restitution and compensation of properties.
Unsuccessful resolution of these issues shall create the following effects:
• Block of private sector particularly in costal tourism areas;
• Domination of informal transactions with the properties.
 Completing the legalization process preventing issuance of duplication of
mapmaking, inducing subsequent registrations of settlements.
Accordingly:
• Legalization would induce subsequent registration of the settlements,
securing land tenure for residents and enabling local government
authorities to collect property taxes and any further applicable taxes.
 Providing conflict resolution provisions to be binding at all levels.
 Review of real estate official recorders: simplifying record, up-to-date
process with recent data.
 Undertaking training programs for whole professional, technical and
administrative staff in compliance with land and property reforms in
Albania.
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THE ALBANIAN FINANCIAL SYSTEM:
REFLECTIONS AFTER 18 YEARS OF
TRANSITION
Prof. Assoc. Albana HASHORVA1, Prof. Dr. Sherif BUNDO2,
Prof. Dr. Halit XHAFA3

Following 45 years of social and economic isolations under communist
government, Albania was became part of political and economic
transformations of Eastern Europe. Building a market type financial sector
constituted a key element in these transformation efforts. However, after
almost two decades of transition, the results and the experiences are mixed.
Albania still has a long way to go to build a robust and efficient financial
system.
This paper will try to asses the present situation of financial sector in
transition process of Albania and to discuss what are and how to face the
challenges that lie ahead. We look at three segments of the financial sector:
banks, debt market and equity market. Based on the experience of developed
countries we have formulated some observations as to the role of financial
system and the economy as a whole. It should be underlined that our
observations mostly describe the prevailing feature of the financial sectors in
Albania.
The reform process in Albania started in a background vacuum. These
economic reforms provided the platform for a market oriented economy. An
overview of the major economic reforms during the period of transition is
presenting as following:
 Trade and exchange liberalization.
 The privatization and the distribution of the land owned by the
farming cooperative
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 The price liberalization
The economic transition consequences have been subject of the intensive
analyzes and investigations. For the economists the lessons of the last years of
transition are clear. The last decade experiences have shown that the transition
in an inevitable way has been a long capricious and complex process too.
When the transition began, economists were convinced about the effects that
would generate first of all in the real output. And the effects resulting from the
economic reforms were immediately and impressing.
Year
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
GDPgrowth -10
-27.7
-7.2
9.6
8.9
in (%)
Year
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
GDPgrowth 7.3
7.8
7.2
3.4
6
in (%)
Table 1: Source: World Bank (1997) Min. of Fin, INSTAT.

1995
8.9

1996
9.1

1997
-7

1998
8

2004
5.9

2005
6

2006
6.1

2007
5.1

Observation 1.Undertaking more structural reforms on the early years of
transition experienced a faster rebound in output and GDP.
The structuring of financial system has been a key element of transition
reforms. Over 18 years of transition Albanian financial system, has undergone
dramatic changes as a results of the successes and failures of macro and micro
reforms and changes in the institutional framework.
A healthy financial system should:
Generate an adequate level of population‘s savings
Allocate these savings to efficient uses
Provide efficient tools of corporate control
There are two main patterns of financial sector structure:
Bank dominated financial sector
Capital market oriented financial sector
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Observation 2. After two decades of transition, we confirm that the
Albanian financial sector structure belongs to the first pattern “Bank
dominated financial sector”.
The banking system plays an important role in economy but it cannot be
considered isolated from historical political and economic environment.
Specifically, the paper examines how the inherited structure of the Albanian
banking system has affected in the development of its.
A historical approach of Albanian Banking Sector.
Before 1990...
The structure of the banking system in Albania prior to 1992 was typically of
a centrally planned economy. Bank deposits were the only officially available
savings/ investment instruments for individuals in socialist Albanian
economy. The exclusive source of external financing for the enterprise sector
was credit provided on the basis of investment and production decisions by
central planning bodies. State Bank of Albania the only bank that functioned
did not take credit allocation decisions and did not need to evaluate credit risk.
Thus there were no equity instruments and corporate markets. Till 1989
no changes happened in the banking system. The system was characterized by
a monobank –State Bank of Albania performed both, central and commercial
bank functions. As a central bank, it was responsible for issuance of currency,
supervision of monetary policy and it assisted the needs of state enterprises
for credit and money depositing by keeping their accounts. Another bank that
operated in agricultural sector was the Agrarian Bank like depositing and
lending institution.
Post ’90 Banking System...
The first important step in the reformation of the Albanian banking system
was the creation of a two-tier banking system. This transformation was only
made possible in Albania through the law of the Bank of Albania passed by
the parliament in April 1992. The law of 1992, installed from the independent
point of view, a broad autonomy for the Bank of Albania. This bank retained
all traditional functions of the Central Bank (direction of the monetary policy,
credits, interest rates, exchange rates and emission), while the new
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commercial banks recently born, were in charge of all transactions of credit
allocation and acceptance of deposits from businesses and individuals.
So the approval of new legal framework of banking system on 1992 marked
the establishment a new banking system. It acclaimed Bank of Albania as a
central bank as the existence of three state- owned banks; Saving Bank (SB),
National Commercial Bank (NCB) and Agriculture Commercial Bank (ACB).
The second level banks inherited the activity of formers bank (two banks and
one saving –insurance institute)
The entrance of new private banks began on 1992-1993, but in this time they
had a restricted activity and no more clients. They began to work intensively
after 1996. So for a long period the group of state-owned banks have
dominated the market.
Privatisation of the banking system means, weakening the role of the state in
existent banks, creating new private banks, and also increasing competition.
Privatization of the state-owned banks can contribute to this restructuring.
The original programme of the privatisation of banking sector has foreseen
fast privatisation however the process turned out to be much slower than
planned, mainly due to its political sensitivity. After 10 years of privatisation
the Albanian Banking sector was still dominated by the last state- owned
bank, Saving Bank. Saving Bank was dominant in the overall performance of
the Albanian banking system, network extension, deposit market and T- bills
market.
The financial crisis of 1997 caused of pyramid schemes lie ahead to be solve
the dilemma: Liquidation – Reconstruction – or Privatization for the
state owned capital banks. Agricultural Commercial Bank went into
liquidation and part of its assets was distributed to other state –owned banks
while bad loans, were transferred to the Agency of Credit Restructuring .After
a long discussion to be liquidated or to be privatised, lastly was decided that
the other state-owned banks National Commercial Bank to privatised too. The
inefficiency of these banks showed that the first steps of restructuring the
system were inadequate. So Saving Bank before privatization underwent a
structuring process.The privatization of SB has been a difficult challenge and
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was faced sucessfully at the end of 2003. Actually there are 16 banks, all
private and 14 of those have foreign capital ownership.
Observation 3. Banks should be privatized and separated from politics
and government influence The key objective of bank privatization should
be to create the best conditions for long term development and efficiency
of the privatized institution.
The Albanian Transition Financial System: size, structure and efficiency.
We can distinguish three important segments of the financial sector: banks,
debt market (the loans of the private sector) and equity market. To size the
dimension and the performance of these segments we can use these indicators:
The number of banks (of which foreign owned).
Asset share of state -owned banks (in %).
Non-performing loans (in % of total loans).
Domestic credit to private sector(in per cent of GDP)
Stock market capitalization (in % of GDP).
In the following table we have presented, the estimating of some indicators of
structural and institutional development of Albanian Financial System and
their performance over the 18 years of transition.
Comparing the asset share of state -owned banks indicator with banking
system reforming index accounted by EBRD (see on Table 2),we observe a
positive link between them. The higher level of privatization the higher the
index of EBRD for banking system reform too. The privatization process
started in 1995 when the law ―on transforming state –owned banks into trade
companies and allowing their privatisation‖was approved. In the reformation
of the Albanian financial and banking system the privatization of banks and in
particular of Savings Bank undoubtly constitutes the most important and
difficult process. The change of banking system structure (see the second row
of above table 2), improved the ratio - asset share of state -owned banks (in
%)-in favor of the private banks. Privately owned banks hold 92% of the
banking system‘s total assets on 2005 and the government aimed to have the
sector fully privatized soon.
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From 1996 to 2004 private banks have increased their market share in the
Albanian banking system while the indicator of ―Asset share of state -owned
banks (in %)‖ took on 2006, value 0. The EBDR index of reforming Albanian
banking system has an increasing trend. The index range moved from 1 to 2.7.
It‘s a good progress but far from the maximum value that is 4.0. (See table 2)
Financial sector
1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999
Number of banks (of which
Na 6(3)
Na 6(3)
8(3)
9(3)
10(8) 13(11)
foreign owned)
Asset share of state-owned
Na
97.8 Na
94.5 93.7 89.9 85.6 81.1
banks(in per cent)
Non-performing loans(in percent
Na
Na
Na
34.9 40.1 91.3 35.4 32.7
of total loans)
Domestic credits to private
Na
3.9
3.6 Na
3.9
3.8
0.6
2
sector(in percent of GDP)
Stock market capitalization(in
Na
Na
Na
Na
Na
Na
Na
Na
percent of GDP)
EBRD index of banking sector
1.3
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
reform
EBDR index of non-banking
1
1
1
1
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
financial institutions
2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
Financial sector
Number of banks (of which
13(12) 13(12) 13(12) 15(13) 16(14) 16(14) 17(14) 16(14)
foreign owned)
Asset share of state-owned
64.8 59.2 54.1 51.9
6.7
7.7
0
0
banks(in per cent)
Non-performing loans(in percent
42.6
6.9
5.6
4.6
4.2
2.3
3.1
3.4
of total loans)
Domestic credits to private
3
5.9
6.3
7.3
9.5 15.1 21.7 28.9
sector(in percent of GDP)
Stock market capitalization(in
Na
Na
Na
Na
Na
Na Na
Na
percent of GDP)
EBRD index of banking sector
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
reform
EBDR index of non-banking
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
financial institutions

Table 2: Sources: ERBD Reports (2000; 2006); BOA Report 2008

Observation 4. The privatization of the banking sector in Albania and the
banking system reforming index are related directly, considering the
other indicators ceteris paribus.
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The size of financial sector and its particular segments is not always a good
indicator of its contribution to the economic growth. Banking sector, debt
market and equity market play an important role in the financial sector. None
of these segments should be discriminated or underdeveloped.
For many years economists have praised the advantages of the bank
dominated model, but on the other side the underdevelopment of the stock
market may hamper an economy‘s ability to restructure in response to
technological changes.
Albania characterizes by a low scale of development of financial market.
Capital market doesn‘t exist. Practically no securities transactions are
executed in Tirana Stock Exchange. The only securities being trade are Tbills, and the T-bills market has functioned as a pure money market. T- Bills
are trading from Central Bank as means to finance budget deficit.
Observation 5 .The financial system almost can be identified by the
banking sector. The banking sector dominates the financial system. The
financial markets are undervalued and not developed.
It is well known fact that the financial markets and especially the stock market
provide a very important source of capital for economic operators. To
measure the financial system performance, a very important indicator is stock
market capitalization too. On the table 2 we can see that this indicator is not
calculated. This is not related to the lack of the data but with the fact that in
Albania Tirana Stock exchange almost doesn’t exist and is still one of the
main challenges of the financial system In Albania so far the attempts to
develop this market have been focused on the formulation of laws and
constructions of institutions that will participate in it. The result is: there are
no shares listed in the stock market and an official stock market doesn‘t exit.
Observation 6. The stock market capitalization almost doesn’t exist.
Albania is the only country in Europe where Tirana Stock Exchange does
not function as an official stock market.
The failure of mass privatization is one of the reasons that the stock market
was not able to function properly. An important relationship exists between
the development of the capital market and the massive privatization process.
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Almost in all the Middle-East European countries the developing of the
capital market has occurred parallel with the massive privatization process.
The capital market is independent and follows the privatization process. This
at least means that the difference in the ownership causes, stimulate the
necessity of specified markets.
The influence of the privatization in developing of the capital market consists
in two directions:
In composing the privatization scheme in the way that the public
supply plays a big role.
b) Through incentives, by creating of investment funds that offer to
their investitors the possibility to take part in stock exchange
without the need of special knowledge for it.
a)

Mass Privatization in Albania is biased on the delivery of vouchers to people
without paying for them. The instrument used for the realization of this
method was public auction. This method will results on quick transfer of
ownership from state to new shareholders and indirectly it should foster the
development of capital markets. However, in Albania, from the first 20
companies privatized through vouchers there are companies in which all the
shareholders have 1-10%of shares. Whereas, there are others, where
individuals possessed 40-50 % of the shares.
Observation 7. The under-developed Albania financial market reveals
that the privatization methods applied in Albania, has not accomplished a
good impact in developing of the financial markets.
Why the Albanian method of privatization, didn‘t‘ incite the development of
the capital market?
Meanwhile, it can be clearly concluded that the Albanian model of
privatization did not achieve its goals towards the creation and the
consolidation of the capital market. This is related to some characteristics that
had Albanian model of privatization in comparison to the other countries.
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 During of privatization process only a small part of vouchers have
been used.
 Vouchers as securities were easily tradable in open market not in stock
exchange. Those who possessed the vouchers can exercised their right
to buy shares in companies and in turn can sell them to the free market
for cash. The emergency for money and the lack of information about
the mechanism of using these instruments, made them sell vouchers
almost immediately in the free market increasing its supply. Meantime
the Stock Exchange was not established and there were no other
options in the market; and till November 1996, foreign investitors
were prohibited by law to participate in the privatization of enterprises
through the vouchers.
 The function of the Investment Funds as financial intermediaries has
not been accomplished. Three Investment Funds were registered;
―Anglo-Adriatica‖ Investment Fund, ―Shqiperia e Re‖ investment
Fund and ―Nobel‖ investment Fund .The existence of a free vouchers
market, at the same time, created a parallelism between the Investment
Funds and them. From one side Investment Funds were subject of
many limitations imposed by the law, while in the other side the other
institutions and persons which were not subject of such limitations,
could freely collect and invest vouchers.
 Devaluation of vouchers-the securities in the opened market was
considerable too. Devaluation of them could happen for some
technical and conceptual reasons too, related to the lack of experience
and the actual stage of economic reform development in Albania.
Opened market attracted the vouchers at a low price that varied from
15-25 % of their face value. The exchangers that operated with
vouchers were only brokers. They profited just the price difference
because they did not invest the vouchers directly in buying of stocks in
auction.
 The public didn‘t put their trust in such securities. This is related with
the deficiencies in providing the information and education to the
public about the process of mass privatization too.
Let‘s turn back again to table 2. Another index to be considered is domestic
credit to private sector (in per cent of GDP).
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Observation 8.In Albania Domestic credit to private sector(in per cent
of GDP)by banking system are still lower(in 2007 – 28.9%) as compared
with other countries of Eastern Europe(35-40%) and so far from the
figures of Western European countries(the ratio of credit /GDP varies
from 70 to 100%)
During the first decade, credit to economy varies between the values 3.9-5.4%
of the GDP (see on table 2). This situation is conditioned by political and
economic factors as well as by other phenomena characteristic for transition
period in Albania. During 1993-1999 Bank of Albania applied direct
instruments of monetary policy, and in particular a tight credit policy through
hard constraints with bank to bank ceilings that limited credits activity. But
this instrument has not prevented the banks from crediting of economy. Till
end of 1996, credit market was dominated by three state owned banks. Stateowned banks were engaged in domestic lending but they operated as state
agencies with soft budget constraints and failed to implement prudent lending
practices. These banks did not select efficiently their clients and bad loans
occupied the credits system. In 1997 it reached to 91.3 %( see table 2).For this
reason Bank of Albania suspending lending activity of banks whose bad loan
ratio was above 20%. SB the biggest and the most important bank of banking
system was impeded to extend credits till its privatisation.
The index of domestic credit to private sector (in per cent of GDP) shows us
the capability of the bank to expand the lending activity. When this index is
going down and the capital markets are underdeveloped, it is accepted, ceteris
paribus, that the loan supply as part of GDP will go down and so will have a
negative impact in the economic growth (See table2). The lowest level this
indicator has achieved in 1998 in the value of 0.6%, but later it is evident a
brief increased even though not in the anterior values. The cause of this fall is
the monetary policy of BOA that mentioned before.
The banking system development and increasing of the role of banks as an
intermediaries, brought to the evident increased of the lending activity
specially after 2000.Economic and financial stability achieved in 2000
encouraged banks to be more active in credit market. The adoption of the law
on Securing charges and the opening of the registry for movable property in
early 2001 are important steps to improve the legal and institutional
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framework for lending. First results of these measures have been evident in
2001 which recorded a substantial expansion of credits.After the privatisation
of S.B, on 2004, the credits market was developed faster than before. We can
see that the domestic credit to private sector / in percent of GDP on the end of
2007 was 28.9% (see table 2) and almost a double of the same part in 2005.
This thing has generated several debates, because it is considered high, but it
is well to mention that for the developed countries this index varies from 70100% of GDP.
Credit activity of Albanian banking system has been constrained on account
of the high share of non- performing loans in their portfolio too. The indicator
of non- performing loans/vs. total loans (present on table 2) shows the size of
banking system exposure to credit risk. The high and increasing values of this
indicator indicate a generally great exposure to this risk.
In some cases however, sudden financial sector contraction, like as happened
in Albania on 1997 with pyramid schemes, causes a surge of inflation and a
severe GDP decline. In Albania, in 1997 a mounting bad debt problem
undermined confidence in the banking system and led to high inflation (about
42%) and GDP dropped to – 7% (see table 1). These situations did not create
a climate for the development of equity and debt capital markets.
After 2000 this indicator was in downward trend .The decline of this indicator
is mainly explained by the upward trend of the loan portfolio versus the
downward trend of the non performing loans portfolio.
Observation 9. High levels of non-performing loans in transition
countries suggested that bank restructuring was required.
The problem of non -performing loans cannot be really solved since:
-legislation concerning bankruptcy, securities, ownership rights and financial
commitments are in lack.
-there is no enforceable judgment against debtors
-there are no bankruptcy (liquidation) proceedings.
Supervision of the financial sector has substantially improved following the
collapse of the pyramid schemes in 1997; rules and regulations are generally
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in line with generally in line with international standards and controls are
being carried out on a regular basis.
Aside from the poor performance in credit intermediation, the provision of
other financial services to the public was also very poor. Most financial
activities in the economy took place outside the licensed financial institutions,
in the informal financial market.
Observation 10.The lack of the developed financial markets encouraged
the informal markets.
There are some reasons that encouraged the informal markets:





The contradiction between the needs of economy for credits and
fragility of banking system to fulfill the needs.
The restrictive monetary policy followed from Bank of Albania
through the direct instruments has made difficult the lending process
too.
Increase the volume of transactions in the foreign currency markets.
The money sending from abroad, remittances, was easier to use in the
exchange informal markets.

The absence of a functioning formal banking system, combined with an
inadequate regulatory and supervisory framework, contributed to the
mushrooming of informal financial schemes during the 95-97‘years.These
included the pyramid schemes , the collapse of which triggered the civil crisis
that erupted in early 1997, which eroded many of the achievements made
during the early years of transition. However the events triggered by the
collapse of the pyramid schemes may have represented a break-point for the
reform of the banking sector.
Observation11: There is a lack of trusted and appropriate
savings/investment instrument for individuals. It hinders the growth of
financial systems and hampers economic development.
In Albania, banks and capital market suffer the lack of public confidence. In
shortage of such instruments individuals may follows several strategies:
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To increase spending – which on macroeconomic level translates –higher
consumption and lower saving rate.
To invest abroad- which means less domestic savings to invest
To invest in gray economy- which translates into less savings available to
invest to official economy
To keep money under mattresses-which translate into fewer saving to invest.
All in all a lack of an appropriate savings/ investment instrument hinders the
growth of financial system and results in less savings , less investment in
official economy and a negative impact on the official GDP growth.
Lastly something about the non-banking financial intermediaries. In
Albania has been not so good progress with development of non-banking
financial institutions. The EBDR index of non-banking financial institutions
has a low trend almost constant (EBRD Index =1.7) and so far from the
maximum value that is 4.0. (see table 2)
Non-banking financial intermediaries in Albania presents from:
 Insurance market
 Pension Fund
i. Social Insurance Institute
ii. Private Pension Fund
Observation 12. The non developed financial markets in Albania
naturally
associated
with
under-developed
of
non-banking
intermediaries.
Actually there are ten insurance institutions operating in Albania .The main
characteristic of the Albanian insurance market is the predominance of the
local capital (nearly 85 %). The Insurance Institute INSIG was the first public
financial institution in the area of the nonbanking intermediation. It was
created in 1991 as a public company of insurances, creating the opportunity
that the insurance activity to be concepted and practiced for the first time in
Albania. The entrance on the insurances market of the first private companies
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―SIGMA‖ and ―SIGAL‖ created a new situation in this area, where the
competition begun to be evident. The licensing of the insurance private
companies was a necessary process for the proceeds and the efficiency of this
system.
The main characteristics of Insurance market are:








Insurance market, differently from other elements of financial system,
is relatively new element for the Albanian economy.
Revenue structure is highly concentrated on engine primes and
property (95%) while life insurance has only 5%.
Until the 2004, the insurance market was totally dominated from the
local capital.
There is still legislative and institutional instability.
The insurance companies with local capital are directed and managed
by their owners.
Insurance market has expanded its activities in the other countries of
the region too.
Foreign companies, mainly Austrian ones, but also Greeks and
Italians, have invested in the insurances market in Albania.

Another form of the nonbanking intermediation are the pension funds. Reform
of the pension system through the creation of privately managed pension
funds may have a substantial impact on capital market development and thus
contribute to the improvement of the financial sector structure. In Albania
until to 2006 the only institution that deals with social insurance is ―Social
Insurance Institute‖. So for a long period the ―Social Insurance Institute‖ with
state-owned capital is dominating the market. The entrance of three private
pension funds began on 2006. Present all over the world, the pensions private
schemes have resulted to be the best alternative for all they who does not
consider enough the revenues offered as a pension from the public scheme.
The pension private funds are closely related to the capital markets
functioning. The action is mutual. The capital markets can create the
conditions to canalize the investments of the pension funds, on the other hand
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the private pension funds can be an important source of investments in these
markets, too.
Observation 13: The entry of private pension funds when capital markets
are too weak associated with risks.




Capital market can be undermined the investment of pension funds.
A negative return from pension funds investments may also be caused by
high inflation or financial crisis.
The floating of the stock markets, presents another risk for the return of
the investor.

The better ways to achieve this pension fund investment that act dependently
from the no developed financial markets, and also to minimize the above risks
are:
The international capital markets investments
The T-bill investments with 0 risk or state obligation investments.

Concluding, financial sector structure in Albania like as the others transition
economies differs from that in developed countries:
Banking sector dominates financial sector in Albanian transition
economy, as other financial sector segments are less developed. The
privatized banking sector is highly concentrated. The Albanian
economy is still largely cash-based.
Capital market is under-developed and non- estimating. Capital
markets barely exist and regulatory capacity remains weak. Albania‘s
capital markets remain embryonic. The Tirana Stock Exchange was
established in 1996, but no companies have yet been listed. . A natural
first step would be the establishment of a secondary market for
government bonds (and at a later stage for corporate bonds).
Debt markets are hugely underdeveloped and they hardly exist. In late
2007, the stock of outstanding loans to the private sector was still a
mere 28 percent of GDP. Credit is constrained by difficulties to assess
credit-worthiness (a credit registry does not yet exist), the lack of
collateral (especially land titles) and limited institutional.
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The majority of savings is still channeled into treasury bills. The
spectrum of financial services is only broadening slowly.
Insurance: Albania has ten insurance companies, three of which
provide life insurance. With a total premium income of less than one
percent of GDP the sector is even less developed than in neighboring
countries. Growth has been volatile in recent years and amounted to
about 6 percent. State-owned insurance company INSIG enjoyed a
monopoly until the late 1990s, but competition has reduced its market
share to 20 percent. Since 2005, Albania has two private pension
funds, but as the pension system lacks a compulsory private pillar, this
segment of the capital market is also slow to evolve.
So the difficult challenges to lie ahead to Albania Financial System to
overcome.
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A LITERATURE REVIEW ON VARIOUS ASPECTS OF
ALBANIAN MIGRATION
Prof. Dr. Fatmir MEMAJ1, M.A. Elona BOLLANO2, M.A. Izela TAHSINI3

Abstract
The overall objective of the paper is to explore the characteristics and the
socio-economic consequences of external migration in Albania, with a focus
on the brain drain phenomena, remittances and better policies. With this aim,
first, quantitative and qualitative aspects of Albanian migration are explored,
such as migration flows; location choice across EU countries; skilled versus
unskilled migration; illegal migration; age profile of migrants, with particular
attention on illegal migration. analyze the consequences of immigration,
particularly high skilled migration. Further on, consequences of the brain
drain are explored, with particular emphasis on return migration and the
possibility to implement policies directed to the Albanian diaspora in EU
countries; also determinants of the propensity to remit are explored and the
impact of remittances.. Building on this knowledge, policy perspectives and
practices are analyzed on how they can improve the social and economic
effects of migration both in host and sending countries. Though the main
focus is on external migration, the last chapter attempts to investigate the
demand side of the growth process, through an analysis of the impact of
internal migrations from rural to urban areas on it. The last chapter offers
recommendations for all interested stakeholders, on both sending and
receiving countries.

Chapter I - Main quantitative and qualitative aspects of Albanian
migration
I.1 Migration flows.
Albanian migration historic, based on the patterns and typologies of
migration, can by divided in three important periods:
(i) Migration flows prior 1944;
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(ii) Migration flows during the period 1944 - 1990; and
(iii)Migration flows after 1990‘.
There is limited information on migration prior 1944 based on history and
travel books, mainly written by foreign researchers or travelers. There was a
combined external and internal migration, because of different administrative
division of territory & long - term ottoman rule. The profile characteristics of
migrants were: migrants of labor or/and of war, mainly located in Italy,
Greece, etc. After I WV began the communist regime and country isolation.
Migration was prohibited and severly punished. Around 20, 000 persons left
Albania during 1945-90 (Civici, et al., 1999). They were located Europe,
USA, Australia, etc and were mainly opponents of the regime
At the end of ‘80, the potential for migration increased, due to socio-economic
factors, such as : a young population –1.2 million on 1950 - 3.2 million on
1989; Massive education & expanded educational system, dominance of
agricultural and industrial productivity (80% of GDP), with decreasing
productivity. At the beginning of ‘90, economic situation worsened: inflation
was 350%, output growth rates were decreasing, ‘91 GDP was half of ‘90
GDP, etc. The after ‘90 radical changes in Eastern Europe produced frequent
migratory fluxes to western countries.
Here started the ―Albanian drama of migration‖, when 5000 Albanians
entered western embassies. During 1990-1992, 300 000 persons in total left
Albania. During 1993-96 there was more economic and political stability,
slower migration, but illegal transport channels were created. On 1996-97,
political unrest and pyramid crisis created new migratory fluxes. 15 000
Albanians migrated to Italy, 10 000 to Greece, others to France, Belgium, UK,
etc. During 1996-99, new migration policies in USA and Canada, influenced
the development of Albanian communities in Northern America. After the
year 2000, socio-political stability and tightened border controls has decreased
migratory fluxes.
I. 2

Location choices across EU countries.

After 2000 the Albanian authorities have undertaken several attempts to
correctly estimate the number of the Albanians living abroad as well as their
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geographical dispersion. Prior to 2000 data on Albanian emigration were
patchy and in an extensive part came form the destination countries,
especially Greece and Italy. More recently the Albanian Government
published a revised estimate of over one million Albanians living abroad by
2005 (Government of Albania 2005).
Table 1. Albanian Emigration Direction.
1999
Country
Number
In %
Greece
500,000
67.34
Italy
200,000
26.94

2005
Number
600,000
250,000

54.89
22.87

In %

Germany

12,000

1.62

15,000

1.37

UK

5,000

0.67

50,000

4.57

Belgium

368

0.05

5,000

0.46

France

2,000

0.27

2,000

0.18

Austria

856

0.12

2,000

0.18

Netherlands

449

0.06

1,000

0.09

Switzerland
793
0.11
1,500
Turkey
1,000
0.13
5,000
USA
12,000
1.62
150,000
Canada
5,000
0.67
11,500
TOTAL
742,500
1,093,000
Source: Barjaba (2000) and Government of Albania (2005).

0.14
0.46
13.72
1.05

Albanians present the major group of foreign born immigrants in Greece and
have stayed in Greece longer than any other group of immigrants (Iosifides et.
al. 2006). Barjaba and King (2005) estimate that by 2005 there could have
been around 600,000 Albanians living in Greece, with documents and not.
Considering that the total Greek population is less than 11 million, this is a
considerable presence, equivalent to more than 5 % of the country‘s
population. Italy is the second most significant destination country for the
Albanian migrants. Kelly (2005) has identified several similarities and
differences in the patterns of migration in Greece and Italy. In both countries,
a high number of migrants arrived after ‘90, with a tendency to stabilize, longterm objectives and family unions; authorities have taken formalization and
documentation initiatives; there is similar information on numbers,
employment, discrimination and gradual integration. The difference is related
to the higher influence of Albanian migrants in Greece: 600,000 Albanians in
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11 m inhabitants in Greece, versus 200,000 Albanians in 58 m inhabitants in
Italy. The UK is a relatively new destination, having been chosen by
Albanians following the collapse of the pyramid schemes in 1997 and they are
mainly from northern regions such Kukës, Shkoder and Mat. Most Albanian
migrants have entered the UK as asylum seekers. The data on the number
Albanian migrants located in UK vary from 50,000 (The Government of
Albanian 2005) to 100,000 (British Officials as in Vullnetari 2007).
I.3 Characteristics of migrants
Based on research and the literature on emigration, Barjaba in 2000 was the
first to suggest an ‗Albanian model‘ of emigration. The Albanian emigration
model has the following features: is intense (a rate of emigration much higher
than any other Eastern bloc country); is largely economically driven – a form
of ‗survival migration‘; has a high degree of irregularity, with many
undocumented migrants; displays lots of to-and-fro movement, especially with
Greece; and is dynamic and rapidly evolving, especially as regards new
destinations and routes of migration.
The migration phenomenon has affected a considerable portion of the
economically active population. The geographical mobility of labor is one of
the important adjustment mechanisms which help to cope with poverty,
structural unemployment and asymmetric shocks. In 1995, the number of
migrants represented 26.0% of the working-age population 15–64 years. In
1998 the United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) calculated that 83.0% of
Albanian migrants were males, 71.0% of whom were aged between 20 and 34
years. These figures were confirmed by the 2001 Albanian Census.
Chapter II – Consequences of migration
II/a.1. Brain Drain
Brain drain4 describes the phenomenon of emigration of highly qualified,
talented professionals from one country to the other and as such, it is part of

4

This expression first was used during 1960s in UK by Royal Society of London, to
characterize the large flows of engineers and scientists that migrated in USA and in Canada,
for more favorable financial conditions and other as such. More generally, after the 1960s,
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the broader process of international migration. Based on the emigration
theories and in the empirical literature World Bank 2006 has confronted the
costs and benefits generate by the emigration of the high skilled professionals.
Empirical evidence on the cross-country relationship between high-skilled
emigration and growth are mixed.
II/a.2.

Brain Drain, the Albanian case

Albanians have generally traveled and settled abroad in search for better
living standards. However, it was the last decade of the 20th century that the
emigration phenomenon took the epic dimensions that are presented in the
previous chapter. As outlined by INSTAT in 2004, the socio-demographic
profile of the highly skilled professional, compared to the average emigrant
profile, is characterized by an older age cohort, wider participation of women
(32 % of the emigrants) and family emigration (62 % of the emigrants have
left with their families). Emigration destinations in particular are Canada,
France, USA, Germany and England compared to Greece and Italy aimed
destinations by the common emigrant. This profile reveals alarming prospects
of a more permanent settlement of the high skilled Albanian migrants abroad,
this will be reflected in the gradually reduction of the financial contributions
but what probably is more important in the reduction of the social and
scientific value added and contribution in their home country.
In the first wave of emigration, during 1990 – 1993, the fall of the communist
regime and the sudden liberalization that followed, in the context of a
deteriorated economic situation, was the most crucial factor for leaving the
country. While many high skilled and qualified professionals were part of the
migratory patterns of this wave, their motives did not differ from the workers,
youth and unemployed.
The second wave of emigration, with few exceptions, has evolved steadily
during the long Albanian transition process and although to a lesser degree
continues even to date. In this long period the main emigrated factor has been
closely related to the macroeconomic conditions. This migratory wave has led
to a modification of the Albanian population in terms of education. It
decreased the number of students in public education, tripled tertiary level
brain drain has been associated with the flight of human capital from the developing to the
developed world.
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part time staff, vs. full time and there was an increase of population with
lower educational level. These tendences brought to homogenization of
population education. The reforms turned qualified population into marginal
social group and the consecutive migration of qualified migrants created a
vacuum of qualified labor force
AIIS 2005 has identified four focal factors that have had a significant impact
in the Albanian context during this period:
- Large cuts in the state budget for research and development.
- Weak private sector.
- Political interference in state-run research and higher education
institutions.
- Failure of the scientific community to adapt to the new system.
The third wave differs from the other two waves since the main purpose for
leaving Albania is solely educational and not migratory. Every year nearly
3000 Albanians enroll in Western higher education institutions — with main
destinations Italy, France, Germany, and the United States (Tafaj, 2005). The
third wave is composed by two categories of professionals:
- Professors and technicians, educated in Albanian.
- Students of the post-1990 generation, educated abroad.
Members of this group take advantage of the alternatives offered in the global
market for better educational and carrier opportunities. They are open to the
possibility to come back, if there are professional development chances and
another characteristic is inelasticity – no political/economic pressure to leave
the country. At the same time, the situation in Albania, as well as in all
Southern Eastern European countries (SEE) is unsatisfactory in most
disciplines regarding the post-graduate studies, as the courses offered are
frequently based on outdated programmes.
On the other side, there are pull factors as well created by the governments of
the developed countries that aim to attract this category of individual from the
developing / emerging countries. Schemas implemented by governments of
developed countries to attract this category include relaxed criteria relating to
labor-market testing and job offers, fiscal incentives, etc. Albania is in
disadvantage because hasn‘t much to offer & lacks a comprehensive strategy
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for effectively using the brain and for turning brain drain into brain
circulation.
II/a.3

Return migrants

The return of expatriates to their home country is perceived as benefactions to
development (Ellerman 2003). Return migrants may be more effective than
foreigners in transferring knowledge back home because of their
understanding of local culture. However, among the returnees may be retirees,
or the less skilled emigrants (Lowell and Findlay 2001), or those who have
difficulties in readapting to the home country (Faini 2003). Returnees may be
those disappointed by the wages or working conditions or may have more
difficulty in finding or retaining jobs.
In the Albanian case is difficult to estimate the correct contribution and
impact of return emigrant in the development of the country. The return
process of Albanian migrants ranges from voluntary to forced return and
within this spectrum there is a variety of other forms of return. According to
the data collected through the Total Information Management System (TIMS),
an information network that links the all the border crossing points (BCP) in
the country, in operation since 2004, 94.8% of the total returnees are
deportees.
Based on the information collected for the period January 2007 - April 2008
the retuned emigrants have the following characteristics:
The issues on the contribution of the returnees on the domestic economic
growth, together with the contribution of remittances in growth, are
considered controversial. King and Vullnetari (2003) argue that the number of
persons that return permanently in Albania is low, and in those few cases
when emigrants have voluntary returned often are faced with the harsh realty
that their savings collected abroad are not enough to invest and build an
sustainable productive enterprises (Kule et al. 2002). Among the most
important factors that undermine the confidence of Albanians to invest in their
country are poor infrastructure, lack of credit facilities, especially long-term
credit, lack of security and the political instability.
The contribution of emigrants in the domestic development is extensively
analysed by Beryl Nicholson – characterized by King (2005) as ‗the most
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ardent proponent of return-led development in Albania‘. As the literature
suggests, emigrants are ‗agents of development‘ who deliver ‗cost-effective
development‘ (King 2005). Return migrants can transfer new skills and ideas,
and contacts with future suppliers they also do not only contribute to their
home country‘s development but also continue to benefit host countries after
their return home.
II/b.1. Determinants of the propensity to remit
A lot of literature exists already on migration, especially on remittances. Still,
the determinants of remittances for Albania have not been studied
systematically. This has been mainly related with the relatively short period of
migratory fluxes and low quality data, which impede a full econometric
analysis (De Zwager et al, 2005). Also, most of the studies focus mainly on
economic determinants, compared to social ones.
There are three main studies that investigate the determinants of remittances
for Albanian migrants. Male older migrants, with a family in Albania, or close
relatives of head of family, send more and higher sums. But, migrants who
know their job before leaving or legal migrants, are more likely to remit and
remit more, which contradicts the self insurance motive. Konica (2006).
Gërmenji, Beka & Sarris (2001) have mainly nonconclusive results – but
remittances are mainly headed towards poorer families, with older heads of
family, which fits with the altruistic motive. Lianos and Cavoundis (2006)
surveyed Albanian migrants in Greece, who had successfully been legalised
after an amnesty for illegal migrants in 2000.
The following group of migrants have a higher probability to remit: Women,
married migrants, when the family of the migrant is not in Greece, when the
family at home is more relatively deprived and when the migrant‘s income
decreases. The amount of remittances increases with income, the number of
children in Albania and when employment is less stable, which could be
interpreted as insurance. Overall however, it is difficult to draw conclusions
on the remittance motives of Albanian migrants.
Piperno (2003) lists a number of key social behavior patterns taken in the
recipient country that determine remittances: the degree of social
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organization, the migratory plan, the linkages with the homeland. The study
shows that strong relations to the homeland, strong migratory chains that
makes this linkages stronger, groups available to collect funds for financing
development projects in the villages of origin, and ingle members of the
Albanian community that reveal themselves potential key actors in the
development and promotion of initiatives in this field, influence the quantity
of remittances. All these elements, that surely would deserve further
investigation, can make-up important research hints and starting points for
pilot attempts in this domain (Piperno, 2003).
II/b.2. Impact of remittances
Though there is a considerable amount of research on impact of remittances, it
focuses mostly on their economic impact. A recent national survey (ETF,
2007) found out that remittance usage followed this order of priority: living
expenses; furniture/households goods; savings; business investments. These
results support the findings of previous studies on remittance use (Vullnetari,
2007). They agree on remittance importance as a survival strategy for
Albania.
One important social benefit of remittances is their usage to maintain family
traditions (Barjaba, 2004; Vullnetari, 2007). This opportunity is very
important for the status and social and kinship ties of the family in the
community where it lives. This mainly ‗nonproductive‘ use of remittances,
compared to few investments, has improved the living conditions of many
families, but has had a limited role in sustainable job creation. This explains
how ‗migration creates pressure for more migration‘ (De Zwager et al).
Some of the studies (ETF, 2007; Vullnetari, 2007) emphasize use of
remittances mainly for nonproductive activities, a view considered by
Vullnetari, (2007), and other authors as simplicistic and based on narrow
economic perspectives, that do not take in consideration the reality of a poor
country and the private nature of such transfers. These authors list several
elements of the impact of remittances on people‘s lives and social status, that
cannot be captured by simple statistics, but must be seen as investments in
human capital (King et al, 2006):
Remittances affect the well-being of families by enabling them to
improve their diets, their accommodation, dress better and thus
constitute a healthier and more productive workforce and population
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Through remittances there is increased access to better education and
health, as well as improved continuation of family rituals and
obligations.

II/b.3 Social remittances
The less researched type of remittances, according to Vullnetari (2007) are
another type of remittances, what Levitt (1998) calls social remittances: ‗the
ideas, behaviors, identities and social capital that flow from receiving- to
sending-country communities‘. These ideas and practices have an impact on
gender and generational roles, ethnic identity, class and social status, as well
as on demography, political and social participation and human rights in
Albania and their importance needs to be a focus of further research and also
of better migration policies, such as dual citizienship or permanent residence,
voting by proxy/post, etc.

Chapter III - Best policies and practices to improve the consequences of
migration
In the era of globalization, in which it is impossible to avoid the flow of
migration, the need for an integrated and coherent migration policy is urgent
and imperative. This policy should be based in the following key – points:
The state should create the appropriate infrastructure that will help
migrants to integrate in all aspects of social life: initially, there
should be reception centers for migrants, in which they can find a
shelter.
An important element of integration in host countries and a key
point for accepting migrants, is the good knowledge of the host
country language;
Exchange of cultural elements;
Programs for further education or professional courses that aim to
achieving the necessary skills/knowledge for a more smooth
integration in the labor market; most of the migrants have a low
level of education.
Create corporative relations with sending countries;
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Sensitization of citizens and society about the problems of
migration, forecasting of the measures for a social and economic
support;
The developed countries should give incentives to the business
factors for investing in the developing countries;
Developed countries should offer an organized and substantial
support in the sending countries for specific programs for
development (e. g. transportation, buildings, etc.).
Some policies that do not conform to the above measures have a great cost
because they are based in totally different strategies, such as:
Strengthening borders‘ control, in order to deal and fight with the
illegal migration and trafficking; this is a very costly measure.
Marginalization and social exclusion of the immigrants, which lead to
isolation, ―ghetto‖ and many times to criminality;
Xenophobic trends can become an explosive factor for the social
cohesion; they may be dangerous for the respect of the human rights;
There is a necessity for policies that enhance the information of the
public opinion aiming at eliminating the causes of ―racism‖. Racism
does not lead to social exclusion; it is fed by it.
Concluding, it can be said that immigrants enhance the social and economic
life of the host country, creating the conditions of a smooth development, but
they do have e cost for the state. The way in which every state chooses to
manage the migration flows is a policy issue and it differs amongst countries.
From a national interest perspective, immigrants are necessary because they
are the low – wage labor and the cost from their integration or not should be
addressed with the appropriate attention. Whilst knowledge on Albanian
international migration continues to be generated at a rapid pace, internal
migration still remains under-researched in spite of its importance and
relevance to the country‘s (under)development.

Chapter IV - Impact of internal migration from rural to urban areas on
the composition of demand
IV.1. Forms of migration
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Prior 90‘s internal migration was limited & controlled. Some of the accepted
ways of internal migration were toward:
• Areas were the government had projected the important investments as
part of the quinquennials plans. These cities were ―relevant and
protected from strategic point of view‖ and often formed the so called
―industrial city‖ like Laçi, Poliçani, Gramshi, Rubiku, Elbasani etc.
• Mining towns, especially in northern and northeast Albania. The needs
of utilizing the mining resources created an immediate demand for
labour power. Mining towns like Kurbneshi, Klosi, Krasta, Bulqiza
etc. were formed.
• The peripheries of large cities, especially Tirana‘s, due to the
impossibility of settlement in these cities.
With the collapse of the regime the industrial cities & mining towns were the
most affected by the international migration due to the closure or to the
reforms undertaken on the factories and mines. After 90‘s the internal
migration was completely liberalized. There have been identified five
typologies of internal migration:
1. Migration from rural to urban areas – induced by the overpopulation of
rural areas, the difficulties of life and work & the lack of economic policies
for rural development.
2. Migration from highlands to lower - field and hill – areas – induced by
the extreme poverty in these areas combined with harsh geographical and
climatic conditions.
3. Migration from north towards middle and south Albania (especially to
Tirana & to Durres) – this has been the largest, the most problematic, typical
and distinctive movement. The areas near the cities (e.g. Bathorja near Tirana)
were created without any planning & support for infrastructure resulting in
problematic areas. But, certain government /political cycles have incited the
movement and gathering of the population in these areas.
4. Migration from small towns towards big cities – induced by the decrease
in production or the failure of mines/factories that employed the largest part of
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population of towns such as Laç, Poliçan, Gramsh, Krrabë, Kurbnesh, Ulëz
and other mine-towns.
5. Migration from big cities to Tirana – induced by the developed and
opportunities offered. Tirana is the larges host destination of internal
migration. Three big groups, by the criteria of the way of arrival, are
identified:
i) Arrivals toward employment in central and local administration;
ii) Arrivals in Tirana with intention to undertake business activities, mostly
commercial & manufacturing, given the opportunity of bigger markets.
iii) Casual arrivals trying to survive by finding a job, not excluding here
criminal or illegal activities.

IV.2. Push and pull factors of migration
Impulsive factors, with high influence:
• life insecurity (temporary influence)
• difficult economic conditions,
• lack of perspective
Attractive factors, with relatively weak due to:
• increasing difficulties, and
• barriers to movements.
The overcrowding of Tirana, considering its current infrastructure level, high
level of unemployment, high costs of living, pollution, show that the role of
attractive factors is continuously decreasing.
Costs of migration
The population movements have generated economic costs in the micro &
macro level of the economy.
• Urbanization and overpopulation are actually the main challenges for
the local government.
• Massive migration & redistribution of population have caused massive
changes in employment structure & in the labor market equilibrium.
• The formal labour market structure is weak and it has not able to
absorb the new labour force (of immigrants). Most of rural areas‘
immigrants had poor qualification.
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•

The informal sector flourished due to the poor qualification, the weak
registration structure and insufficient capital.

The overpopulation of big cities and the abandonment of rural regions due to
the incompetence and the mismanagement of rural economies has resulted in:
– Disproportionate development of the country.
– Massive unemployment.
Benefits of migration
– In a democratic society people have the right to choose the place to
live & work.
– Better living conditions.
– More business opportunities.
– Alleviated unemployment pressures in certain regions.

Recommendations
The emigration of the population in Albania is a reality that hardly can be
ignored. Since the early 1990s the emigration flow, and in particular the
emigration of the high skilled workers - brain drain, has had strong
ramifications in the social, economic and political life of the country. The
literature suggests that emigration influences negatively the living standards
and growth potentials of the countries of origin by reducing and distorting the
labor supply that in turn has consequences on productivity, policymaking and
governance. In additions to these the permanent emigration of educated
workers might generate fiscal, social and demographic costs.
Despite the costs and the negative impact there are a few benefits associated
to the migration phenomenon, such as remittances, faster knowledge, skills
and know-how distribution among developed and developing economies.
Emigration of high skilled workers very often is a response to a failure in the
politic and economic structures of the country of origin.
The extent to which countries of origin are capable of using emigration to
their own advantage depends on factors and policies build by the authorities.
Improved working standards by providing research facilities and giving
incentives for research so that the skilled workers do not leave the country
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harmonized with long term substantial investments in higher education for
facilitating human and intellectual capital development are very important for
preventing the extension of low and high skilled workers.
Under the current circumstance the reform in education is very important for
increasing the competitiveness of the labor supply. With this reform should be
aimed the increase of the education level starting from the elementary
education. A special attention has to be paid in providing incentives to keep in
country and benefit from the highly qualified students and professionals.
Continuous investments in the research and innovation infrastructure, will
offer incentives for intellectual entrepreneurship and will provide
opportunities for establishing academic and research networks and for
temporary mobility academics and researchers.
Data collection is an indispensable part of the measures, in order to help
researchers and policymakers design further interventions.
An aspect of the research to be emphasized is that on social remittances, and
the ways they can be better used for the country development.
Authorities have to play a crucial role in this regard. Rather than political
interference, political determination and will in improving the governance will
have positive impact in retaining high skilled professionals in their home
countries. The reform and de-politization of the public administration will
enhance the internal capacities of the public institutions by providing the
necessary means to undertake actions and measures related to the human
capital development as an important part of the development strategy.
In addition, the establishment of a positive business environment and the
strengthening of the private sector will generate more opportunities and
incentives for the high skilled workers and for the return emigrants.
Legal opportunities for migrants are another important part of the solution,
consisting of an increase in legal possibilities for migration, resulting in
collaboration between countries, and on the other hand, information
campaigns on the risks of illegal migration.
Higher collaboration among origin and destination countries will increase the
efficiency of the measures and actions undertaken by the respective
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authorities for turning the emigration of highly skilled workers a positive
factor in the development process of countries of origin, rather than a negative
phenomenon resulting in waste.
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Abstract
Albania is one of the poorest countries in Europe. The effects of the transition
from the centralized economy in a rigid communist state to a free market
economy in a democratic republic have weighted heavily on Albanian‘s
people, and particularly on its poorest people. Despite the economy‘s robust
growth in recent years, almost one quarter of the population lives below
poverty level.
The income gap in the country is relatively small. Because of low incomes
and a low employment rate most people‘s average incomes hover close to
poverty line. This makes many of them vulnerable to the effects of downturns
in the economy. It also means that well directed pro-poor policies can
potentially benefit large numbers of people. Poverty is one of the main causes
of social exclusion, a phenomenon that has grown during the transition years.
Though the concept of social exclusion is still under the discussion,
definitions of prestigious organizations can serve to base the research. Other
causes of social exclusion are geographic area of living, level of education,
ethnic background, gender, age, etc.
As in many countries, the incidence of poverty is highest in rural areas, where
an estimated 57 per cent of Albania‘s people live and where most of them
depend on agriculture for their livelihood. Poverty is 66 per cent higher in
rural areas than in Tirana, the capital city, and it is 50 per cent higher in rural
areas than in other urban centers. The agricultural labor force is heavily
underemployed, and about half of all farm laborers work only part time.
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Poverty in Albania not only manifests itself in low income for part of the
population, but also importantly in limited access to and poor quality of basic
services like education, health, water, and sewerage.
In this respect, large differences exist between rural and urban areas.
Furthermore, repeated shocks and crisis, as well as large external and internal
migration have contributed to the weakening of social cohesion and traditional
family and community based safety nets, leading to increased vulnerability
and social inclusion of different groups of the population.
Women, children, elderly people, youth, people with disabilities are some of
the most vulnerable groups to be socially excluded as identified from World
Bank and other research projects.
This research aims at deepening the understanding of poverty in Albania: the
causes, the nature, extend and how it has evolved in the recent years.
Recommendations are prepared on the bases of the results of the research and
they focus mainly on
Measures to alleviate poverty
Measures to decrease unemployment and create jobs
Measures to improve the general level of education of the population.
Underlining the need to build social safety and social services
networks
Improving health service all over the country in order to ensure health
coverage for people at risk
Improving the awareness of the population on environmental
protection
Raising the participation in decision making
Respecting human rights

Background
The roots of the Albanian people are often traced to tribes known as Illyrians
who came to Balkans around 2000BC. Albania was controlled by foreign
powers from 165 BC when it became part of the Roman Empire until 1912
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when Albania gained independence from the Ottoman Empire. After the
Second World war Albania became an isolated totalitarian state, until the
early 1990s when Albania4 embarked on an intense period of political and
economic reform aimed at establishing a democratic system through the
protection of individual rights and at raising the standard of living through a
free market economy. Despite its small size (28,748 square km), a population
of 3.2 million and its wealth of natural resources, Albania was and still is one
of the poorest countries in Europe. Before 1990, Albania, belonged to the
Socialist block but in fact it was totally isolated, one of the least known
countries in Europe and arguably one of the least known in the world. On the
eve of transition from the Socialism to Capitalism, available data about
economic performance of the Socialist block showed a wide gap between
Albania and other states5.
In the first years of transition the decline in all economic indicators continued.
In early 1997, the state collapsed and political instability ensued. The collapse
of massive pyramid financial schemes in 1997, followed by violent social
unrest and dramatic political consequences, showed the limited social impact
and the non-sustainability of such growth. In the space of a few months,
Albania‘s progress was set back a number of years.
The measures taken during 1997-1998 to stabilize the state and to allow for
the development of the economy did not bring the expected outcomes. The
crises in Kosova during 1999-2000 destabilized the situation and increased the
political tension in the country.
In the following years Albania marked a gradual improvement of all
indicators.
First, macroeconomic stabilization and structural reforms have provided an
environment conducive to economic growth over most of the past ten years.
Second, economic growth in Albania during transition has been driven
primarily by high rates of total factor of productivity growth (i.e., by the
improved allocation of resources).

4
5

Common Country Assessment - Albania 2002
Assessment of social & economic conditions of districts in Albania - UNICEF, 2000.
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Third, Albanian growth has been fueled by remittances and an apparently
large, though difficult to quantify, injection of resources from various
informal activities6.
The objectives of the study are:
To give an overview of the scope, trends and characteristics of poverty
and social exclusion in Albania;
To assess the risk of poverty and social exclusion faced by certain
groups;
To point to some of the major challenges faced by country and
government in their attempts to address the issues of poverty and
social exclusion
Methodology
The methodology used for this study is mainly that of a research on
researches. For this reason the instrument is mainly the use of secondary
information resources. Secondary information has been drawn from official
sources and statistical reports, publications, researches, assessment and
surveys produced by Ministries, agencies and special publications of UNDP,
World Bank, INSTAT, UNICEF etc.
Lack of statistical data, lack of longitudinal studies on social issues,
differences on data from different resources are some of the difficulties faced
by the research while working on the project.
In this paper there are summarized the conceptual approach and methods
used in the case of social exclusion. This is an approach that focuses on the
relationships of power and control that exclude groups of people from having
the resources and capabilities to do certain valued things that ultimately
define people as social beings.
The processes of exclusion may operate at the:
1. macro level, as in access to affordable education, equal employment
opportunity, legislation, cultural and gender norms; and/or
6

Albania Sustaining Growth Beyond the Transition, A World Bank Country Economic
Memorandum, 2004
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2. micro level such as income, occupational status and social networks.
The work of the group of experts has consisted of three strands:
1. A review and synthesis of literature on associations between
exclusionary processes and social disadvantages, particularly with
regard to Albania context.
2. A review and synthesis of available knowledge on policies and actions
aimed at addressing the processes generating social exclusion and
health and social disadvantage. These included actions by international
agencies, national and local government, and civil society in general
and excluded groups in particular.
3. Regional studies made by NGO-s designed to:
a) access the current impact of exclusionary social processes
b) describe the nature and impact of policies programs aimed at
addressing social exclusion
c) Provide a system-level analysis at national level and factors
that enable the implementation of policies to reduce social
exclusion and ultimately reduce social inequalities.
The experts in the process of writing the paper have consulted several
professionals in the field through round table discussion, group consultation
and thematical conference.
Aim and focus
The aims of this paper are to:
Explore the various construct of social exclusion in the country
according to the previous study and its impact on wellbeing.
Examine the relational processes that work to exclude particular
groups of people form engaging fully in community / social life/ both
at macro and micro level.
Explore the enabling and constraining factors or the implementations
of policies and actors to address social exclusion.
Having worked for a long time in the field of social research and services, the
researchers have also used their experience to come to conclusions and make
recommendations.
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Limitations
The paper was constrained by time limitations and numerous competing
priorities. The process of assessing and reviewing the literature took much
longer that anticipated. Furthermore we had major difficulty with actual upto-date information because of the lack of latest studies conducted by the
government institutions. There are programs, very good programs that have
incorporated a very detailed strategies on fighting social exclusion, however
there is lack of implementation and not enough evidence exists on how the
situation appears now.
The social exclusion discourse has been debated much more extensively in
western countries and an alternative discourse of poverty/ marginalization/
vulnerability appears to be more relevant or to have received much more
attention in Balkan region and in Albania.
However there was insufficient time to explore these alternative discourses
except at a superficial level. The final number of key informants is relatively
small and no generalizations can be made. However the views expressed
provide rich perspectives and insights n the various aspects of social exclusion
and inclusion on social nets.

CONCEPTS OF SOCIAL EXCLUSION
―Social exclusion‖ is a contested term. Not only is it used to refer to a wide
range of phenomena and processes related to poverty, deprivation and
hardship, but it is also used in relation to a wide range of categories of
excluded people and places of exclusion.
During the last 15 years, the entire Western Balkan region has undergone
dramatic changes. With the fall of the Berlin wall and the disintegration of the
former Yugoslavia, new states were formed and transition started, although in
some countries it was quite delayed. Simultaneously, during the nineties,
much of the region experienced wars and destruction, waves of refugees,
internal displacement of population, devastation of the economy, demolition
of institutions and impoverishment of citizens.
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Almost all Western Balkan countries, through their national plans and
programs, have marked employment growth and job creation as the most
important single mechanism for exiting poverty. The second priority may be
an increase of education coverage and improving the quality of education,
although reduction of poverty and social exclusion presupposes improvement
in the areas of developing appropriate social safety nets, health care systems,
securing adequate housing, participation in decision making and protection of
human rights.
History of the concept
Debates over social exclusion as a concept often begin with its history. Who
used it first, why was it chosen as a policy term rather than the more familiar
concepts of ―poverty‖ or ―deprivation‖ or ―hardship‖, what did it mean in its
earliest incarnation? In English language policy documents produced in
Europe, North America and Oceania in the 1970s, researchers would be hard
pressed to find texts that included the phrase.
However, by the mid-1980s ―social exclusion‖ had not only made its
appearance in European Union documents but had also appeared in academic
discourse emanating from the so-called ―less-industrialized‖ world 7(Rodgers
et al. 1995). It has been used even more frequently since the 1990s. The
concept of ―social exclusion‖ has become a core concept in the European
Union and a foundational policy concept in Tony Blair‘s New Labor
Government in the UK.
According to Hilary Silver (1995), an American commentator on European
Union exclusion policies, a French social policy analyst, Paul Lenoir, in 1974,
identified ten categories or groups who came under the ―uninsured‖ umbrella.
These were the physically and mentally handicapped, those who were
―suicidal‖, aged invalids, abused children, substance abusers, delinquents,
single parents (notably sole mothers), multi-problem households (where more
than one of the factors existed at any one time), ―marginal‖, ―asocials‖ and
―social misfits‖. Several of these terms – especially the last three – may also
be terms that have suffered in the translation from the French, but the picture
is nevertheless clear.
7

Rogers et al. 1995
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Social Exclusion: A Concept in Need of Definition?
Over the 20 years of the Poverty Programmers (the policy initiatives that were
the key carriers of the ―social exclusion‖ discourse into member states) a
significant ―discursive shift‖ (where ―discursive‖ refers to the ways in which
poverty and exclusion were talked about and written about) occurred.
Thus, for many researchers, analysts and commentators who saw ―social
exclusion‖ as a new and shiny term – perhaps even a Trojan horse – that
would encourage a rethinking of social issues and problems away from the
tired and limited concepts of poverty and deprivation, disappointment was not
long in coming. Paradoxically it seemed that the policies deriving from the
new discourse of ―social exclusion‖ were capable of ensuring that some
groups and individuals were being excluded even from the discourse of
exclusion.

DEFINITIONS OF SOCIAL EXCLUSION
In general terms there is consensus that ―social exclusion‖ is a concept that
can be defined and deployed in two ways:
It can be defined narrowly – in which case it is used as a synonym for income
poverty and refers specifically to either those people who are not attached to
the paid labor market (exclusion from the paid workforce) or to those people
in low-wage work. It is often used alongside the concept of ―social cohesion‖
in the sense that a cohesive society is one in which (political, social and
economic) stability is maintained and controlled by participation in the paid
workforce.8
It can be defined broadly – in which case it refers to much more than poverty,
income inequality, deprivation or lack of employment. The final reports on
the European Union Poverty Programs (Andersen et al. 1994, Conroy 1994)
systematically articulated social exclusion in this complex way. This set of 12
8

DFID, Reducing Poverty by Tackling Social Exclusion
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reports identified that exclusion was multidimensional, that it involved a lack
of resources and/or denial of social rights and that exclusion was a dynamic
process. The processes of exclusion resulted in multiple deprivations, the
breaking of family ties and social relationships, and loss of identity and
purpose (Silver 1995).
It is in this latter, broad and flexible sense that the concept of social exclusion
can be useful for developing a different and more complex understanding of
the factors and influences that lead to well-being and relative advantage on the
one hand, and disparities, inequalities and relative disadvantage between
members of a community on the other hand.
One of the most recent and, most useful definitions is that posited by
Burchardt et al. (1999). These writers, speaking about the discourse of social
exclusion in the United Kingdom in the 1990s, suggest a restricted, two-point
definition. They suggest that: An individual is socially excluded if
(a) he or she is geographically resident in a society and
(b) he or she does not participate in the normal activities of citizens in that
society. They go on to address the problematic issue of what constitutes
―normal activities‖ by identifying five dimensions in which participation is
arguably important for individual [and group] well-being.
These dimensions include:
1. Consumption activity: [which] relates to traditional measures of poverty
2. Savings activities: [that] includes pensions, savings, home ownership
3. Production activity: defined in terms of ―engaging in an economically
Or socially valued activity, such as paid work, education or training,
retirement ... or looking after a family‖
4. Political activity: defined as ―engaging in some collective effort to
Improve or protect the immediate or wider social or physical environment‖
5. Social activity: defined as ―engaging in significant social interaction with
Family, or friends, and identifying with a cultural group or community‖.
(Burchardt et al. cited in Percy-Smith 2000:8)

Who is socially excluded and why this matters?
Socially excluded are people who are discriminated against on the basis of
age, gender, caste, descent, disability, ethnic background, HIV or other health
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status, migrant status, religion, sexual orientation, social status or where they
live. In all societies some groups are socially excluded. However, the groups
affected and the degree of discrimination vary from one society to another, as
do the forms that social exclusion takes. In one context discrimination against
women may pose the greatest development challenge; in another it might be
racial discrimination. And people who suffer discrimination on various fronts
– for instance disabled older women from ethnic minorities – are often the
poorest.
How do people become excluded?
In order to tackle social exclusion it is important to understand the processes
by which people are excluded. People are excluded by institutions and
behavior that reflect, enforce and reproduce prevailing social attitudes and
values, particularly those of powerful groups in society. Sometimes this is
open and deliberate, such as when state institutions deliberately discriminate
in their laws, policies or programs.
More often, institutions perpetuate exclusion unofficially. Public sector
workers who reflect the prejudices of their society may institutionalize some
kinds of discrimination. In many Albanian schools, for example, it is expected
that roma pupils do not to actively participate in classroom activities.
What is social exclusion?
Exclusion is frequently more subtle and unintentional, for example when
disabled people are excluded from services, markets and political participation
through a lack of awareness of their needs or by social attitudes, or when
minority groups are excluded by language barriers. In addition, the resulting
sense of powerlessness can rob people of their self-confidence and aspirations
and their ability to challenge exclusion.
Another aspect of exclusion is disadvantage on the basis not of who you are
but where you live, known as ‗spatial‘ exclusion. People who live in remote
and isolated areas may be prevented from fully participating in national
economic and social life. People from the ‗wrong part of town‘ can find it
harder to get a job because of the social stigma that can be attached to the
‗places of the poor‘ (for instance, the outskirt of Tirana, Bathore).
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When people expect prejudice, it can undermine their motivation to
achieve.
―I got HIV from my husband, my children as well. After 15 year of our
marriage, my husband died from AIDS. That was the time I discovered that I
and my 2 younger children had become infected with HIV. After this tragedy it
became public and the other children’s parents asked from the authorities to
*to expel my children from school. Not only that, I was also humiliated and
looked down upon.‖
Although there is much that could and has been said about social exclusion,
this paper focuses only on four issues.
First, it gives a brief reconstruction of the history of the concept – where it
came from and why it was used in particular ways to particular effect in the
European setting.
Second, introduces some of the ―things‖ that social exclusion refers to – kinds
of exclusion and categories of excluded people – that make their appearance
in the discourse of social exclusion.
Third, this paper is based on two main sources: on the previous researches on
social exclusion in western Balkan countries and Albania. What is said here
does not reflect the views of the specific governmental institutions.
Fourth, and finally, it suggests some of the other implications, the perverse
consequences and unanticipated outcomes that inhere in the ―exclusion‖
discourse.
Psycho-Social Effects of Exclusion
Psycho-social effects may include: psychological problems, relational
problems, loss of identity, loss of cultural affiliations, de-integration from
work relations, problems of mental depression, internal de-structuring of the
person, loss of purpose, de-integration from family ties, processes of
subjective implication, the inner dimension of poverty, and de-integration
from social relations9.
Social exclusion causes poverty
Social exclusion matters because it denies some people the same rights and
opportunities as are afforded to others in their society. Simply because of
whom they are, certain groups cannot fulfill their potential, nor can they
9

Peace, Robin (2001) ―Social Exclusion: A Concept in Need of Definition?
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participate equally in society. Social exclusion also matters because it causes
poverty and gets in the way of poverty reduction. It causes poverty in two
main ways.
Social exclusion causes the poverty of particular people, leading to higher
rates of poverty among affected groups. It hurts them materially – making
them poor in terms of income, health or education by causing them to be
denied access to resources, markets and public services. It can also hurt them
emotionally, by shutting them out of the life of their community.
Tackling social exclusion through social care practice
Local partnerships of community organizations, voluntary and statutory
agencies - across a range of sectors - can be effective in promoting supportive
communities. Each partner plays a distinctive role in an interdependent and,
potentially, mutually empowering system.
Effective partnerships require mutual trust and confidence. These are built on
clarity of purpose, committed participation of all partners, open and honest
communication, realistic goals and identifiable progress in their achievement.
Trust needs to operate at several levels - between community leaders and the
interest groups that they represent, community leaders and agency partners,
agency partners in different sectors and departments / disciplines, partners
with differing power and organizational status.
The researchers conclude that separating specific care service needs from
overall goals of achieving caring and inclusive communities can exacerbate
social exclusion10. Hence, much practice in planning and delivery of
community care may not just be out of step with core government policies to
promote social justice, but may also reinforce exclusion.
Community care and community development have often employed a
common language - a needs-led approach, user/community empowerment,
participation and partnership in service planning and review.

10
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Commitment to tackle social exclusion and promote inclusion and social
justice is recently seen as necessarily involving community participation and
joined-up governance. The influence of social inclusion became a very
positive stimulus to the local projects, which, in turn, became a test-bed for
effective practice. Attention turned to the need for caring communities as
much as the need to deliver community care services for individuals.
From Social Exclusion to Social Inclusion
Social Exclusion: Constraints and Opportunities
Constraints to Social Inclusion for excluded groups are:
Institutional barriers
Lack of political representation (structural, social, capital)
Opportunities to Social Inclusion for Policy-makers are:
Concrete understanding of causes and symptoms
Realistic policy actions and programs
Political will to promote inclusive institutions yet acknowledge
cultural diversity
Political participation and interest representation by excluded groups

DIMENSIONS OF POVERTY IN ALBANIA
Poverty in Albania like in most Western Balkan states is high measured
according to the criteria of national absolute poverty lines11. This line is
determined through the estimation of household consumption at which
families, after paying for essential non-food expenditures, just attain minimal
nutritional needs. Minimal nutritional needs are determined in accordance
with nutritional requirements of FAO and follow the consumption patterns of
the national population.
According to a thus defined poverty line, which is therefore specific for each
country, between 8% and 25% of the Western Balkan countries‘ populations
are below this line. Over the last years, Albania has made substantial progress
in achieving macroeconomic and financial stability and has implemented
many structural and institutional reforms required to establish a functioning
market economy. In these endeavors the government has been supported by
11

World Bank Group, 2003, Republic of Albania- Poverty Assessment
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the arrangements under the Enhanced Structural Adjustment Facility (ESAF)
and the IDA Structural Adjustment Credit (SAC).
The results of these efforts have helped the government to put the economy on
a rapid path of growth and to improve the wellbeing of the population.
Despite this progress, Albania continues to have one of the lowest levels of
per capita income in Europe.
The government is aware of this reality and is of the view that rapid growth is
the main instrument for reducing the development gap of the country relative
to the rest of the Europe, improve the standard of living of the population, and
reduce the poverty of those most in need.
To address these objectives in a comprehensive fashion, the government has
prepared a Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper (PRSP) and launched a new
national poverty reduction plan. This policy is consistent with the initiative
under the Stability Pact and Albania‘s aspirations to become more integrated
in Europe. To strengthen its effectiveness, the strategy is formulated through a
broad participatory and consultative process that has included among others,
representatives of civil society, local communities, the poor, and the donor
community.

POVERTY PROFILE
Poverty in Albania is a multidimensional phenomenon. As indicated by
various studies, poverty defined in terms of low income and/or consumption
in Albania is relatively high, mainly due to limited job opportunities and low
incomes, particularly in agriculture. But poverty in Albania not only manifests
itself in low income for part of the population, but also importantly in limited
access to and poor quality of basic services like education, health, water, and
sewerage.
Large differences exist between rural and urban areas. Furthermore, repeated
shocks and crisis, as well as large external and internal migration have
contributed to the weakening of social cohesion and traditional family and
community based safety nets, leading to increased vulnerability and social
exclusion of different groups of the population.
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Albania ranks low in comparison with other Southeastern and Central
European transition countries in terms of commonly used living standard and
human development 2 indicators. Per capita GDP in Albania is lower than the
average for Southeastern European transition countries, and significantly
below the average for Central European transition countries12.
UNICEF‘s Report on the State of the World‘s Children for the year 2000
ranks Albania 90th out of 175 countries with respect to under-five mortality
rate (based on 1998 data).
A study based on the 1996 Living Standard Measurement Survey (LSMS)
data, conducted in the areas outside Tirana, suggests that poverty in Albania is
a rural phenomenon with almost 90 percent of the poor residing in rural areas
and 60 percent of the heads of poor households being self-employed in
agriculture13.
The incidence of rural poverty was found to be five times higher than urban
poverty and is highest in the North of Albania, where a large portion of
families own less than 0.5 hectare of land each. Many households in these
regions require subsidized wheat and cash transfers to survive the winter.
Limited access to public services, often aggravated by poor rural
infrastructure, especially roads, is a contributing factor to rural poverty.
Children are especially at risk of poverty according to the results of the
LSMS data. The poverty rate for children under 6 was found to be almost
double that for adults 64 and over. Moreover, the number of children is a
strong poverty correlate – approximately one third of the poor have 5 or more
children and the poverty incidence among families with five or more children
is 60 percent. Other results of the LSMS study indicate that poor families tend
to be young, that poverty is strongly linked to education, while gender does

12

UNDP's human development index places Albania 100th (based on 1997 data) out of 174
countries ranked, significantly below the rankings for other transition countries in
Southeastern (55-73) and Central Europe (33-47).
13
World Bank, 2002, Albania Living Standard Measurement Survey
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not appear to be a poverty correlate, and that remittances constitute a major
informal safety net14.
The social stratification since the 1996 LSMS has changed as a result of the
economic downfall caused by the pyramid scheme crisis, and large-scale
internal and external migration. There are indications that significant pockets
of urban poverty have appeared. Slum like communities have formed around
Tirana and other major cities, lacking urban infrastructure and services.
Problems such as drug abuse, prostitution, trafficking in women, child abuse,
and other social problems have also increased.
Access to health services in Albania is limited and services tend to be of poor
quality. Large rehabilitation needs still exist for the physical infrastructure.
Informal payments for health services which are supposed to be free are a
common phenomenon. Albania compares unfavorably with other countries in
the region with respect to infant and maternal mortality rates. In contrast, both
male and female life expectancy in Albania is high, notwithstanding the fact
that they seem to have fallen since 1991. Albania‘s relatively high life
expectancy estimated as 75 years old for average life expectancy at birth is a
result of Mediterranean style of life even the incidence of accidents are
increasing recently. Infant mortality still in decline since 1992 ranges from
12.2 to 20/1000 and compared with other EU member countries is higher.
Maternal mortality with 15 deaths per 100,000 is one of the highest in Europe
even the quality of women health services and antenatal care has been
increasing. Family planning is offered in primary health care facilities and the
number of abortions is decreasing but reproductive health services need to be
improved. Primary care is offering more services but still demands exceed the
supply and hospitals carry the heavy burden.
According to a questionnaire in 2000, only 45% of the rural population
reported that had a family doctor, meanwhile 39% reported that they did not
have any pharmacy in their nearest area. Health care reform starting from
1993 made possible the establishment of health insurance system. General
practitioners are paid by Institute of Health Insurance where many public
14
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health duties are included. Recently efforts are in process to include hospitals
within health insurance scheme. Classical public health services are included
within primary health care and a new system of Regional Authority has been
implemented in Tirana.
Available evidence indicates that in north-eastern areas of the country
malnutrition is present in around one quarter of children.
According to the national strategy on education current reforms have been
working towards decentralizing the current system in an attempt to increase
efficiency and effectiveness, however, in the case of pre-university education;
this de-centralization rate has not been satisfactory.15 Yet reforms are taking
place, and with the help of the World Bank, the central office will soon be
restructured and working on a performance-based management system (PBM)
that will increase self-innovation and individual responsibility.
However, enrollment rates in education, particularly at the secondary level
and especially for children from rural areas have fallen lately. As a result, the
expected duration of schooling of children has dropped to below 10 years.
This drop occurred against the background of a decline in public expenditures
on education from 3.8 percent of GDP in 1995 to 2.8 percent of GDP in 1999,
much below the level in neighboring countries.
The declining enrollment rates reflect deterioration in the quality of education,
the diminishing relevance of traditional forms of vocational and technical
training, as well as the increased opportunity costs of attending school. During
the last ten years about 3 percent of children have dropped out of school each
year, 1 which means that illiteracy which had been virtually eradicated in
Albania could be rising again. There are also serious concerns about the
quality of education. In some urban areas the number of pupils per classroom
now exceeds 40, while especially in rural areas the percentage of unqualified
teachers is quite high. In addition, many schools still are in poor condition
(leaking roofs, missing windows, no heat).

15
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CAUSES OF VULNERABILITY TO POVERTY AND SOCIAL
EXCLUSION
Assessing the vulnerability of individuals often means defining their degree of
social exclusion from mainstream society, the lack of social policies
protective of their rights, and the lack of access to needed social care in the
community16.
The Report of World Bank on Vulnerability Needs and Institutional Capacity
Assessment (2001) based on the above perception of vulnerability identified
five main groups at risk of being socially excluded. They are:
 Disabled people (children, adults an elderly);
 Children (orphans, single parent children, beggars, street children,
etc)
 Youth (youth with criminal records, drug addicted, unemployed,
uneducated, etc)
 Women (abused, women undergoing divorce, women with their
husbands working abroad, trafficked, etc)
 Elderly (single or couples living with insufficient income and
incapable of taking care of themselves)17
Other resources identify other social groups as being at risk to be excluded.
So, according to the World Bank Assessment on the Poverty in the Balkan
Region in Albania, as in many other countries of the Region, groups that
stand out as especially vulnerable and excluded are the unemployed,
dependents and the less educated.
At the level of the household, households with many children and elderly
households are particularly vulnerable.
The poorest often live in the rural areas and in the underdeveloped regions.
In addition, especially vulnerable groups, who cannot even be completely

16
17
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covered by standard surveys, but are poor and socially excluded by many
indices are the Roma and persons with disabilities18.
The latest studies on the phenomena prove that for the majority of countries in
the region, it is characteristic that in addition to the traditionally poor there is
a category of “new poor” found among the elderly workers that become
jobless, pensioners with low pensions, as well as among the employed with
very low and irregular wages, seasonal workers and employed in the informal
economy (working poor).
Regional Differences
Regional differences are present all over the country. In Albania the most
vulnerable live in the mountainous regions, to the largest extent traditionally
present and additionally burdened with the aging of the population and the
migration from these areas, the lack of infrastructure and access to public
services, and in some case due to a harsh climate. In the mountainous region
in the North and North-East of the country almost one half of the population
are poor, while each fifth inhabitant in this group is extremely poor and
cannot satisfy even the basic food needs19.
Unemployment
The data on unemployment from labor force surveys and those from poverty
surveys significantly differ from official statistics data (registered
unemployment). These differences can be partially explained by the
widespread informal economy.
The informal economy in the Western Balkans is most present in agriculture
and trade, and those engaged in the informal economy are usually the most
vulnerable categories of the population20. Poverty surveys, almost without
exception confirm that poverty risk of the unemployed persons is among the
highest and that it is 60% to 70% higher than that of the average population.
The unemployed, regardless of the fact that they are the most exposed to
18
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poverty risk in most countries do not, however, represent a significant part of
the poor21.
Education
According to Poverty Assessments, in all Western Balkan countries there is a
strong correlation between poverty and education. Between 60% and 80% of
the poor completed only primary education or less, and their poverty risk is
significantly above average. Also, the same percentage of poor lives in
households where the head has only primary education or less.
Ethnic background
Data regarding the poverty of ethnic minorities are not available in most
Western Balkan countries22. The available research is either partial or does not
sufficiently distinguish between regional and ethnic factors. In some research
and assessment run in the region, findings show that ―ethnicity is not a risk
factor for impoverishment‖ (FYROM, 2002, p.63). Nevertheless, there are
other resources that underline the fact that poverty and exclusion is closely
linked to ethnicity23.
Migration and Remittances
International migration is a poverty-coping method that allows many families
to subsist in the short term. Major forms of migrant labor are agriculture,
construction, casual work, begging, can/metal collection, and trade in used
clothes, and none of these activities produce enough income for migrants‘
families to escape poverty. Most international migrants send remittances
home to their families to purchase basic consumption items.
Migration contributes to divorce, the weakening of cultural traditions, and low
education levels. For example, families separate for long periods of time,
resulting in significant emotional stress and marital separation.
Prostitution and Trafficking
Prostitution and trafficking of children or drugs are used as coping
mechanisms when other methods of survival are unavailable or fail to meet
21
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the families‘ basic needs. However, prostitution and trafficking only
compound the situation by contributing to increased poverty. Women in
abusive marriages who wish to separate from their husbands regard
prostitution as one of the few existing exit strategies available to them in
terms of both life choices and economic survival.
Gender
In Albania according to the Constitution and under the law, women and men
are equal. Equality under the law, however, does not automatically result in
gender equality.
A number of data clearly indicate that women are in a less favorable position
than men in the Western Balkans, especially regarding status on the labor
market. Women mostly have higher unemployment rates, are unemployed for
a longer period of time and have greater difficulty finding jobs,24 have lower
wages, are dominant in less profitable industries and sectors, and are less
present in management positions and among entrepreneurs.

VULNERABLE GROUPS OR AT RISK
Women
Gender is one of the causes of poverty. Women are more at risk of being poor
than men. Nevertheless, this indicator is combined with other indicators and
than the situation of women becomes more complicated. As mentioned by
VNICA (World Bank 2001) ranking of vulnerability has defined unemployed
women as one of the major groups at risks in all districts of the country.
Youth at risk
While studying this group of people the researchers paid attention to the fact
that people of 15 to 25 years old are considered as young people (as provided
by INSTAT on ILO categories). Ranking of vulnerability has sorted youth at
risk as the second most vulnerable categories in some of the main cities and
towns in the country. With the opening of the country to the international
scenario, the young people are facing new challenges and are threatened by
new social and health risks.
24
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Children
As much as it is important for all, the wider concept of poverty, beyond pure
consumption and income-based poverty is especially important for children.
Growing up in an isolated environment without adequate access to cultural
and educational services, or in slums and overpopulated urban zones, being
sometimes faced with family violence, alcoholism, depression, leaves lifelong scars, even when the poverty line is ―surmounted‖ and the household has
enough resources for basic food and other needs.
The Elderly
As a rule the elderly are an especially vulnerable category. That is precisely
why pension insurance exists. On one hand it should replace the function of
security provided by the traditional family in the past and on the other it
should smooth out the poverty risk during the life cycle. Together with
children, the elderly have a higher poverty risk than the average person in
most EU countries.
Disabled
According to Albanian legislation, disabled individuals are divided in the
following categories: disabled from development (born disabled or become
disabled prior to age 21; labor invalids; Second World War invalids;
individual with chronicle mental disorders; and other invalids.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Albania needs to secure economic growth, protection of vulnerable groups,
complete transition and decentralization and fulfill the conditions for
becoming part of the EU.
At first glance it sounds like an impossible mission. Striking a balance
between the social and economic functions of the state, finding the
equilibrium in dividing the roles between the central and local governments,
maintaining the necessary specificities while respecting European standards
are some of the instruments that make possible the above mentioned mission.
It is also the way to distinguish successful from unsuccessful countries in
transition.
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1. Poverty Alleviation
For Albania, as for most of the countries of Western Balkan, alleviation of
poverty is the main strategic instrument in order to improve the situation of
vulnerable groups and prevent others at risk of becoming vulnerable. Some
important joint macroeconomic preconditions for poverty alleviation could be:
a significant increase in GDP,
change of GDP structure, coupled with an increase in the share of
investment and domestic savings;
achieving and/or maintaining macroeconomic stability, primarily
through decreasing public consumption and fiscal deficit and
achieving foreign economic balance.
2. Decreasing Unemployment and Job Creation
Albania is characterized by high unemployment rate and jobless growth.
Poverty analyses shows that unemployment, a relatively low participation on
the labor market and inadequate employment in terms of low salaries, are
important causes of widespread poverty. Having in mind these features, the
most important mechanism for alleviating poverty is employment growth and
job creation25.
Some changes in labor legislation have taken place; more are needed to make
it more suitable to the demands of a market economy. Different analyses and
research show that the flexibility of the labor market is insufficient. The
employment protection legislation for all types of employment is still rigid,
especially for temporary employment and collective dismissals26.
3. Increasing Education Level
All European countries aim to improve the general level of education of the
populations. Recent studies demonstrate that one additional year of schooling
can increase aggregate productivity by 6.2% for a typical European country,
even more in Southern Europe27. For new EU member states which in terms
25
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of upper secondary education outperformed most of the EU-15 it is estimated
that the level of education will be an important support in tackling the
multidimensional challenges ahead.28
Unfortunately, this is not the case of Albania, where post primary schooling
remains low and very problematic concerning quality, infrastructure,
professional level of teachers and attendance from children of rural and
remote areas.
The level and risk of poverty decreases with the increase in education level.
However, in order for present generations to exit poverty it is crucially
important to develop adult education programs for simultaneously completing
primary education and acquiring the basic qualifications for employment, as
well as the reform of vocational training.
4. Other Challenges
Economic development, creation of new jobs and gaining better qualifications
cannot help everyone. As stated in the Joint Memoranda on Social Inclusion
in the new EU member states ―although sustainable economic and
employment growth is essential it is not sufficient to ensure social
cohesion‖29. For one part of the population, the elderly, persons with severe
disabilities, children without parental care, single mothers, victims of violence
and trafficking the most important is to build social safety and social
services networks. Still, it must not be forgotten that financing social welfare
depends on economic development and budget availability. From this
viewpoint economic growth is also important for social welfare.
The most important challenges in the area of social welfare are: making
available budgetary funds for better coverage of poor and for financing
special programs for the inclusion of vulnerable groups, establishing intersectorial coordination as a necessary prerequisite for solving multidimensional
problems of vulnerable groups and improve targeting in the conditions of a
widespread gray economy.

28
29
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Although many reforms are initiated in the health sector, they are, for the
most part, going relatively slowly. The general objective of the reforms, like
in the EU is to improve the performance of health schemes in terms of quality,
access and financial viability (European Commission, 2004a, p. 26).
One of the greatest single challenges is surely the fight against corruption that
causes significant out of pocket expenses and thus excludes the poor from
access to health services.
Social inclusion and poverty alleviation also entail specified answers and
challenges in some other areas as well, primarily in the area of
environmental protection, housing, participation in decision making and
human rights.
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CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Prof. Dr. Domenico VIOLA1, Prof. Dr. Ilia KRISTO2, MBA Gavril LASKU3

Introduction
Social responsibility is one of the most important parts of business
development strategies in developed countries. Enterprises are undertaking
much more responsibility for their actions related to the impact that their
decisions have on the economy, society and the environment. No matter
where their activity is oriented geographically, this social responsibility goes
beyond local and national borders and becomes international.
The feeling of social responsibility in a company has turned into a long term
instrument of competition. Theories have predicted and practice has
demonstrated that short term benefits from social irresponsibility clash the
long term perspective of a free and honest competition in an open global
market and inter-related global economy. The most successful and
competitive companies share mutual characteristics of higher social
responsibility.
Albania‘s development strategies, which are ultimately oriented toward
European and global integration, should consider among other thing, the
various components of social responsibility. The long term benefits of a
socially responsible behavior go well beyond short term costs. Such a
philosophy is becoming more and more dominant even in the Albanian
business environment which is finding itself in the midst of higher
competition.
In addition to the need for greater awareness and familiarity with the whole
philosophy of social responsibility it is equally important to ensure
collaboration and partnership among the private sector, business associations,
social communities and non-governmental organizations. These ties are
related to:
1
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Attracting and bringing the actors mentioned above closer to
innovations and technological developments which tend to be
sensitive towards social responsibility.
Ensure an acceptable approach, conform international standards on
issues of safety, health care, environment and social equality.
Creating a feeling that socially responsible behavior is an obligation to
the societies and communities where businesses operate.
These will help governments to develop stable strategies for economic
development by balancing and using natural and human resources to generate
economic development, employment and higher living standards for current
and future generations.
We consider social responsibility to be a business contribution for a stable
economic growth. Although there are many different definitions of social
responsibility, all of them converge into one single idea that considers the
economic, social, and environmental impacts in the cost benefit balance for
the short, medium and long term.
1.

Objectives and methodology used in the research process

The study is based on the findings and strategic documents of the OECD, the
European Commission, the World Bank, and the Institute for International
Development, the OECD guide on multi-national corporations, and ILO.
These documents represent the foundations and a milestone in orientating the
ground framework of this project in Albania.
During the planning process, the working team selected the most important
objects for the study, which were considered as top priorities in the field of
corporate social responsibility. These priorities include:
Personnel administration policies
Environmental policies
Market policies
Local community policies
The survey and the study structure were focused into observing the presence
of these four factors in the Albanian economies.
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The working team met in Tirana and established the strategy and the
methodology that would be followed. In this meeting it was decided that the
method to be used would be to survey a group of pre-selected companies that
seemed to fulfill the objective of the study. A second method was selected and
that was round table meetings.
Selection criteria were:
Companies that operated in the industry and services sector with a
high potential for further growth.
Companies operating mainly in the region around Tirana
Medium sized companies with comparatively consolidated structure
Companies with successful and positive monetary margins
There were 150 companies selected in various industries which included: the
food industry, textile and shoes industry, tourism, services, and consulting in
various regions of Albania. The working team analyzed the profiles of these
companies by evaluating their history, product lines, staff, market relations,
administration, and business progress. When these profiles were considered,
attention was also given to the information gathered by specialized institutions
related to the future perspective of developing market relations in the
international arena. (The complete list of the selected companies and the
questionnaire used can be found in the appendix of this report).
Meanwhile the team worked for compiling the questionnaire which included
several sections with questions related to corporate social responsibility. After
brainstorming a couple of options the members of the working team selected
the one that was more appropriate and closer to the objective of this study.
(The questionnaire can be found attached to this report.
A group of experienced interviewers were selected and were further trained to
comprehend the questionnaire used in this study and the techniques used
while gathering information that would be useful for the achievement of the
studies objective. These interviewers and the respective questionnaires were
tested in three companies, and the necessary adjustments were made. After
this step the interviewing team moved on with the investigation process of the
selected companies.
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The investigation process was concluded successfully and 45 out of 50
questionnaires were valid. These questionnaires were analyzed by the working
team which prepared the results and conclusion of the study regarding social
responsibility of Albanian companies and their leveling with European
standings. After processing the data gathered the team worked on the findings,
conclusions and respective recommendations related to institutional
interferences towards improving the institutional environment and
relationships among private companies and market demands, society‘s needs
and national and international markets.
2.
Results
The data collected shows that female workers are dominant among full and
part time employees (Graph 1). This trend could be explained by the fact that
the majority of the private enterprises present are of a consumption nature,
mainly textiles and shoe production, which are characterized by having more
females in their labor force. The nature of the manufacturing process itself,
and the surplus in supply of female labor to this industry, might also explain
the trends shown in the graph. This is issue requires a future address by
appropriate institution because it is widely related with the further business
development and a more efficient use of human resources. This should bring
the ratio of male/female in the work place in balance.
Graph 1: Personnel hiring policies
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However it has to be noted that there is a wide disproportion between full time
employees and part time employees.
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Regarding socializing the workplace, we notice that the number of companies
that have taken measures against sexual harassment are equal to those
companies that have not done anything to condemn sexual harassment in the
work place. This shows that the society itself has to undertake actions of an
educative nature and train employees in relation to this issue.
Regarding employee motivation and team building, the overall situation is
satisfactory, due to the efficient actions undertaken by Albanian companies
towards increasing productivity.
Graph 2: Measures for regulating employee socializing
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More needs to be done for increasing recreational activities in the workplace
in almost all the companies these activities are inexistent.
Regarding the evaluation and importance that company managers attribute to
their employees and their educational aspirations, employees are considered
as a necessary element of the enterprise and not as a cost. Virtually all
companies understand that qualifications, training and skills are activities
related and born from the tight competitive environment. To consider
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investing in employees as an important step for future growth is a correct
stance that companies are taking.
Graph 3: Employee valuation of skills in the company
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In graph 4 we show that Albanian companies value contracts fulfillment and
payment of duties, but they value less the respect on the environment and
employee compensation. Being more environmentally aware about the natural
effects of the manufacturing processes has to become a priority in the future
especially considering the high impact that the environment is having on the
overall economic developments and their respective enterprises.
To fulfill these objective companies should be better aware of the
consequences of their actions and the punitive fees and duties imposed as
restrictive measures in this matter.
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Graph 4: Contracts and Employee salaries vs. employee compensation
and environment awareness
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The dominating philosophy among Albanian businesses is that they ask from
the government to resolve issues that are specific to the business sector, which
companies can resolve using their monetary and human capital.(Graph 5).
This is closely related to the fact that Albanian businesses see their
government see their government as the sole institution that could solve
problems related to society, environment and communities.
The graph above shows that there is a wider dispersion of flexible working
hours among businesses, rather than fixed working hours. To draw some
conclusions we needed more information. However, judging from the
discussion we‘ve had in these businesses, the flexible working hours are
explained by the low working discipline in the workplace.
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Related to the environmental impact (graph6), it results that the majority of
these enterprises would like to have recycling opportunities for their products,
but see this as a mutual approach by the part of both businesses and state
institutions. Most businesses are aware that environmental issues are closely
related with energy savings and pollution decrease.
Graph 5: Companies vs. government policies towards solving socially
oriented problems. Flexible or fixed working hours
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It is an important finding that clientele communication is oriented mainly
towards marketing and profiting, and very little information is transferred to
the customer that informs him or her about products safety, environmental
effects and the measure of social responsibility.
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Graph 6: Recycling, energy production, pollution reduction; investments
by businesses and government

Graph 7: Instrument and contents of communicating with the customer
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3.
Conclusions and recommendations
Albanian companies are still not meeting European standards in many aspects.
More needs to be done for informing and educating the public on social
responsibility. This is a process that could be undertaken by using company
resources.
More coordinative actions should be taken from the government that could
better manage the activities related to social responsibility.
Social responsibility issues should be considered when long term strategies of
economic growth are designed.
There should be implemented evaluation criteria and indexes related to
monitoring policies that would overview social responsibility in Albania and
compare it with the European standards.
The education system especially at the university level should review its
curriculum an include topics and discussion on corporate social responsibility
in courses such as strategic management, marketing and enterprise
management.

COMPETITION IN EUROPEAN UNION FROM
POLICIES TO PRACTICE
Prof. Assoc. Dr. Raimonda DUKA1, MSE Erinda BLLACA2,
Prof. Dr. Dhori KULE3

Abstract
Competition Policy in the European Union provides the various dimensions of
the competition control, including restrictive practices policy, monopoly
policy, merger policy and state aid policy.
Competition policy is not an end in itself, but one essential tool to achieve
efficient market outcomes and the effort of competition authorities should
concentrate on ensuring that those market failures, which can be remedied by
public intervention, are addresses effectively.
Competition law is a new concept for Albania, but the law is oriented
towards European Competition legislation on competition regulation
including Regulation 1/2003. This article seeks to analyse the new Albanian
competition framework and will look at its approximation with EU law,
together with proposing further steps for the modernisation and
Europeanisation of its competition law regime.

Introduction
The EU competition policies are based on the legislative system of the
Community, which was firstly introduced in the Treaty of European Union
(articles 81 to 90). Having in consideration the mentioned above articles, the
Council has issued other additional regulations, which are introduced as the
regulations of the communities. Competition law, as a matter of fact, has
always been of central importance for the EC. This area of Community policy
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covers anti-competitive agreements between firms, abuse of dominant
position, and mergers. Based in EC fundamental legal documents, as
previously mentioned, the EU competition policies have been focused in four
principal directions, as following:
Elimination of agreements which tend to reduce the competition and
abuses with the dominant position (e.g., the agreements of competitors
to fix the market price).
The control of the joint ventures between firms (e.g. the union of two
biggest groups, which results with their dominance in the market).
Liberalization of the monopolized sectors (like telecommunications).
Monitoring of aid and assistance accredited to the state authorities
(e.g., when the state authorities are not allowed to accredit financial
assistance to a business firm which results with loss in the business).

1. Characteristics and features of the EU competition policy
The competition policy is an important tool to protect and empower the
economic activity. It implies the role of the state in the economy of one
country, planning activities in which state itself and private sector is involved.
Competition policy regulates the constant way of functioning of the private
sector, aiming at the role and services of this one to achieve general interests.
Competition policy of the EU member states is characterised of three main
features.
(a) Competition policy for internal market. The EC competition policy and
law has always played an important role in achieving the consumers‘ welfare
through: encouraging the optimal distribution of resources; achieving
productive efficiency for the economic agents and enhancing quality and
providing low prices.
(b) Competition policy for consumers. Competition policy has a direct
impact on businesses as well as European citizens. It has always protected
consumers from market failures. In this context, through such policy it is
aimed to prevent abuses and encourage firms to offer goods and services with
high quality and low prices. In order to enhance and empower this embraced
role of competition policy, the EU applies forms of democratic participation
in the decision making process of groups of interests.
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(c) Competition policy for the development. In Summit of Lisbon, the EU
Member States prioritized the Goal that the European economy should
become competitive worldwide. The key to achieve this Goal is free and fair
competition of all actors in the market.
1.1. European competition policy – contents and reforms
Since ‘80 competition regulations started to be presented as most effective
ways of market regulation and integration. As a continuation of the original
designed articles aiming at controlling the restrictive practices, cartels and
abuse of dominant position, the Commission expanded its Jurisdiction.
During ‘80 the member states expanded their delegated powers to allow the
establishment of an effective system of control of the assistance accredited by
a state (subventions for enterprises), in 1989 such system was embodied with
powers to control the level of joint ventures and during 1990 it embodied the
power for regulated liberalizations, and sometimes in state dominated sectors
such as telecommunication and energy.
During 1960-1990 the European economy moved from segmented national
economies, influenced by interventional industrial policies towards a panEuropean market with minimal state interventions. The competition policies
of the European Commission have played an important role in this
transformation and served to ―close‖ and consolidate every step towards the
neo-liberal goal of free competition in the pan-European market. This ongoing
process of political development was based in the so called traditional method
of the Community in policymaking, led by the Commission, improved and
legally developed by the European Court of Justice, which through law
enforcements and case studies has already consolidated the method and
competition behaviours.
In 1958, the principles and competition policy implementation have very little
influence outside the United States, known for anti-trust tradition and
Germany with its orthodox liberal debate on cartels legislation. In Brussels,
apart from an enthusiast group of DG IV there was a tendency to implement
only competition articles, but not develop implementation methodologies. The
first four years of DG IV (or DG- Competition) existence were spent in
drafting and negotiating the procedural regulations which would allow the
implementation. In 1962 the Council approved the Regulation 17/1962, which
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resulted very important. This regulation implemented the system of the
―prohibition by law‖ of the anti-competition practices and abuse of dominant
position. The commission was given the large procedural powers to undertake
measures against companies of private sector and the most important the
monopolization of the authority, reserving the rights of exclusion from
prohibition. With these powers the Commission, almost with a unique nature
of its competencies, had also the legal and administrative independency,
which allowed operating in the competition policy despite the existence of the
Council and member states, creating though with the DG IV one of the oldest
institutions of the EU.
Regulation 17 adopted a loan procedure from the German law and an opinion
which explained each agreement between the firms as prohibited unless it was
approved clearly by the Commission or as through the negative permission
(saying that it is out the legal scope; or giving a clear exceptional case (e.g.
arguing that this agreement was favourable for a better efficiency). The
alternative approximation, supported by France, added the evaluation of the
firms‘ agreements if those were non-legal and also it created a position for the
Commission which allowed disagreeing if they were found with non legal
effects in time.
The selection of the German model has created an immediate administrate
burden, which sometimes created difficulties in operation. In 1962-1963, the
offer presented created a situation where 920 multilateral agreements and
about 34.500 bilateral agreements would be deposited to the Commission.
The dilemma was that the regulation of 1962 was very tolerant, and
empowerment of the commission should be done voluntarily throughout
years. If the Commission would have proposed amendments of the regulation
17 to deal with advertisements and burden, the risks would follow the power
reduction of the Commission by the member states. This problem is
considered as ―Pandora‘s box‖. The European Commission felt that there will
be a lot of risks if it was planning to open it.
The Commission proceeded without opening the box since 1999 when the
Council approved a new procedural regulation 1/2003, which came into force
in March 2004. This new regulation modernized the history, contesting the
German model in favour of the French one and giving the monopolization of
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the expulsions to the Commission. According to this new regulation, each
company should undertake the self-evaluation of the legal basis of the
agreement, and the agreement itself should be evaluated by the national
competition authorities and judged by the national courts.
The regulation 1/2003 started the development and mobilization of the most
important European competition agencies. The commission decided three
elements of the reforms, as following:
―decentralisation‖ of the application of the competition regulations;
―modernization‖ of the regulations such as ―new system would
change the focus of the legally binding activity of the Commission;
In the future, the Commission would concentrate in the proactive
investigation following the complaints or with its own initiative‖
(Gauer et al, 2003). The Commission will redirect the resources
available fro the process of decentralization reassuring the growing
power of investigation. It has adopted a new program of ―leniency‖
and its aggressive position against cartels is reflected with
considerable fines and penalties.
Does this new reform create a new possible model for the regulatory reforms
in other areas of the European competencies?
Majone has observed that the European Commission is encountering a
competency crisis arguing that ―the only applicable solution can be offered by
the regulatory network overseas‖ (Majone, 2002, 387). This case can be used
as a potential model for the economic regulations in different zones of the
European market.
Each member state has a competition authority, but they differentiate in size,
legal powers, law structuring, investigation authorities, type of fines and
penalties, the appeal process, etc. some regimes, as the one in the Netherlands,
have laws and legislation based on the acquis communautaire, having the
legal power to directly apply the articles 81 and 82. Other states as Austria
have a different legal power distribution and they do not apply directly the
articles directly articles 81 and 82.
The national competition authorities change also from the political
independency level, and as a result they appear to be ―non majoritarians‖.
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This problem is present in the newly integrated states where the political
independency is fragile (Riley, 2003, 659-661).
1.2. Implementation of the competition law in EU
The European competition policy is based in the legislative system of the
Community which has been initiated in the Treaty of European Union
(Articles 81 to 90). The Council has adopted other regulations known as the
unification regulations.
Based in EC fundamental legal documents, as previously mentioned, the EU
competition policies have been focused in four principal directions, as
following:
Elimination of agreements which tend to reduce the competition and
abuses with the dominant position (e.g., the agreements of competitors
to fix the market price).
The control of the joint ventures between firms (e.g. the union of two
biggest groups, which results with their dominance in the market).
Liberalization of the monopolized sectors (like telecommunications).
Monitoring of state aid (e.g., when the state authorities are not allowed
to accredit financial assistance to a business firm which results with
loss in the business).
The EC Law protects the common market and stimulate competition. It is a
multidimensional economic area. The European Commission is responsible
by law to get in charge of such issues. In some cases this power is divided
with competition authorities of member states and the courts of justice
(Articles 81 and 82), meanwhile that others like the unification control,
monitoring of state aids are controlled exclusively by the Commission.
Treaties require that, as a regulation, the national courts of member states
should impose and implement the community law; meanwhile the Court of
Justice (ECJ) will continually play a guiding role. EU Commission directly
implements the competition rules in the form of regulations.
The EU has three broad branches of competition law: Anti-trust/cartel policy;
merger control and state aid.
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Each branch addresses an artificial distortion of the market that reduces
efficiency and thereby harms consumers. The main principles behind this area
of EU law date back to the Treaty of Rome of 1957, which founded the
European Economic Community. At that stage, even the basic ideas guiding
competition policy were still in dispute in many member-states. Since then,
competition law has developed in parallel at national and at EU levels. The
process has been remarkably rapid and mutually reinforcing through
collaboration between regulators in Brussels and the member-states.
1.3. Anti trust/ cartel policy
This policy is related with the elimination of agreements, which artificially
reduce the competition (e.g., agreements for block exemptions or for product
reduction, etc) and abuse from firms which have a dominant position in the
market.
Article 81 of TEU4 captures all agreements, concerted practices, etc which
have as their object or effect the prevention of competition. Any agreements
or decisions prohibited pursuant to this article shall be automatically void. The
provisions of paragraph 1 may, however, be declared inapplicable in the case
of: any agreement or category of agreements between undertakings, any
decision or category of decisions by associations of undertakings, any
concerted practice or category of concerted practices, which contributes to
improving the production or distribution of goods or to promoting technical or
economic progress, while allowing consumers a fair share of the resulting
benefit, and which does not: (a) impose on the undertakings concerned
restrictions which are not indispensable to the attainment of these objectives;
(b) afford such undertakings the possibility of eliminating competition in
respect of a substantial part of the products in question.
Businesses who infringe these rules can be subjected to large fines by the
European Commission or national competition authorities. Prison is not
4

Article 81 of the Treaty establishing the European Community prohibits cartels and other
agreements which could disrupt free competition in the European Economic Area's common
market. Article 81 reads, 1. The following shall be prohibited as incompatible with the
common market: all agreements between undertakings, decisions by associations of
undertakings and concerted practices which may affect trade between Member States and
which have as their object or effect the prevention, restriction or distortion of competition
within the common market.
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available as a punishment under Article 81 itself. Some countries within the
European Union have laws that impose criminal sanctions, including prison,
for participation in anti-competitive agreements or practices.
Article 81 of the Treaty establishing the European Community bans
agreements between companies that harm consumer interests by distorting
competition and trade between member-states. That ban covers horizontal
agreements between firms in the same industry, and vertical agreements
between companies along the supply chain. The Commission has extensive
powers to investigate such agreements, including the right to enter company
premises unannounced to look at internal company documents. It can
prosecute any firm that breaches the law and can levy fines of up to ten per
cent of the company‘s global turnover. In the course of 2001, the Commission
imposed fines for anti-competitive behaviour totalling almost $2 billion. And
it is currently increasing the resources of DG Competition to respond to what
it sees as a rapid rise in the number of international cartels.5
Fines of the commission take into consideration: Gravity of the fines; size of
companies and timeline of the cartel activities.
One of the key features of the work of the Commission is the fact that it is
abandoning the legal framework, redimensiong itself towards an economic
approach for the competition policies. The Commission does not search for
illegal articles in the contracts, contrary, it is observing the companies
behaviours and respective effects for the markets and consumers. This new
approach has affected new staff recruitment policy. The recruitment policy
has changed through a general economic background instead of legal experts.
Increasingly, the Commission is moving away from a legalistic and towards
an economic approach to competition policy. Instead of looking for illegal
clauses in contracts, it now looks more at how corporate behaviour affects
markets and consumers. As a result, EU competition law in practice many
more of the Commission‘s 150 competition policy staff now come from an
economic rather than a legal background, but more such specialists are needed
to meet growing demand.
5
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The second key anti-trust provision is Article 82, which prevents any
company from abusing its dominant position in the market. It is not illegal to
be dominant per se – indeed; it is usually a sign of success. But it is illegal to
abuse that position by, for example, conspiring to keep competitors out of the
market. The abuse of a dominant market position is much harder to prove in
such technical cases, and the Commission has generally been wary of
launching investigations.
1.4. Merger control
One of the simplest ways for firms to reach a dominant position is by merging
with or acquiring a competitor. Mergers themselves can be good news for
consumers. They can make the companies involved more efficient, resulting
in cost-savings that are passed on to consumers. Or if two medium-sized firms
merge, they may be able to compete better with a dominant rival, again to the
benefit of consumers. But the Commission is rightly determined to block
those mergers that, by creating or strengthening a dominant position, impede
effective competition.
That is why, in 1990, the EU passed a regulation that large firms must get
Commission approval before they can merge. This regulation applies to
transactions with ‗a Community dimension‘, which in practice typically
means those where the combined turnover of the companies exceeds $5
billion. There are several clearly defined stages to each merger review, and
informal consultations often take place between the merging parties and the
Commission prior to formal notification.
The merger process works well, although there are fears that the
Commission‘s workload may be getting unmanageable. The rapid rise in
notifications has inevitably strained the scarce resources of the Commission‘s
Merger Task Force. It is not unknown for companies to submit over a million
pages of documentation in support of a proposed deal. The recent dramatic
downturn in merger activity, resulting from the global economic slowdown,
may ease the pressure somewhat in the short term.
The process of reviewing mergers requires considerable expertise and time,
and it is important to get the process right if DG Competition is to aid, not
hinder, competition. The officials involved use complex economic models to
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predict consumer and firm behaviour, but even so, their assessment is
inevitably speculative because it has to predict the future evolution of the
market, and can therefore be contentious. This is why negotiations of
remedies can prove so difficult, as the companies concerned may take a very
different view from the Commission on how the market will evolve.
1.5. The State aid regime
The state aid policies are the most original of the EU competition policy. This
is a supranational policy. The control of state aid policy aims that
governments of member states assure that their measures and means do not
deny the competition in a single market.
The Treaty of Rome prohibits that state aid can deny the competition policy in
EC. The Treaty underlines the state aid in general terms. The state aid can be
in forms of a grant, low interests, and state and property insurances. This
approach started to be implemented to assist some firms for a nondiscriminatory behaviour in the common market. This policy in long term
implementation dos not result cost-effective. Despite this fact, some
categories of state aid are allowed in the form of an effective use of
subventions. State aid can be applied as a social assistance, in case of
emergencies of for the development of the undeveloped regional economies.
The Treaty of Rome authorised the Commission to undertake the monitoring
of state aid and it also has the exclusivity to evaluate the schemes of the state
aids from governments of EU Member states. The Commission has the right
to require that this state aid can be paid off from the firms who have benefited
from them.6
State aid can be benefited in many forms: Grants; soft loans7 and benefits
from taxes (tax reduction) .State aid also can be benefited from the central and
local governments, which can influence in deformations of the firms‘
payments, as an important part of the single market.

6
7

Baldwin,R &Wyplosz,Ch-The Econimics of European Integration, page.168
Soft loans –low interest loan )
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The framework for controlling state aid to private enterprises is set out in
Articles 87 and 88 of the Treaty. It does not ban government support per se,
but rather targets those measures that give an unfair advantage to some firms
and so distort competition in the EU. State aid that is designed to support
certain specified public policy objectives may be allowed. The Commission
can, for example, approve aid to companies in Europe‘s poorest regions in
order to support industrial regeneration. Support for small and medium sized
businesses and for research and development may also be permissible. The
Commission can – in some circumstances – approve state aid to support
inward investment that would otherwise go outside the EU. But these
exemptions are rigidly policed by DG Competition, and the member-states
can only overturn the Commission‘s decisions through a unanimous vote in
the Council of Ministers. So far, this has happened only once, in the area of
agricultural subsidies.8 The accredited state aid can have different forms.
There are three principal elements that represent the state aid policy from the
European Commission:
1. Regional aid policy – it is based on Article 87/3a and 86/3c of TEU. The
main TEU forms that do not breach the single market are: Aids that
promote economic development of undeveloped rural zones; aids that
facilitate activity developments and development of economic zone, when
these aids do not breach the trade conditions.
2. Sectoral aids policy- it is focused in specific issues of the individual and
sectoral grants and the Commission has established structures for specific
sectors such as steel and coal, motoric vehicles, synthetic fibres, transport
etc. meanwhile, new sectors have raise attention of new sectors such as the
banking sector, couriers, which previously were subject of the Directorate
General of Competition (Directorate General IV) since beginning of ‗90.
3. General Policy of aids- this category includes all general aids or aid
schemes cannot be classified as sectoral or regional.
Articles 87 and 88 of the TEU do not prohibit the support as a concept, but
they evident measures that produce injustice for some firms and that cannot
breach competition in the European Union. So the Commission may approve:
Aids for poor regions of Europe for industrial development.
Support for small and medium enterprises.
8

Articles 87-88 of TEU. European Union. Treaties pg 1006-107.
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Support for research and development.
Internal investments that in other case are reallocated outside
European Union.
Some of the examples of this policy are: the Directive of Aids for research
and development approved in 1985; in 1995 the Commission approved the
directives of aids for employment in different regions, etc. but the most
important policy of the general aids is the one that operates for small and
medium enterprises. The Directives on the SMEs were formulated in 1992
and through them it was achieved to clarify and simplify complicated
regulations that were previously existed.9
2. The Struggles of the competition policy in Albania – implementation of
the new Competition Law
Competition law comprises a set of rules that affect all aspects of the
economy. Its context varies from one country to another, depending on the
particular need of a given country, and its regional and international
aspirations and obligations. In this context, all of the latest wave of EU
accession countries10, which belonged in the twentieth century to the so-called
‗‗soviet bloc‘‘, have adopted modern EU compliant competition laws and
established attendant institutions as part of the harmonisation of their legal
framework with the acquis communautaire The legal basis of this
harmonization is grounded in the European Association Agreement,
subsequently enhanced and reinforced by the EU Commission‘s White Paper
on the ‗‗Preparation of the Associated Countries of Central and Eastern
Europe for Integration into the Internal Market of the Union‘‘.

9

Cini, M & McGowan, L Competition policy in the EU fq. 153-154
Albania did, however, sign the Trade and Co-operation Agreement on October 26, 1992
[1992] O.J. L343/1 (of a different nature to the European Association Agreements). Since
1999 the relationship between Albania and the EU has been governed by the Stabilisation and
Association process. In January 2001, the President of the European Commission, Romano
Prodi, officially launched the negotiations for a Stabilisation and Association Agreement
between the EU and Albania. These negotiations are presently ongoing. For more information
see http://europa.eu.int/comm/external_relations/see/albania/index.htm).
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The Albanian economy has gone through many important changes during the
last decade. Changes in the economic system have led to a number of sectoral
reforms, including those in the market and regulatory environments.
Competition is a core element of these changes. Given that foreign investors
are mainly attracted by an open market, competition reform, in any country,
must include not only the adoption of competition legislation, but also the
elaboration of a well defined competition policy, the creation and
maintenance of a competitive environment and, in parallel with such reform,
the establishment of a modern legal and institutional framework capable of
supporting these developments11.
2.1 What is the situation currently in Albania in the competition reform
field?
In 2002, the EU Stabilisation and Association Report for Albania concluded
that ‗‗the development of competition policy in Albania remains at an early
stage, despite the existence of basic legislation since 1995. Implementation is
weak, due in particular to the clearly insufficient resources devoted to this
area. Although the law provides for establishment of an independent
Competition Office, this structure does not yet exist and competition issues
are dealt by the Department of Economic Competition within the Albanian
Ministry of Economy. This department remains poorly staffed and, as a result,
enforcement of the law is extremely limited.‘‘
A similar conclusion was drawn by the European Bank for Reconstruction
and Development (EBRD). As part of its transition assessments, 12 the Bank
scored Albanian competition policy ‗‗2−‘‘ (i.e. 2 minus) in 2003, a mark
which could be understood as indicating a grossly deficient law. Although the
legal framework (i.e. ‗‗the law on the books‘‘) is just one of the components
11

For more information, see John Fingleton, Eleanor Fox, Damien Neven and Paul Seabright,
Competition Policy and the transformation of Central Europe (Centre for Economic Policy
Research, 1998).
12
See EBRD Transition Report 2003. For more information on EBRD involvement in the
field see M. Vagliasindi, ‗‗Competition Policy across transition economies‘‘ [2001] Revue
d‘Economie Financi`ere 215–250; Maria Vagliasindi and Laura Campbell, ‗‗The EBRD:
promoting competition through transition‘‘, Law in Transition, Spring 2004; Irena Dajkovic
and Paul Moffatt, ‗‗Transition to a competitive telecommunications market—the application
of competition rules into telecommunications sector‘‘,
Law in Transition, Spring 2004, EBRD.
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in the scope of the EBRD survey, it should be noted that the survey, organised
in the course of 2003, did not consider the more recent legislative changes, i.e.
adoption of the 2003 competition law. These findings have also been,
indirectly, supported by the Albanian Competition Department itself, which
noted the following major weaknesses of the competition structure in Albania:
(i) lack of an appropriate legal framework; (ii) lack of an independent
institution; (iii) lack of sufficient and qualified staff; (iv) lack of financial
resources in conducting surveys for market data collection13.
While some of these deficiencies appear to be resolved by the recent
legislative changes, others will depend on the general growth of the Albanian
economy and the practical implementation of the formal changes made to the
competition framework over the medium to long term.
The recent legislative changes relate to the adoption of a new Law ‗‗On
Protection of Competition‘‘ of July 28, 2003, No.9121, which entered into
force on December 1, 2003 (the ‗‗2003 Law‘‘ or ‗‗new law‘‘). This law fully
replaced the previous Law ‗‗On Competition‘‘ of December 7, 1995,
No.8044, (the ‗‗1995 Law‘‘), generally considered as insufficiently applied
given its ambiguity and apparent contradictions. The initiative for the
revisions to the competition legislation came from the Competition
Department of the Albanian Ministry of Economy and the drafting work
largely involved the assistance of the Deutsche Gesellschaft fur technische
Zusammenarbeit (GTZ).
The new law, mainly based on EU competition rules, aims to improve the
legal and institutional framework for competition in Albania and permits
improved implementation of competition policy. As in a number of other
eastern European countries, the 2003 Law deals solely with economic
competition, leaving unfair competition to the competency of Albanian Civil
Code. Such division of competence is a significant departure from the former
1995 Law.

13

‗‗Discussion paper—Contribution from Albania‘‘, OECD Forum February 2004
(www.oecd.org/dataoecd/49/48/24742637.pdf ).
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The general strategic aim of the competition policy in Albania is the
protection of fair and effective market competition, defining the rules of
conduct by undertakings, as well as the institutions responsible for protection
of competition and their competencies14.
As an obvious improvement, compared with the 1995 Law, the 2003 Law
provides for a range of comprehensive definitions. Moreover, unlike its
predecessor, the 2003 Law applies to any entity, public or private, engaged in
commercial activity, as well as to any associations thereof. Similar to the old
framework, in addition to entities established in Albania, the law is applicable
to foreign entities whose activities have an effect on the Albanian market
(‗‗effect doctrine‘‘).
While, like its predecessor, the 2003 Law applies to agreements and
concentrations between entities engaged in commercial activity, the
significant novelty attaches to the introduction of the concept of abuse of
dominant position and the provision of a legal basis for an independent
competition authority. These changes, on the face of it, appear to reflect
current thinking that the dynamic and constantly changing nature of the
modern marketplace requires a continuously evolving competition policy and
legal framework.
2.2. Agreements
More then a decade ago the level of detail required for the alignment of an
accession country‘s competition legal framework to that of the European
Union led to heated discussions throughout central and eastern Europe. One of
the most pressing questions was: should the drafters ‗‗transfer‘‘ every single
detail of acquis communautaire without deeply examining the competitionrelated issues which could arise in a particular country, and which—in the
majority of cases—arose because of specific legal frameworks applying in
eastern Europe prior to the demise of the Soviet Union?
More particularly, in a specific area such as competition law, the question was
whether legislative drafters should, in the process of harmonisation, refer
solely to the EU Treaty and attendant regulations or also include reference to
the European Commission‘s guidelines and the European Court of Justice‘s
14
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jurisprudence? More to the point, what character should competition law
have: strict or lax?
While these questions have been largely dealt with, in one way or another, in
the context of the greater accession process, these issues are currently still
animating discussion in a number of countries, both within and without the
accession grouping; Albania is a recent such example.
Following the model of EU competition law, the 2003 Law is relevant to any
type of agreement: formal or informal, tacit or explicit, horizontal (i.e.
agreements between entities operating on the same level of production) or
vertical (i.e. agreements between entities operating on different levels of
production) which may prevent, restrict or distort competition in the market.
Unlike the 1995 Law, the application of the law is no longer restricted to
particular sectors, such as the agriculture, forestry or food sectors.15
Furthermore, the new legislation also extends to entities in public services,
including electricity, gas and water16.
A particular novelty of the law is the introduction of a black list (agreements
falling under the black list are prohibited and are void) and a grey list
(agreements falling under the grey list are invalid unless the competition
authorities issue an exception list). To obtain an exception, entities must
notify their agreements to the competition authority. While the law provides
for specific treatment of agreements on intellectual and industrial property
rights, for which the exception is granted automatically if the competition
authority does not reply within three months of notification17, all other
agreements falling under the grey list must be explicitly exempted by the
competition authority in order not to contravene the law. It is notable that the
new law does not provide for a white list (agreements not restrictive of
competition, per se). Given the relative infancy of the new law and its
application it remains to be seen how the new competition authority will deal
with agreements that do not fall under the black or grey lists.

15

1995 Law, Art.51.
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2.3. Concentrations
A very important innovation in the new law concerns concentration of
undertakings. A number of clear provisions have been incorporated in the new
Albanian competition framework enabling such concentrations to take place
effectively. In this respect the new law appears to have, essentially, replicated
the provisions of EU Council Regulation 4064/89.26 That Regulation and its
subsequent amendments defines an operation of concentration as: (i) the
merger of two or more undertakings or parts of undertakings hitherto
independent of each other; (ii) any transaction when one or more undertakings
acquires, directly or indirectly, a controlling interest in all or parts of one or
more undertakings; or, (iii) joint ventures exercising all the functions of an
autonomous economic entity. The EU definition of control has also been
introduced in the new law. Such inclusion of EU provisions in this respect has
not been the norm in certain other eastern European laws, where interaction
with the relevant commercial code did not permit the introduction of the EU
‗‗control of undertaking‘‘ definition.
The new law replaces the previous merger notification threshold and
establishes a new one requiring approximately €500 million (Lek 70 billion)
annual worldwide turnover for all entities involved in the concentration (or
€5.8 million (Lek 800 million) annual turnover in Albania for all entities
involved in the transactions) and approximately €3.6 million (Lek 500
million) annual turnover in Albania for one of the entities involved in the
transaction18. In the new law legislators have duly decided to specify a
methodology for calculation of
turnover, including situations when
participating undertakings (which are also defined)19 are part of a group, as
well as for the turnover of credit institutions, other financial institutions and
insurance undertakings.
The new law provides for a pre-merger notification procedure. The
competition authority must decide on a concentration within a two-month
period from the notification. At the end of such period the competition
18

2003 Law, Art.12.
The definition of participating undertaking, provided by 2003 Law, Art.12(3) includes: (i)
the undertakings merged, in the case of a merger; (ii) the undertakings which acquire control
and those subject to the control, in the case of control of acquisition; (iii) part of the
undertaking, if the transaction has influence on it.
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authority is required to take a decision on the proposed merger: either to
continue its investigation for another three months or to issue an
authorisation20. If the authority fails to take any decision within two months of
the notification, the proposed concentration becomes effective and
operational21.
2.4. Abuse of dominant position
This is also an area where core changes to the legislation have been made.
Most notably, a dominant position is no longer prohibited per se. Unlike its
predecessor law, the new legislation prohibits only the abuse of a dominant
position and provides for a non-exhaustive list of examples of such abuse22. It
can be further noted that provisions implementing the concept of ‗‗essential
facilities‘‘ have been included in the body of the new law23.
The decision whether or not to incorporate this provision in the main
competition law, given its jurisprudential origin in the European Union itself
and its sensitive anti-monopolistic character, has been debated in a number of
eastern European countries. For example, a similar provision was removed
from the draft Czech Competition Law after heated debate in the Parliament24.
Currently, it continues to be discussed by legislators and may be added as a
future amendment to the Czech law.
2.5 A new competition authority and its increased powers
Much has already been written on the importance of institutional building in
eastern European counties and this article does not seek to repeat it. However,
it is worth emphasising that successful market openness should be
20

2003 Law, Art.56.1.
ibid., Art.56.3.
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2003 Law, Art.9.
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2003 Law, Art.9(2): ‗‗Such abuse may, in particular, consist in: . . . refusal to allow another
undertaking access to its own networks or other infrastructure facilities of undertakings with a
dominant position, against adequate remuneration, provided that without such concurrent use
the other undertaking is unable to operate as a competitor of the undertaking with a dominant
position‘‘.
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The Czech Competition Law entered into effect in July 2001. For more details see JUDr.
Jindˇriˇska Munkov´a, ‗‗Czech Republic: Competition rules in transition‘‘, Law in Transition,
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accompanied by full regulatory reform, including an adequate legal
framework and strong, independent and democratic implementing institutions,
specifically sector-specific regulators and competition authorities. It would
appear that the legislature has followed western models with respect to the
new competition authority.
As previously mentioned in the Law, since its establishment the activity of
Competition Authority has been concentrated on the implementation of the
law ―On protection of competition‖ relying on three main pillars which
determine the protection of competition: abuse with the dominant position;
prohibited agreements in the form of cartels, merging or concentration of
enterprises.
The mission of the Competition Authority is the protection of free and
effective competition in the market through the implementation of the
legislation on competition. Such legislation defines the rules of conduct to
ensure the juridical protection of competition. These rules are defined for both
undertakers and the State bodies. In relation to the latter, these rules concern
the promotion of horizontal policies that motivate competition through
liberalization, improvement of practices for public procurement, the ensuring
of a pro-competition approach in privatization processes and an overall
enforcement of legitimacy.
2.6 Increased enforcement measures
Unlike its predecessor law, which did not provide for appropriate powers of
investigating and imposing sanctions, the new law provides such increased
enforcement powers. An investigation can now be opened by the competition
authority not only on the basis of a formal complaint but also by the authority
ex officio25. Further, the new law empowers the competition authority to enter
into premises during an investigative procedure26, seize documents to be
accepted as evidence in proceedings, compel witnesses to testify or require
sanctions to be imposed for a delayed or incomplete provision of relevant
documents by the entity being investigated.

25
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Generally, the sanctions provided for in cases where entities contravene the
legislation, range from fines (which have been increased by the new law),
obligations to act or refrain from acting in a particular manner, interruption of
contractual relationships, to ordering concerned entities to take the necessary
steps to restore the status quo ante, in particular to conduct the separation of
merged entities or rescind from participations or acquired assets. Criminal
responsibility can no longer be imposed in the case of violation of Albanian
competition law.
Following a strategy of seeking to reinforce overall enforcement of
competition legislation, the new law provides for a significant element of
judicial remedy. Parties who have suffered loss through anti-competitive
behaviour of a particular entity can seek compensation against that entity from
the civil chamber of the First Instance Court of Tirana District. This
entitlement to seek a judicial remedy is in addition to the traditional
administrative procedure before the competition authority and such procedure
can run independently of the administrative procedure(s) undertaken by the
competition authority.
However, the requests for exemption from prohibition of an agreement and
the procedures on control of concentrations are not within the jurisdiction of
the courts. The effectiveness of this new mechanism is yet to be observed.
Establishment of an independent competition authority an additional core
change to the legislation is the revision of the institutional structure
responsible for application of the competition law.
Unlike the pre-existing structure, where the Directorate of Economic
Competition was part of the Ministry of Economy, the new law provides for
an independent competition authority, directly appointed by and accountable
to the Albanian Parliament.
The new competition authority is to be comprised of two bodies, the
Commission and the Secretariat27. The Commission will be the decisionmaking body of the authority (elected by the Parliament), whereas the
Secretariat is the administrative and investigative body (i.e. having market
27

2003 Law, Art.18.
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monitoring and investigative powers). The duties and responsibilities of each
body are regulated by the new law. Based on the investigation results
provided by the Secretariat, the Commission can adopt appropriate decisions,
which can be appealed within 30 days of the notification of the decision at the
administrative chamber of the First Instance Court of Tirana District.
The new law also provides all due procedures that allow the effective
investigation of cases, fines categorised according to seriousness of
infringements, and provisions related to leniency.
Another area of the new law which is also worthy of note relates to specific
provisions on co-operation between the competition authority and other
institutions. This co-operation includes exchange of information with
corresponding authorities, suspension or termination of proceedings in cooperation with other authorities, the nature of the relationship with other
regulatory authorities, and provision for other bodies to seek the competition
authority‘s opinion on any relevant issues. The latter provision is of particular
importance in the light of international competition advocacy developments28.
Relations with other national regulatory bodies are also a crucial point
supporting an effective and unambiguous application of the legal framework.
2.7. Institutional developments in the competition national policy of
Albania
By virtue of Article 24, point a, Competition Commission approved, by
decision no 43, dated 28.12.2006, the document of the Competition National
Policy. This is the first document of the competition policy in Albania and it
has been compiled based on the similar experience of the regional countries
which are a couple phases advanced in the process of European integration
(such as Croatia, Bulgaria, Rumania etc), as well as the specific features of the
developments in the competition culture and legal infrastructure in Albania.
With reference to these special features, the Competition Authority tried for
28

‗‗Competition advocacy refers to those activities conducted by the competition authority
related to the promotion of a competitive environment for economic activities by means of
non-enforcement mechanism, mainly through its relationships with other governmental
entities and by increasing public awareness of the benefits of competition‘‘, definition
provided by International Competition Network, Questionnaire on Competition Advocacy
(www.internationalcompetitionnetwork.org/advocacyquestionnairem.pdf).
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this Competition National Policy to be all-inclusive. To his effect, this
document was subject to a discussion and exchange of opinions with all the
interested parties (potential stakeholders in the market), such as: ministries
and regulatory entities, business community, consumers‘ associations, legal
firms, etc, reflecting their opinions in this document. Competition policy
represents the short and medium term vision of protection of competition in
Albania. There are reflected the main directions of the activity of Competition
Authority in order to explain to the enterprises of the private and public
sector, the possibility to carry out their economic activity on the basis of a
free, effective and fair competition.
A very important objective of the competition policy is the increase of the
economic wellbeing of the society, developing the increase of
competitiveness, ensuring equitable rules of game in the market, promoting
the technological evolution, increasing the possibility for the selection and
quality of the products and services and achieving potentially market
equilibriums which are a prerequisite to setting as real prices as possible. In
this context the competition policy is an important factor in the economic
development of the country. At the same time, aiming at steady boosting of
competitiveness in the economy of the country, the competition policy can
make a very important contribution in improving the macro-economic
indicators such as that of the total level of prices, level of employment and
economic increase.
The competition policy, along with the monetary, fiscal and commercial
policies, has been considered as the fourth stone of the foundation of the
public policies. This makes it necessary that its main principles should be
taken into consideration from the various public institutions to draft and
implement other economy related policies, to the effect of harmonising their
objectives to those of the competition policy, achieving in this way the final
aim of governmental performance which is the increase of the sustainable
wellbeing.
The Policy of Competition is closely connected to the policy of state aid and
for this reason, while dealing with the policy of state aid, there should be
taken into accounts the importance of establishing equal conditions for the
enterprises to the effect of promoting competition. The competition policy
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should be taken into account in drafting the strategies of regulatory entities in
different sectors of the economy and in this context the cooperation of
Regulatory Entities is of special importance.
2.8. Conclusions and recommendations
The new basis for the implementation of competition policy in Albania has
now been established. Going forward, it is crucial that these foundations
continue to be built upon without neglecting the experience of other eastern
European counties29. The new legal framework for competition in Albania
appears to be an admirable effort at addressing a major part of the legal
bottlenecks experienced previously. Representing a significant improvement
over the 1995 Law, its successful implementation will determine the overall
success of competition structure/policy in Albania.
The responsibility for successful enforcement lies not solely with the
competition authority, but also with government, the courts and other
regulatory institutions and, in certain countries, privatisation agencies 30 whose
willingness to co-operate in implementation is crucial. While a competition
culture is developing, the introduction of explicit ‗‗legal provisions on cooperation‘‘ in the body of competition laws themselves can be seen as a
current general trend in eastern European countries. In that sense, it is
recommended that the Albanian competition authority should not only cooperate regarding cross-border transactions but also seek assistance from
international organisations, the European Commission and foreign
competition authorities regarding the practicalities of implementation and
related problems that can arise.
In the light of international developments in the field, the organisation of
international roundtables and seminars in eastern European countries appears
to have produced positive results on the general development of the
competition culture. These should be continued, replicated on a south-eastern

29

http://www.ebrd.com/country/sector/law/articles/dajkovic.pdf last accessed march 2008
The competition authority had played a role in privatization process and liberalisation in a
number of cases by providing its comments for reforms in strategic sectors of the economy,
which could be accompanied by non-competitive effects (e.g. in the case of the privatisation
of the Savings Bank, Albtelecom, in Albania)
30
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European basis and also organised at national level, in addition to
dissemination of information on the internet and through the specialised press.
In conclusion, if a large-scale assessment of Albanian competition law vis-àvis EU competition law were carried out today, Albania would likely achieve
a relatively high position compared with other eastern European countries.
However, as discussed earlier, an entire competition policy evaluation, such
as the one conducted by the EBRD, is not founded solely upon extensiveness
(i.e. the ‗‗law on the books‘‘) but looks also to effectiveness. It has, therefore,
yet to be seen whether the implementation of this new framework and any
progress in the general introduction of competition to the Albanian market
measures up. In that respect, the responsibility lies with the Albanian
Government, to demonstrate the political will and commitment to implement
fully the framework contained in the law. This it can do in a tangible
meaningful form, particularly by dedicating sufficient financial and human
resources to support the appropriate implementing institutions.
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ATTRACTION OF FDI IN ALBANIA
Ernesto LONGOBARDI1, Ahmet MANÇELLARI2, Zana KOLI3,
Cosimo SCAGLIUSI4, Manjola MANÇE5, Isida SINJARI6

Abstract
Albania ranks behind other countries of the region in terms of FDI inflows
and FDI stock per capita, despite the increase in 2007. Considering the
positive effects of FDI inflow in growth and development underlined in the
literature, Albania should formulate effective policies in attracting FDI. The
steps undertaken in the field of fiscal and regulatory reform are very important
but, as have resulted from the surveys, more effective policies are needed in
the fields of governance improvement, low enforcement, fighting corruption,
improving infrastructure, etc.
Introduction
This report coauthored by a team of researchers from the University of Bari
and University of Tirana aims at analyzing the experience regarding the
Foreign Direct Investments in Albania. In particular our aim is to conduct a
comprehensive assessment of the status and the evolution of FDI inflow in
Albania. To do this we first briefly review the theoretical and empirical
literature on FDI (section 2.1), with a particular focus on the effectiveness of
FDI in promote growth and development in the host country (section 2.2) and
on the debate about the factors influencing the attractiveness of FDI in a
country (section 2.3). A specific section (2.4) deals with human capital, which
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represents one of the critical factors in building and maintaining the
competitive advantage in the international competition to attract productive
investment. The second part of the report centers more specifically on FDI in
Albania. After a brief introduction on the country (Section 2.1) and on the
Albanian experience of transition from communism to the market (Section
2.2) the Section 2.3 aims at describing the FDI inflow in Albania in the last
few years, making an extensive use of up-to-date balance of payments
statistics. In order to assess the competitive position of Albania regarding the
FDI, section 2.4 analyses the performances of other South East European and
Centre European Countries in attracting FDI. Section 2.5 reviews the policies
adapted by Albania to incentive FDI inflow in these years and critically
assesses their outcomes, highlighting their strengths and weaknesses. Finally
Section 2.6 draws some lessons from the experience of these years and
emphasizing present threats as well as future opportunities.
In this summary of the study, the structure is simplified because of the strict
requirements related to the volume. In the first section the theoretical and
empirical literature was briefly reviewed. The second section follows with the
relationship between FDI inflows and the human capital. FDI statistics are
described in the third section. Contribution of FDI inflows to growth and
development, and policies adopted by Albania to promote FDI inflows are
analyzed in the forth and fifth sections respectively, to be followed by the last
one devoted to some lessons derived from the experience.
1. FDI: literature review
FDI have emerged in recent years as a growing force in the transnational
economic activity carried out by enterprises.7 In this section we will briefly
review some of the theories on the role and the causes for the development of
the MNC and their transnational economic activity and we will introduce the
distinction between horizontal and vertical FDI.
The literature has tried to investigate the reasons why firms decide to
internationalize and how they do so: in fact international companies either
produce in the home country for both home and foreign market and therefore
7

Most of the following discussion on the theory and empirical evidence about FDI is based
on Barba Navaretti and Venables (2007) and on Helpman (2006).
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export; or they produce abroad as well. In the latter case home companies will
have to make a FDI, that is to open a productive establishment abroad over
which they have (some) influence.
The oldest framework explaining the existence of FDI and of MNC is the OLI
model (Ownership, Location, and Internalization) by Dunning (1977, 1981).
According to this theory, firms decide to invest abroad if they have some sort
of competitive advantage deriving either from Ownership of product or
production process; or from Location (for instance by setting up a plant
abroad instead of at home) or from Internalization of other foreign companies
instead of establishment of contractual relationships with them (see also
Brainard (1997) or Markusen (1984)).
Recently new models have been introduced featuring differences in the
productivity levels of firms. The workhorse model for much of this literature
is Melitz (2003). This model combines an asymmetry in the distribution of
productivity levels with the existence of fixed commercial costs: this has the
effect of inducing differences in the firms‘ internationalization strategy. While
firms with intermediate productivity level produce for the domestic market
only, the high-productivity firms produce both for the home and the foreign
market. Furthermore a dichotomy in the higher productivity firms exists: the
top ones serve the foreign market with subsidiary sales, while the relatively
less productive ones produce for the foreign market through export sales.
These theoretical predictions are supported by the data when tested
empirically (Baldwin and Gu (2003), Castellani (2002) and Girma,
Greenaway and Kneller (2004)).
When the home company decides to carry out a FDI it can choose between
horizontal FDI and vertical FDI. Horizontal FDI come into the fore when
replicating the production in an establishment abroad assures efficiency gains.
This is so whenever the costs of duplicating the production are low and the
benefits coming from lower commercial costs, better access to foreign market
and lower marginal costs are large. Vertical FDIs are realized when the
productive process is divided into two or more phases, which are then moved
in different geographical locations. In this case the productive process gets
fractionated: the costs are that the economies of integration coming from
concentrating the productive process in one single site are cancelled. Among
the benefits of carrying out vertical FDI the most important are the ones
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connected to the costs of input. MNCs try to minimise the costs of production,
corrected by the quality of the input: the profit maximizing strategy of the
MNC is therefore to employ inputs having the higher values of marginal
productivity.
The importance of FDI for growth and development
The literature about the effects of FDI have two main strands: the effects of
FDI on the home country (i.e. the source country for FDI) and the effects of
FDI on the host country (i.e. where the FDI are invested). We will briefly
review this latter literature here.
The literature on the effects of FDI in the host countries focuses on whether
the influx of capital has a beneficial effect on GDP growth in these countries.
Intuitively this effect should be the more important the less developed the
country is: if a country does not have a sufficient degree of development, the
MNC investing in the country might accelerate the growth process. This could
happen because there are production inputs in the host country that are left
unused (e.g. labour) and productively employed only if FDI arrive in the
country.
Therefore, if the FDI influx is sufficiently large, this will have an important
impact on growth rates. Regarding the empirical testing of this literature,
results have not been conclusive so far. To assess the relationship between
GDP growth and FDI influx in the host countries, researchers have used
cross-country regression and panel data analysis. The cross-country studies
find, if any, a weak positive effect of FDI influx on GDP growth. However
some studies have found that this effect is stronger when recipient LDCs have
a sufficient level of economic development, especially in terms of sufficient
human capital level (Blomstrom, Lipsey and Zejan, 1994). However, crosscountry studies might be flawed by several shortcomings. One of the most
relevant is the reverse causality issue: are FDI to promote growth or is it
economic growth to foster FDI attraction? To tackle this problem, Carkovic
and Levine (2005) use a panel approach. After controlling for endogeneity
their results show that there is no evidence that FDIs have a positive effect on
growth.
Together with the aggregate effect of FDI on growth rates and level of the
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host countries, other research has dealt with the influence in performance at
firm level that FDI might have on host countries‘ firms. There are two types
of mechanisms at work here: a composition effect and a spillover effect. The
composition effect takes place whenever the MNC have a superior
performance than other host country companies. Therefore attracting MNC in
the host country modifies the country‘s company composition and increases
the average efficiency of the typical company. The source of greater
efficiency of MNC might be in superior technology or better human resources
or larger of economies of scale. Nevertheless all these features are different
from the ownership nationality of the MNC ―per se‖.
Together with the MNC composition effect, there is also the spillover effect.
This takes place whenever MNC interactions with host country companies
modify these companies‘ performance. Several types of interactions like
―market transactions‖, ―technological externality‖, ―monetary externality‖ ,
―pro-competitive effects‖ have been figured out having the effect of
increasing the efficiency of the non-MNC host country companies. However
―pro-competitive effects‖ have a not clear influence on host country
companies, since MNC might crowd out less efficient host country firms or
force them to produce at larger costs, therefore reducing total welfare.
Testing for the above theories, several empirical studies at firm level have
found that, while in cross country studies there seems to be a positive
(although weak) effect of the MNC presence, in panel data studies, this effect
vanishes. Furthermore, regarding the pro-competitive effect, the positive
effects of the presence of MNC are bigger when one analyses advanced
countries (Haskel, Pereira and Slaughter (2002) and Keller and Yeaple
(2003)) while MNC seem to crowd out host country companies when one
looks at LDC (Haddad and Harrison (1993) and Aitken and Harrison (1999)).
2. Human capital – an important factor that influence foreign investors’
decisions
In order to analyze the Albanian human factor competitiveness, it is necessary
to consider the country‘s competitiveness compared with regional countries,
and in the same time, as part of a region struggling to compete with other
regions in the world. The OECD Investment Reform Index Report 2006 (p.
14) warns that time is running out for the region to achieve its full investment,
growth and employment potential. Without further reforms, the region risks
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being marginalized by competition from both Central Eastern European
countries, which are increasingly active in high-value, more capital and
technology intensive sectors, and low cost, labor-intensive producers in Asia
and North Africa (OECD 2006).
Labor cost and productivity
Labor cost and productivity are indicators of specific concern in this context.
It is inevitable that foreign investors will choose a country where the labor
cost is lower. We all are witnesses of the fact that FDI has led to the
wholesale transfer of the production of labor-intensive products and exports
from the high-wage economies to the low wage economies.
Table 1: Total annual labor cost to employer in manufacturing
Management Professional
Technical

Skilled

Unskilled

Albania

17695

10617

7882

4665

2896

BiH

25111

15889

14049

8548

6095

Croacia

41352

26155

19763

13370

9041

Macedonia

34652

18763

14252

7526

5384

Sllovak Rep

28647

NA

15241

6965

5001

Czech Rep.

28611

NA

17128

12675

8887

Hungary

49622

NA

23843

11673

10170

Serbia & MNE

13881

12353

7537

6630

4980

Source: MIGA, World Bank Enterprise Benchmarking Program, 2005

Albania has offered the lowest labor costs in the region. Despite continuous
increase in wages about 59% for the minimum wage, in period 2003-20078,
we can conclude that Albania still has a competitive advantage based on labor
cost. Furthermore, this competitive advantage exists in all employees‘
professional categories (see table 1)

8

Calculation based on INSTAT reports
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Unemployment also contributes to competitive labor cost. Considering that
the unemployment rate is higher among not qualified or low qualified
workers9, we can conclude that unemployment rate has an impact only in the
wage for this category. Meanwhile, the global labor market tendency to create
more work for qualified workers and to eliminate those for not qualified or
low qualified in today is influencing the Albanian market as well 10. The actual
level of unemployment will have an impact in keeping the labor cost low,
unless the employees will be trained with the skills required in the labor
market.
Controversies emerge on whether low wage can sustain high economic
growth over the long term since low wage are associated with unskilled labor
and low productivity. Therefore in order for a country to develop rapidly, has
to increase both wage and productivity. Reinert (1995)11, suggests that true
competitiveness requires for an economy to continue producing more goods
for international market as wage rises and labor-intensive activities are
upgraded to make higher quality products that yields grater value-added
industries.
Therefore the growing trend of wages would be desirable if accompanied by
an increase in labor productivity, which is an attractive factor for the foreign
investors. According to studies on productivity in Albania, the development
of different sectors of economy supports continues increase of labor
productivity in special sectors12. Meanwhile, comparative analyses within
regional countries, shows that Albania has a relatively competitive level for
labor productivity13.
Education and workforce skills development
As far as skilled worker are concerned, level of education of a country is of a
critical importance to ensure the supply manpower required by economy.
Referring to the public expenditure indicator, Albania is in less favorable
position in the region. Although the budget for education has been
9

Based on INSTAT labor market indicators
Based on Albinvest study (2006, p. 19), investors need more time to find qualified
employees, and less time to find not qualified and partly qualified employees.
11
quoted in UNCTAD 2000, p.3
12
―Labor productivity in Albania: the process of sectors convergence‖, Economic Bank of
Albania Bulletin, v. 10, nr 4, December 2007
13
ILO Global Employment Trends Model KILM18, 2008
10
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significantly increased in the last year (from 3.1% of GDP in 2003 to 3.5% of
GDP in 2008)14 Albania is still under the average rate of regional countries
(3.8% of GDP), and far from OECD countries average rate (5.4% of GDP).
Referring to the enrolment indicator, despite the increasing trend, the rate
below 70% is considered a low one15.
It is reported that skill gaps are generally an issue across SEE. IRI report 2006
stress that particularly foreign investors report that there is a very limited
supply of employees with management or accounting skills in SEE country.
Paradoxically, SEE is also starting to experience shortage of some professions
traditionally one of the region strength. Albania is also influenced by these
trends. Enrollment trends not oriented by the market need led to skill gaps
between offered and demanded skills. One other reason, of course, is the
migration to more attractive opportunities in Western Europe. The availability
of management and technical labor is rated poorly by existing investors.
In order to address any issue related to skill gaps between the labor force
supply and market demand, it‘s necessary to have a good strategy, in line with
country‘s national economic growth plan. Albania adopted the National
Education Strategy (2004-20015) for pre-university education and the strategy
for pre-school education is in phase of implementation. A new strategy for the
tertiary education is recently drafted. A Strategy on Vocational Education
Training is finalized in 2006, but based on current evaluations insufficient
funding levels and the absence of structured involvement of social partners,
leads to the provision of inadequate management training.
In order to speed up the reforms regarding human capital evaluated as ―very
slow‖16, Albania is considering education and workforce skills development
an absolute priority. Albanian government put a lot of efforts in drafting
NSDI, which develops an integrated approach for the social-economic
development of the country and its European Union integration perspective in
the field of employment. Vocational education and training system is
considered among the strategic priorities. In VET strategy is predicted a
14

INSTAT ―Albania in figures‖, 2007. For year 2008 figures based on precursory data by
Ministry of Finance
15
Data from WBI 2006, quoted in IRI: Policy Findings, 2007 p. 170,171
16
OECD SEE Investment Reform Index Report 2006
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significantly increased budget for education reaching 5% of GDP in 2009. In
the National Education Strategy 2004-2015 we also find that during this
period will be doubling the drawing-in rate of pupils in the vocationaltechnical and social cultural schools, from 20% the (current rate in 2004) of
secondary education to about 40%.
To conclude, competitive labor cost, flexible and young labor force, and
qualified workforce in specific operational processes - are considered as
Albanian advantageous in attracting FDI. Despite continuous increase of
wages, Albania still has a competitive advantage based on labor cost in all
employees‘ professional categories. But we are conscious, that the application
of export strategy based on intensive labor cost but relatively qualified - will
not be successful in long term, as the competitiveness from labor-intensive
producers in Asia and North Africa is growing. In competing with other
locations, Albania can keep on counting its cost advantages and at the same
time work on high quality, flexible and JIT production systems.
3. Statistics of FDI in Albania
FDI inflows in Albania – the relative position in the region
FDI inflows in Albania have been low and unstable, as shown in Graph 1,
although with a strong increase in 2007, by 75 percent as compared with
2006.
Graph 1: FDI inflows in Albania, 1997-2007
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Graph 2 denotes the low relative levels of FDI in Albania, compared with
other countries of the region. FDI stock in Albania represents only 5% of the
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FDI in the region17. FDI/capita influx in Albania in 2007, almost 3 times
lower than the regional average (4.5 times lower in 2006). Stock of FDI/capita
in 2007 was almost 3.5 times lower than the regional average (wiiw, 2008).
Graph 2: FDI per capita, SEE 2007, Mln EUR
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FDI inflows in Albania by investing country
As shown in table 2, the European Union countries have a dominant position on
the stock of the foreign direct investments in Albania. Almost 80% of the total
stock of the foreign investments is from Greece (44%), Italy (11%), Austria
(9%), Germany (3%), etc. The Greek capital is concentrated in the
telecommunications sector and the banking sector. The Italian businesses are
concentrated on the manufacturing industry (the textile and shoes
manufactories) with around 75% of the stock. The Austrian capital is mostly
present in banking sector. Regarding the number of enterprises owned fully or
partly by foreigners, Italy and Greece are respectively in the first and second
place, with respective shares of 44% and 27% of the total in 2006. They are
followed by the countries of the region which own altogether 8.2% of the total
FDI enterprises. The bulk of FDI enterprises are small and medium ones; only
12% of the total number of foreign direct investment enterprises have a number
of employed over 100. However the latter have the greatest share of labor force
(almost 65%) employed in the FDI enterprises. Graph 318 shows that around
17

SEE 6, including Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Macedonia, Montenegro, and
Serbia.
18
Based on data from the Bank of Albania and the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Energy
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59% of FDI enterprises are fully owned by foreign investors. In more than
82% of the FDI enterprises, the share of foreign investors in the capital is more
50%.
Table 2: FDI stock in Albania by country of origin
Investing country

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

European Union

77%

79%

82%

82%

78%

79%

Austria

5%

5%

3%

2%

5%

9%

Greece

44%

48%

45%

48%

47%

44%

Germany

2%

2%

1%

1%

3%

3%

Italy

24%

23%

32%

30%

12%

11%

Other EU countries

2%

1%

2%

1%

10%

11%

Balkan countries

8%

6%

7%

8%

8%

7%

Middle east

10%

10%

6%

5%

6%

4%

Far East

0%

0%

0%

0%

1%

1%

USA

2%

2%

3%

2%

4%

4%

International Institutions

4%

4%

2%

2%

0%

0%

Other countries
0%
0%
0%
0%
3%
Source: Bank of Albania and Ministry of Economy, Trade and Energy
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Foreign direct investments by sectors of economy
As shown in table 3, in the first place is transport, storage and communication,
capturing around 39% of the FDI stock in 2006, being followed by financial
and monetary intermediary sectors (30%).
Table 3: FDI by sectors of economy, Albania 2001-2006
Section/ Description
2001
2002
2003
2004
A. Agriculture, hunting and
forestry
0,77%
0,64%
0,39%
0,47%
B. Fishing
0,02%
0,03%
0,02%
0,01%
C. Extraction Industry
3,01%
1,91%
1,19%
1,19%
D. Manufacturing Industry
33,15% 31,67% 37,82% 36,34%
E. Electricity, gas and water
supply.
0,00%
0,45%
0,28%
0,23%
F. Construction
4,79%
4,68%
5,61%
5,55%
G. Wholesale and retail
trade; repair of motor
vehicles, motorcycles and
personal and household
goods
10,43% 6,76%
5,59%
9,57%
H. Hotels and restaurants
6,67%
5,52%
3,42%
3,00%
I. Transportation, storage
and communication
35,76% 43,00% 38,94% 36,85%
J .Monetary and financial
intermediation
4,43%
3,77%
2,72%
2,37%
K. Real estate, renting,
information
technology,
research
and
business
activities
0,18%
0,97%
2,72%
3,25%
M. Education
0,00%
0,00%
0,07%
0,06%
N. Health and social work
0,01%
0,01%
0,05%
0,06%
O. Other community, social
and
personal
service
activities
0,49%
0,36%
1,06%
0,93%
Q. Activities of international
organizations
0,28%
0,23%
0,14%
0,12%
100%
100%
100%
100%
Total
Source: Bank of Albania and Ministry of Economy, Trade and Energy

2005

2006

0,76%
0,03%
2,89%
13,97%

0,68%
0,01%
4,55%
12,59%

0,95%
3,44%

0,04%
3,34%

7,31%
1,66%

7,15%
1,28%

40,42%

38,82%

27,31%

30,04%

1,11%
0,07%
0,01%

1,30%
0,06%
0,01%

0,06%

0,13%

0,00%
100%

0,00%
100%

The manufacturing industry, sharing almost 13% of the FDI stock, represents
the greatest number of foreign enterprises, almost 42% of the total FDI
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enterprises in 2006, accounting for 74% of the employed people by FDI
enterprises.
The distribution of FDI investments in the Albanian territory
The greatest number of foreign enterprises is concentrated in the most
developed regions of the country, in the middle and south Albania. Almost
80% of the total FDI is concentrated in Tirana and in the west part of the
country. Tirana‘s share is increased by about 20 percentage points within 3
years, 2004-2006 (from 52% to 71%). Other important locations are Durres
(about 10%), Korça (6%), Vlora (4%), Elbasani (3%), Shkodra (3%), etc.
Important factor influencing location of FDI, are the geographic vicinity to
the foreign investors (about 33% of Greek enterprises are located in Korça
and Gjirokastra), the migration flows of population to the centre of the
country (Tirana, Durresi, etc).
4. Contribution of FDI to growth and development in Albania
The relationship between FDI and growth and development is widely
discussed in the literature, as analyzed above (section 1). Despite the
theoretical and intuitive arguments for the positive influence of FDI on
economic growth, empirical studies do not always prove that. Analyzing the
correlation between (a) FDI inflows and real GDP growth rates, (b) FDI/per
capita and real GDP growth rates, (c) FDI/GDP and real GDP growth rates,
Stanisic and Jankovic (2007) conclude that in the three cases there is no
statistical relationship (the correlation coefficients are quite low, even
negative in some cases) between FDI inflows, expressed in the three different
ways, and economic growth rates. Such results were in line with those of
Lyroydi, Papanastasiu and Vamaukadis (2004), who examined the
relationship between FDI and economic growth in 17 transition economies for
the period 1996-1998.
Since the data used by Stanisic and Jankovic (2007) were laid upon 2003, we
extend the data series including the years 2004, 2005, 2006 and 2007. The
resulting coefficients reveal again a weak relationship. For Albania the
Pearson correlation coefficient between the FDI/GDP and real GDP growth
rate in the period 2000-200719 is (-0.39) and R-squared is 0.15, compared with
(-0.40) and 0.16 respectively for the period 1999-2003 as shown in the paper
19

FDI/GDP refers to period 200-2006 and GDP growth rate to period 2001-2007, assuming
that FDI in one year affects the GDP growth rate in the next year.
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of Stanisic and Jankovic (2007). Even if only the last four-five years (20032006 for FDI/GDP, and 2004-2007 for GDP growth rate) are considered, the
correlation coefficients are still quite week, 0.27 and 0.07, respectively.
The explanation for such a statistical result is first of all related with the fact
that the region is still under a transitional process. Foreign direct investment
and foreign companies positively influence production and productivity. On
the other hand there is production decrease in the domestic inefficient firms
due to the structural reforms. Experience of transition has shown that foreign
strategic investors have usually been better able to lead to restructuring
process than the incumbent owners and managers (due to the fact that
restructuring involves fundamental structural and management changes in
enterprises), which is likely to encounter significant resistance. Having
analyzed the relationship between growth of FDI and the growth of only the
host sector of FDI inflows, the relationship is expected to be positive and
strong. The reasons underlined in the literature (Krkoska, 2001; Stanisic and
Jankovic, 2007; Estrin and Mayer, 2008; etc), are related with the
technological and managerial renovation, efficiency in use of resources, etc.
Regarding the relationship between FDI and some main macroeconomic
balances (table 4), the theoretical arguments are meaningful but the tested
statistical relationship is still weak.
Table 4: Albania: FDI, GDP growth and current account balance, 200-2007
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
156.6
230.7
141.4
156.9
278.4
224.1
258.6
FDI (Eur)
Current
account
-185.2
-315.4
-422.4
-331
-287.8
-493.2
-534.7
balance
(Eur)
3,944.5 4,539.8 4,703.3 5,193.1 5,646.2 6,581.1 7,254.3
GDP (Eur)
GDP growth
6.7
7
4.2
5.8
5.7
5.8
5.5
rate
0.85
0.73
0.33
0.47
0.97
0.45
0.48
FDI/CAD
0.040
0.051
0.030
0.030
0.049
0.034
0.036
FDI/GDP
1
CAD stand for Current Account Deficit.
Source: Bank of Albania

2007
452.4
-878.1
8,123.4
6
0.52
0.056
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The Pearson coefficient of correlation between the current account balance
and FDI inflows is only 0.178 and the R squared is only 0.03, which reveal
the weak correlation. These two coefficients remain quite small (0.51 and 0.26
respectively) even when FDI is measured in relative terms (relative to GDP).
However, FDI inflows play a considerable role in covering the current
account deficit.
Analyzing and testing the statistical relationship between FDI inflows and
technological improvements, is even more complicated, since the spill over
effects need to be considered. Anyways, the relatively high total factor
productivity (equal to 0.80 as calculated by the World Bank, 2004) revealing a
substantial reallocation of resources for the country for the period 1993-2003
and the increasing figures for the capital and labor productivity20, give an
evidence of such positive relationship.
The Albanian case provides evidence for correlation between foreign trade
and FDI inflows. The commodity trade flows are to a large extent explained
by the weight and role of FDI. Consistently, the largest part of exports
belongs to the inward processing (IP) industries covered by the vertical FDI
inflows in textile, garments and footwear sector. A considerable part of
commodity exports belongs to mineral and main metal products, which again
are related to the FDI inflows in these industries, such as Darfo, Kurum, etc.
An important part of imports is also related with the FDI inflows, such as the
materials used in the companies operated by foreign firms. It is important to
note the geographical concentration of trade and FDI inflows of Albania: both
imports and exports and also FDI inflows, are oriented toward the EU
countries.
5. Determinants of FDI inflows and supportive policies
In explaining FDI inflows in transition countries, Dunning‘s eclectic paradigm
of Ownership-Location-Internalization (OLI) is widely referred in theoretical
20

According to the World Bank (2004), the contribution of total factor productivity in the
average annual real GDP growth was extremely high in the period 1993-1996 (9.44
percentage points while the GDP growth was 9.25%) but then decreased considerably in the
following periods (down to 5.65 percentage points in 1998-2001 and 1.88 percentage points
in 2002-2003 while GDP growth rate was 7.35% and 5.35% respectively). Meanwhile, the
contribution from capital increased from 0.17, to 1.31 in 1998-2001 and 2.71 in 2002-2003,
and the contribution from labor increased from (-0.37) in 1993-1996, to 0.40 in 1998-2001
and 0.76 in 2002-2003 (p. 24).
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and empiric studies, as analyzed in section 1. While ‗ownership‘ and
‗internalization‘ explains why firms engage in FDI, it is ‗location‘ that
explains where firms invest their capital.
The situation of FDI inflows in Albania shows that ‗location‘ factors that have
played an important role in attracting FDI are particularly related with (a) the
privatization process (particularly of some strategic companies as Albanian
Mobile Communications (AMC), National Commercial Bank, Bank of
Savings, Albanian Telecom, and also ARMO, Distribution Operator System
of the Albanian Electro Energetic Corporation, and INSIG, which are under
the process of privatization); (b) the relatively low labor cost (particularly the
vertical FDI inflows in the inward processing industries like textile and
garments, leather and footwear, etc); (c) the gravity factors (the proximity
with Italy and Greece which share the main part of FDI inflows in Albania);
and (d) to some extent with the natural resource endowment (investments,
mostly in form of concessions, related with the extraction and processing of
minerals, production of electrical energy based on hydro resources).
Considering FDI as very important for growth and development, the
government of Albania has taken a number of important legal, institutional,
fiscal and regulatory reformation steps. A number of FDI incentives were
applied in the first decade of the country‘s transition, such as ‗tax holiday‘ and
‗reinvestment allowances‘, special fiscal incentives for priority tourismdevelopment zones, etc which were phased out in 1999, being judged as noneffective. A number of promoting measures are being used, related with
concessions, ‗economic zones‘, etc.
Important policy measures are being taken in the field of fiscal and regulatory
reform. The fiscal reform includes, among other aspects, the reduction of
labour tax paid by employers (from 29%, down to 20% in 2006); the
reduction of corporate tax (from 25% down to 20% in 2006 and 10% in
2008); the implementation of the flat tax at 10% for corporate and personal
income. Other important aspects in need for deep reformation are tax
procedures, V AT reimbursements, etc.
The regulatory reform which aimed at facilitating business registration and
operation, including licensing, custom procedures, taxation procedures, land
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and construction issues, inspection procedures, and administrative complaints,
is under the implementation process. An important step is the establishment of
the National Registration Centre (September 2007), with a cost of 1 day - 1
EUR for the registration of a business. The licensing reform is in an
advantaged stage, while the procedures of inspection reformation are in the
initial steps.
However, to promote FDI inflows foreign investors‘ perceptions should be
taken into consideration in drafting supportive policies. A survey of foreign
business executives on investments opportunities and challenges of Southeast
Europe executed at the end of 2006 and supported by FIAS 21, reveals that
political instability22 is the single most important impediment to increased
FDI inflows in the region, followed by inadequate infrastructure and an
insufficient economic policy and regulatory framework for all the region,
including Albania (FIA, 2007). Being asked about the determinants of FDI in
Southeast Europe, the respondents rank the first market size (68%), and then
political stability (65%), GDP growth (61%), regulatory environment (58%),
profit repatriation (57%), macroeconomic stability (53%), GDP size (49%),
quality of business (48%), competitor presence (42%), and cost/quality of
labor (39%).
Respondents rank political stability (36%), meeting the EU integration
standards (24%) and infrastructure improvements (23%), as top SEE priorities
for increasing FDI attractiveness. Other priorities include improving quality of
life (19%), simplification of administrative procedures (18%), improving
education system (18%), improving country‘s image abroad (16%), reducing
tax burden (16%), making labor regulation more flexible (14%), and reducing
labor costs (5%). The priorities for improving investments attractiveness and
their ranking are rather similar for Albania as for the SEE as a region, with
some exceptions. The top three priorities are the same although the second
and the third ones have changed places, but some other priorities are ranked
differently. For example, improving education system is ranked up to the forth
21

The survey supported buy The Investment Climate Advisory Service (IFC), was conducted
in October 2006 and encompassed Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia,
Macedonia (FYROM), Moldova, Montenegro, Romania and Serbia. Were surveyed over 300
senior executives of multinational corporations from Europe, North America and Asia; 43%
of them had already invested in the region.
22
Political instability is referred to governance, rule of law and corruption.
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place as compared with the sixth place for the region as a whole. Improving
country image abroad is also raked up to the sixth place as compared with the
seventh place for the region as a whole. Reducing tax burden and labor costs
are ranked at the bottom of the list of priorities.
The reasons and factors influencing the FDI inflows in Albania are also
recognized in the Business and Investment Development Strategy 2007201323 (Ministry of Economy, GoA, 2007). Factors related to business climate
such as significant administrative barriers, corruption, regulatory weaknesses,
and perceived economic and political country risk, are considered as main
reasons for the low levels of FDI inflows as compared with other countries of
the region. A number of issues enfacing the country in attracting FDI are
ranked in the Strategy, starting from the image of the country and followed by
property rights problems and conflicts, administrative barriers related to
construction permits; presence of relatively high level of informality in
economy; rather slow privatization of medium-sized and large enterprises;
perception of political and economic risk; poor functioning of public
institutions, corruption, trafficking, poor law implementation; lack of
effectiveness and high cost of physical infrastructure; and inadequate
financial, banking and non-banking services (low crediting, low financial
service quality for international trade, high interest rates, substantial collateral
requirements, insurance company service, etc).
The Strategy is based on a SWOT analysis, considering as Strengths the
geographic vicinity with EU countries and markets, qualified labor force at a
relatively low cost, working culture, mining resources, natural and tourist
attraction, and an acceptable legal environment for investments. Weaknesses
include small domestic markets, low income per capita, poor infrastructure,
outdated industrial technology, poor financial sector. Opportunities consist in
the processes of European integration and regional integration, substantial
diaspora, educational reform, and infrastructure reconstruction. Threats
consist of competition from neighboring countries, and salary increase and
loss of labor cost advantage. This analysis takes into consideration some main
factors influencing FDI inflows, although such factors as flexibility in labor
23

Business and Investment Development Strategy is an Integral Part of the Strategy for
Development and Integration 2007-2013 of the Government of Albania.
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market (strengths), institutional weaknesses (weaknesses), intensified
structural reforms (opportunities), macroeconomic vulnerabilities (threats), etc
could be considered, too.
6. Lessons from experience
Albania has made a considerable progress in transition reforms, economic
growth and development (considerably influenced by FDI inflows too), and in
improving the peoples‘ quality of life, despite the backwardness inherited
from the past and the disruption effects of the post-pyramid schemes collapse.
However, the country still enfaces a number of challenges coming from the
need of overcoming the bottlenecks in the structural reforms. It also has to
cope with the pressures coming from the emerging macroeconomic risks. The
intensification process of country‘s integration into the EU requires decisive
steps in meeting the political, juridical and economic criteria. A similar
pressure is coming from the regional integration processes. An opened up
market needs a functioning and competitive market economy.
Building up a functioning and competitive market economy is a major
challenge for the country. Institutionalizing the market means first of all
improving the governance, making it effective, efficient and friendly to
businesses and investment. Despite the significant progress steps in the recent
years related to business environment and investment climate, important
barriers to business and investment exist. Good laws and regulation doesn‘t
mean necessary good climate for business; it depends on the extent and the
way these laws and regulations are applied. Are they applied ‗impartially‘, or
does exist a ‗discretionary room‘ that is ‗effectively‘ used by highly-ranked or
ordinary officials? It seems that the latter apply better for Albania and this is
the ‗Achilles‘ heel‘ of the business environment in the country.
Coming back to the FDI inflow determinants and policies, one can say that all
the measures described in the respective governmental strategies, are
important. But the most important is pointing out the hierarchy and timing of
such policy measures. For example, public-private partnership based on the
market principles and respecting the public interest is very important;
important are also the ‗economic zones‘ or ‗industrial parks‘ and the use of
fiscal incentives. Nevertheless, having a weak administration and space for
discretionary approaches may make such measures contra-productive,
inducing tax evasion, informality, and abusive behavior by responsible
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administration. Based on the past experience of Albania (fiscal and other
incentives have often promoted speculators rather than serious foreign
companies) and also on the relevant literature, we can conclude that the ‗best
promotion‘ we can give to foreign investors is to transform Albania into a
secure environment for a predictable business. No fiscal incentive can
compensate for an unfavorable business climate. Albania can compete with
other regional countries for foreign investment inflows first of all by radically
improving the governance, the rule of law and the business environment.
Let us consider, for example, the land property rights, field in which there
exist legal discriminations against foreign investors: foreign investments are
much more affected by still present ambiguities in property rights in Albania,
compared to the effects of such discriminations. The procrastinated problem
of former proprietors‘ compensation, the property rights unclarities and the
widespread informality, require balanced approaches in using of concessions‘
incentives.
Reconsidering the results of the survey supported by IFC (2007), policy
measures should tackle the ‗top priorities‘ for improving Albania‘s investment
attractiveness as perceived by foreign investors, which are (i) improvements
in governance, rule of law and anti-corruption; (ii) improve transport and
communication infrastructure; and (iii) regulatory reform to improve business
climate and to meet EU standards. Other priorities include improvement of
education system, improvement of country image abroad, etc. Reducing tax
burden is a priority, but ranked by the foreign investors at the end of the list of
priorities.
In the short run, privatization of strategic state companies will give instant
results in increasing FDI inflows. However, experience shows that
privatization of public utilities requires institutional capabilities of the
regulatory authorities otherwise the incoming private companies can abuse
with their market power. It reinforces the importance of institutional reforms.
In a longer term, all the measures described in the Strategy (Ministry of
Economy, GoA, 2007) can be used but by having focused on the three above
described priorities. Fiscal incentives need a balanced approach in order to
prevent adverse selections and contra-productive effects.
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TRANSPORT SECTOR DEVELOPMENT: PROGRESS
& CHALLENGES
Prof. Dr. SHyqyri LLACI1, Prof. Assoc. Dr. Andrea KOXHAJ2,
Dr. Kujtim HASHORVA3

Summary
The accelerated development of the country to fulfill the major objectives of
regional and European integration within a relatively short time, set on the
agenda, among others, the rapid development of transport sector and its
performance improvement. On the other hand, Albanian geographic position
and the increasement of trade volume in the coming years between Albania
and other countries like Kosovo, Croatia, Macedonia, etc will depend also on
the transport sector much more than before
The overall condition of the transport network is poor, reflecting the
limitations, despite progress, in both managerial capacity and maintenance
expenditures over the previous decade.
In the frame of the economic challenges and the requirement for regional and
European integration, there has been progressive changes in Albanian
transport sector, but there are still critical challenges to cope with. The
challenges and changes needed are discussed in these dimensions:
- Integration into the European Legislation: Albania has already
planned a series of measures to meet its obligations as a member
enjoying full rights out of the Process of Stabilization and Association
- -Investments and their sources: state, private as well as foreign
investors,
- -Different aspects of restructuring (like railway sector) including the
setting up of new enterprises and a better management of the sub
sectors of transport;
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-

-Privatization and concessions: There is still discussions going on
among Albanian specialists and national and international institutions
in the are of restructuring and privatization & concessions. Albanian
authorities are in the process of evaluating some expressions of
interest in reaching a concession agreement by foreign companies but
this has to be carefully. We need to find a balance between our
obligations to the European Community standards and our need to
accelerate investment in the railway infrastructure.

It is stressed out that without aggressive trade and transport facilitation, the
reform of, and investments in, the transportation sector and the setup of
logistical and distribution centers can bring only limited results
On the other hand, the improvement of overall performance of transport
sector, besides restructuring, privatization and concessions, needs also, staff
reduction, because state owned companies are seen as entities with much
higher social responsibilities. Reform challenges not only in Albania, but
throughout the region include overstaffing, high costs and a lack of modern
management.
1-Background: The transport sector situation & demand for changes
Despite its difficulties facing during transition, Albania achieved significant
progress and impressive economic growth. GDP grew by about 6 percent
during the period 1996-2006, while GDP per capita increased from $2,619 in
2005 to over $ 3000 in 2007. While these accomplishments are impressive,
Albania still remains one of the countries, which is coping with serious
challenges. Transport sector development is one of critical challenges for
several reasons, among them are:
First, in a broader point of view, Albanian geographic position gives it a
potentially important role in the movement of trade between Southern Europe,
Greece and countries of the Balkans (SEE). Albania is traversed by both the
TEN Corridor VIII, crossing from the port of Durres to the port of Varna in
Bulgaria, and other key routes as part of the SEE ―Core network‖. The new
motorway to Kosovo, scheduled to open in June 2009, will bring about step
changes in the time and user costs of traffic between the Port of Durres and
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Kosovo, and will potentially form the shortest route between Adriatic and
Corridor X.
Second, while there is a large potential benefit for the country, Albania still
lags behind in terms of trade logistic environment in the region and Europe. A
new World bank Report4 ranks Albania 139 out of a total of 150 countries on
the basis of the calculated Logistic performance index falling significantly
below expectations compared to its PPP income level, and reflecting
comparative weakness, including among others, the quality of transport and
IT for logistics, ease and cost of international shipments etc.
Third, the accelerated development of the country with multiple objectives (
to improve the standard of living and being a member of European family
within a relatively short time), needs radical improvements in the transport
sector.
Fourth, Among the critical challenges for a sustainable development from the
international institutions, is included5 ―infrastructure improvements, including
upgrades of the road system, modernization and expansion of seaports and
regional airports, progress in restructuring and privatization of utilities to
ensure reliable services….‖.

2-The regional point of view: Transport sector development in region of
SEE countries
Albanian geographic position gives explains why the analysis of transport
sector development in Albania can not leave aside the key developments of
this sector in our region of SEE. Besides the process of integration in the
region and within the BE context has set some of the priorities and tasks for
the strategic development of SEE. So the policies developed from different
international organizations like Word Bank, EBRD etc can not be highly
effectively without filling the gap of transport sector development within the
region countries. Besides, the experience of some of this countries in different
areas of transport activities can be suitable for the Albanian environment.

4

World Bank: Trade logistic in the global economy, Washington D.C, 2007
EBRD (2006 ) ―Albanian strategy overview‖

5
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On the other hand, the increasement of trade volume in the coming years
between Albania and other countries like Kosovo, Croatia, Macedonia, etc
will depend also on the transport sector much more than before. The transport
system has long been acknowledged to be an essential component in
facilitating economic development, leading to employment opportunities, and
poverty alleviation (World Bank, 2004e).
The road transport network in the SEE countries stretches for over 240,000
kilometers, of which some 13 % are primary or arterial roads, 30% are
secondary roads and 56% are tertiary or local roads. The proportion of
motorways within the first category has been increasing, reflecting the
exogenous classification of certain corridors and the concomitant domestic
political importance. The individual national networks represent a sizeable
asset for each of the countries, possibly one of their largest and most
significant, which would be comparable to many of the largest commercial
enterprises6 in the respective countries. On a replacement costs basis, the
primary road network alone in the region is worth an estimated US$9.6
billion, predicating a unit replacement cost of US$ 400,000 per kilometer,
which is a conservative estimate.
The overall condition of the road transport network is poor, reflecting the
limitations, despite progress, in both managerial capacity and maintenance
expenditures over the previous decade. There is significant variation in the
condition of the road networks within the different countries; Croatia‘s road
network is, generally, in good condition while Albania‘s road network is in
poor overall condition. Only 10 percent of the national road network in
Albania was considered to be in good condition, with an additional 22 percent
in fair condition, whilst the remaining 68% was in poor condition7.
The railway industry has substantial assets in this region, including nearly
25,000 km of route, over 34,000 km of track, over 3000 locomotives, over
10,000 passenger cars and units of multiple formations, and around 100,000
freight wagons (including privately-owned wagons). But only 10% of the rail
network is regarded as being in good condition, despite having sufficient
6
7

Heggie & Vickers (1998).
World Bank (2004c).
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capacity to carry current traffic volumes, which are considerably below
historic levels.
Despite investment, most of the rail lines of the region need to be modernized
and the backlog in maintenance, stemming from insufficient recurrent
expenditure, reduces both operational capacity and operational speeds. In
addition, the quality of much of the locomotive and rolling stock fleet is poor.
The average age of stock has been increasing by over nine months for each
elapsed year for a decade and a substantial proportion of the units are out of
service, either awaiting repair, or due for scrapping etc.
The analysis of different international institutions, especially from the World
Bank, consider railway and roads as important cases for deepening the
regional integration. Railways constitute a network industry with substantial
economy of scale. In small countries, seamless operation railway transport are
critical to profitable operations. Reform challenges throughout the region
include overstaffing, high costs and a lack of modern management.
Demand and supply analysis of the sector
Having in mind this framework, the study in its first part is dealing with a
demand and supply analysis of the economic development versus transport
situation
The foreign trade with other countries (especially with EU and region) has
increased significantly. In 2007 Albania exports amount to 784.7 Mln/€, with
an increase of about 24.8 %, considered the highest in the last five years,
whereas in 2006 this rise consisted of 19.2 %. Likewise, there was an increase
in the ratio of exports toward GDP, where in 2007 it is estimated at 9.9 % of
GDP. Albania Trade Exchange Volume in 2007 was estimated at 3'833.3 mln
€, increasing by 25% in comparison to 2006.The forecasted growth of exports
for the period 2005-2013 is an average of over 12% a year.
Meantime the traffic of passengers in the coming years is foreseen to be
increased dramatically. According to the estimations, the annual volume of
passengers would shift from 561 000 in 2003 to 2 276 000 passengers in
2023. Consequently, in 2023 the total passengers flow is foreseen to be 89.4
million passengers –km, which presents a 9% average annual growth between
2003 and 2023.
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Table 2 Total exports of goods during the period 2005-2013
Description

2005
Actual

2006
Project

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Total exports
of goods
Million €
Increase
in exports

528

629

720

810

910

1020

1139

1300

1509

8.1%

19%

14%

12%

12%

12%

12%

14%

16%

Source: Ministry of Economy, May 2008

While the trade volume and passenger traffic is increasing fast, there is raised
a question: Are the conditions of the transport sector in a situation to cope
with all the challenges ahead? The analysis is not limited only in a national
level; the regional analysis is also included, stressing the conditions in the
region, as well as the progress made..
The overall condition of the road transport network is poor, reflecting the
limitations, despite progress, in both managerial capacity and maintenance
expenditures over the previous decade. There is significant variation in the
condition of the road networks within the different countries; Albania‘s road
network is in poor overall condition.
Only 10 percent of the national road network in Albania was considered to be
in good condition, with an additional 22 percent in fair condition, whilst the
remaining 68% was in poor condition.
On a replacement costs basis, the primary road network alone in the region is
worth an estimated US$9.6 billion, predicating a unit replacement cost of US$
400,000 per kilometer, which is a very strict estimate.
The railway industry has substantial assets in this region, But only 10% of
the rail network is regarded as being in good condition, despite having
sufficient capacity to carry current traffic volumes, which are considerably
below historic levels. The reform process on the railways of the region has
started and is progressing, with a recent report characterizing two of the
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countries as ‗high reformers‘8, Bulgaria and Romania and recently
Macedonia, while Albania is still behind other countries.
Progressive developments and restructuring processes
In the frame of the economic challenges and the requirement for regional and
European integration, there has been progressive changes in Albanian
transport sector. The challenges and changes are discussed in these
dimensions:
Integration into the European Legislation: Albania has already planned a
series of measures to meet its obligations as a member enjoying full rights out
of the Process of Stabilization and Association. Regarding the sector of road
transport, integration into the EU implies conformity with the legal
framework of transport legislation with the Standards and International
Regulations, especially by getting the Border Safer and by facilitating border
movement and improving the transport network; thus gradually eliminating
the so-called non-physical barriers.
The Albanian Government has signed the Memorandum of Understanding for
the Core Network (SEETO). This network which mainly aims at facilitating
the integration of Southeast Europe in compliance with the intentions of the
Process of Stabilization and Association includes together with the segments
of the Pan-European Corridors IV, V, VII, X even the Corridor VIII (Durrës
– Varna via Tirana), ports of Durrës and Vlorë and the Rinas Airport. This
network gives also a regional value by setting it up at the size of a Corridor
the infrastructure connection K8 and X, Durrës – Kukës –Morine – Prishtine –
Nish .
-Investments and their sources: state, private and foreign investors,
-Different aspects of restructuring (like railway sector) including the
setting up of new enterprises and a better management of the sub
sectors of transport.
- The experience of other countries in reforming different parts of
transport sector: The reform process on the railways of the region has
started and is progressing, with a recent report characterizing two of
the countries as ‗high reformers‘9, Bulgaria and Romania. Reform
process in the rail sector in Macedonia have moved ahead during the
8
9

World Bank (2004g).
World Bank (2004g).
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last year. In the SEETO Workshop (2007)10 was emphasized that ―The
public enterprise Macedonia Railways will be divided in two entities:
a-public enterprise for infrastructure where state is the owner, bshareholding company fro transport, the sole shareholder is the state
till the preparation of the study by World Bank according to which the
privatization model will be adapted‖ However, further work is
required in all the remaining countries of the region, with the reform
process yet to leave the ‗station, in Albania.
Privatization and concessions: There is still discussions going on
among Albanian specialists and national and international institutions
in the are of restructuring and privatization & concessions. Remarks
and discussions on these issues are of critical importance because of
the situation we are coping with in the transport sector.

The investments needed for the coming years are beyond state capacities.
Needs to finance the road sector are focused on increasing demands and a
further development of the national road network by coordinating incomes
from road users taxes and conductors of vehicles. Moreover, projects with
great values are foreseen to be funded by foreign donors and by the domestic
private or foreign sector.
A program of road investment of about 560 million USD for 20 years is
proposed to be incorporated to the National Plan of Transport. It is worth
underlining the fact that the budget approved only for 2007 predicted 27
milliard leks of investment (about 270 million USD), whilst out of this, only
the internal financing is about 14 milliard leks (or about 140 million USD).
Concerning a fair distribution of current expenditure and capitals to support
the quotas defined, the same percentage is preserved, although it is increased
in absolute value as current expenses and capitals.
In a regional viewpoint, a significant number of the former public sector
companies that now operate in the sector as joint stock companies suffer from
over-employment. In some cases the over employment can amount to 30% of
the total work force, with significant over-manning found in the repair and
maintenance departments. In the SEE region, the majority of companies
10

SEETO Workshop on the public private partnership, Ohrid March 2007
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continue to undertake their own repair and maintenance, often employing a
large staff of mechanics.
If we take into consideration the railway sector, according to the figures of the
period 1996-2002, the productivity from 1996 to 2002 grew only 119%,
meanwhile in Bosnia & Herzegovina it had a growth of more than 200%, in
Macedonia more than 300%. The productivity growth in Albania is
comparable only with Serbia & Montenegro. In absolute terms, the
productivity in Albania is far below that of other CEE countries, except with
Bosnia &H. The staff within this period is reduced more than 200% but still it
remains high, even with reductions during the last years.
Public private partnership: According to other countries experience it
is a valuable partnership. In France, for instance it is used successfully.
The agency operating the toll roads under a concession agreement
does not have to be owned by the private sector. As a relatively
autonomous public entity, the public concessionaire can increase the
funding available for investment by calling on private capital markets
(by issuing revenue bonds).
The relationship between the (public) owner of the road and the (public)
concessionaire then needs to be spelled out in exactly the same way as if the
concessionaire had been private. The use of public-public partnerships ,and
not only public private partnerships, can therefore offer an effective solution
Albanian railways restructuring,
The rules of EU game are promotion of rail traffic, fair and free competition,
international aspects, separation of infracture management – freight
transport and passenger transport, support of infracture management role,
framework for licensing and access charging.
Albanian raiway (HSH) is developing an investment program that aims to
restore the railway in 8 to 10 years normal working condition. Currently the
infrastructure is in bad conditions for several reasons. One important reason is
that the last 15 years there was not sufficient money to maintain and repair
tracks and structures. The result is that for safety reasons the maximum train
speed is reduced to 40 or oven 25 km/ hour. A second important reason for
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low speed is that signaling system was largely destroyed in 1997 , currently
the system works without signaling system.
For the freight transport market the railway serves Albanian industry and the
Port of Durres. The low speed makes freight transport by rail slow and thus
more expensive as necessary. The low speed also limits the capacity of single
track network. As industry is beginning it revival and economy is growing
demand for freight transport is growing and in a few years the speed should be
improved so that more trains can be accommodated on the network. The
passenger service is currently unattractive because of low speed and low
quality of rolling stock. The ambition of HSH is to buy better rolling stocks
and design a better service patterns that is more suitable for future public
transport in Albania. However this new trains pattern are useless as long as
the maximum speed is as low as today.
As freight transport is growing and improvement of passenger service is
urgent HSH need to repair tracks and reinstall signaling to achieve a speed
that is suitable for modern Albania. This requires investment in infrastructure,
safety systems and rolling stock. Implementation of only one of these
investments has no effects. New trains will only deliver a better service if the
track is repaired an if safe running at 80 to 100 km/hour is possible.
Development of transport, it is expected that freight traffic will grow
considerable in nest 3-4 years. HSH passengers also needs to improve the
service with more frequent trains and shorter traveling times as today. In total
HSH needs are 300 million euro for modernizing in a period of 10 years. For
infrastructure development of medium repair plan in three year is 40 million
euro. It is possible to repair the network to 50 / 60 km hour.
Trans-Balkan East-West Corridor plan includes a rail link from Qanëe-Thanes to Kicevo. This will provide part of a link from the Adriatic
to the Black Sea. In December 1998 talks were held to progress this
plan, and is the discussion is in process.
A freight branch line from Lezhë to Shengijn port. This plan had been
abandoned in the early 1990's but has now been re-instated as part of
the expansion of Shengijn port. No dates for start or completion of the
work.
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A freight branch line from Sukth to Porto Romano port for oil.( north
of Durres) This project is feasibility phase is very interesting.
A link from Pogradec to Florina in Greece is planned.
Electricification - not economically viable at present.
Policy and Strategy for freight
Rails is preferred mode of international and long distance transport as regards
environmental effects, rails is important for position of Durres port, domestic
freight is important for mining, metal and cement industry, the railway is
dependent on this sector. Most heavy industry is privatized and therefore it is
urgent the railway follow and adapts to the new open market situation,
domestic rail transport of other segments is unlikely because of short distance.
International long distance transport has good chance as medium distance (
Ballkan) but dependent of development of Albanian Industry and road
competition. In some cased long distance to western and north Europe is as
good alternative for bulk export – import.
Business definitions for freight company is share holder – State or third party,
owns rolling stock, own/ concession for terminals, has own train drivers.
Policy and Strategy for passengers Is Public state operator segment with state
subsidy and concession system (on longer terms) – is limited market for
students, people without car, and some commuter traffic. State wants modal
shifts road – rail. Integrated bus / train concession will be interesting for
Albania.
Business definition for passenger company is one company for all services,
share holder state , own rolling stock , owns / concessions for Stations and
Real Estate. Has own train drivers.
Policy and strategy for infrastructure State accepts responsibilities und EU
definition, balance between national and regional interest.
Business definition for infrastructure company is state is only shareholder,
owns tracks, yards, platforms and transfer facilities and access roads. Income
charges, state operational subsidies, state investments, EU subsides. Cost of
operating maintain and building. State investments – new shares for state or
direct subsidy.
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Sea Port policy of restructuring
At the beginning of period of transition, the port sector in general inherited a
very poor infrastructure. All facilities were outdated, technology was old, the
output of the port as well was far behind the other ports in the region, making
the port of Durres and other ports not competitive in the region, the port was
not divided in specialized terminals and the back up infrastructure was very
poor as well.
Being in this situation the biggest challenge for the port sector was to improve
the overall situation of the sector through:
Improving the legal framework. Transition from centralized into market
economy required legal reforms to be carried out.
Privatization of the services -everything in the port belonged to the
government and all services were public. That called for a privatization
strategy in order to make the port more flexible and more competitive.
Improve of port infrastructure
Adoption of new technologies
Increasement of cargo handling capacities, improve safety and security
in the ports
Protect marine environment from pollutions
Port of Durres
Port of Durres is situated in the SW part of the city 36 km east of Tirana.
Durres port Authority is a joint stock Company with 100% of shares
belonging to the government. The port has 11 wharfs, road and railway
access, with an water area of 67 Ha, and land area of 80 ha. Length of the
quays is 2,2 km, and water depth in the basin varies from 7,5 m up to 11,5 m
future projects are to increase the water depth up to 12,5 m.
According to the studies a number of projects have been implemented,
contributing in such a way to the better performance of the port. We can
mention hereby the project of the World bank, PHARE program, Trade
development agency and European Investment bank. The following slides
give some pictures from the implemented projects financed from these
financial agencies.
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Due to these investments as well as port reforms the overall performance of
the port has been improved in a significant way. This chart shows how the
cargo volumes have raised over the years. Last year the overall cargo volume
was over 3,4 million of tons.
Passenger traffic is is experiencing a rapid growth as well. 2007 was a very
successful year. Up to now the figures are very optimistic and by the end of
the year we expect a 15-17% passenger traffic growth. The construction of
future passenger‘s terminal will contribute not only to the improvement of the
conditions but at further grow of the traffic. Containers are the future of the
port. The port started with containers a few years ago and in the arch of 5
years the containers handling has noted a significant growth.
Port Authority is continuously working to improve the performance of the
port and the main goal is to make the port a modern and competitive one in
the region, with modern technology and equipments, qualified staff and
efficient services in order to make it able play its role as the Albanian gateway
of Corridor no 8.
In order to achieve that goal the port should:
Improve legal framework
Privatize the services in order to make the port more competitive and
increase the efficiency and quality of services. The privatization of
services and terminals will be performed through competition according to
the concession law that was recently approved by Albanian Government,
Construct new terminals
Deepening the access channel in order to make it possible for bigger
vessels to get access of the port
Rehabilitate railway and road connection. That will facilitate the
distribution and transition of the cargo from port to destinations.
The final objective of the port according to the study done from the World
bank titled ―Port land Use‖ which at the same time is considered as the Master
plan of the port is to transform the port from a tool port into a Land lord port
which means that all services and equipments are going to be private and the
land will be owned by the port.
Actually the following services are private:
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Stevedoring (cargo handling services)
Tolling service
Pilotage
Mooring
Ship‘s provisions are provided by private providers
Different agencies like forwarding, maritime and other similar services
are private.

But in the port are other services which are still un-privatized but are provided
by port authority. Such services are:
Mechanical sector, (or maintenance services)
Equipment operation
Containers handling operation
Training center of the port and different terminals like passenger, bulk
cargo etc,
The port actually is undergoing a process of privatization for the majority of
abovementioned items. A foreign experienced company has been contracted
by the port in order to help in preparing all tender documentation for the
privatization of these sectors terminals and services
Mechanical sector is the service that is under way of privatization. The
objective of this privatization is to Transfer to the private sector through
tendering the performance of maintenance and repair work of Durres port
Authority owned Heavy Equipment
Training center of the port will be privatized as well. The purpose of the
privatization is to have a port Training centre operated through Private Sector
Resources who will equip the Centre and provide Management staff training.
Existing operation as well as the construction of the new one will undergo the
same process. The objective is Transfer to the private sector through tendering
the operation of container´s terminal, including operation of equipment in
order to increase the efficiency of the terminal, Build through concession
(BOT) the future container´s terminal.
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There are other services In the port that in fact are not under port authority
but still need to be privatized such as tug boat services. A dilemma has to be
worked out in this regard because the government has not defined yet what
the terms of privatization are going to be.
The port has planned to do other infrastructure investments for the
construction of the new passenger terminal. This terminal will be financed
through a loan to the port given by EIB and EBRD. A new multimodal
containers terminal has been planned to construct in the eastern part of the
port. Bulk cargo terminals like grain minerals and cement terminals (due to
some very serious investment in the cement industry that are approved
recently by our government).
The port is thinking to proceed with these future infrastructure investments
through the application of concessions and public private partnership. A good
example of constructing a port through a concession is the fuel port that is
almost finished in porto romano (10 miles north of Durres) and this port is
being constructed through a concession.
Concluding remarks
Albania economy is progressing to achieve its own major objectives:
improving the overall wellbeing and at the same time to fulfill the obligations
for regional and European integration.
There is a gap between the demands of country development and the situation
in the transport sector. Albania lags behind in terms of trade logistic
environment in the region and Europe. According to recent calculations11
Albania is ranked 139 out of a total of 150 countries on the basis of the
calculated Logistic performance
The transport sector situation is problematic even in a regional point of view,
but Albania still remains behind of most of Balkans states. The investments
needed are beyond the state capacities. So, only for the program of road
investment of about 560 million USD for 20 years is proposed to be
incorporated to the National Plan of Transport. Also, the budget approved for
11

World Bank: Trade logistic in the global economy, Washington D.C, 2007
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2007 about 270 million USD of investment (about), whilst out of this, the
internal financing is about 50% of the total amount of money.
During these years of transition, especially after year 2000 a lot of progress is
undergone in this sector, but it is a lot more to be done in terms of investments
and restructuring of the sector.
Privatization, restructuring, partnership with private sector are still in process
of discussion. Railway sector is in high demand for restructuring. On the other
hand, investment needed are too much. What shall be done: to privatize only a
part of it (sector of services) or to go further? Are the concessions possibilities
offered up to now the best solutions?
Public private partnership has shown in practice to be a effective tool. It also
does not necessarily have to be owned by the private sector to be effective.
The most important points are stringent accounting practices, a high public
profile and technical know-how. It also needs to be genuinely autonomous.
In the analysis of the railway sector it is emphasized the discussion that
Railway infrastructure should become an independent enterprise and should
consider itself proprietor of railway lines including all related assets.
Railway Assets Service Directory, it is discussed to be converted into an
independent joint stock company (sh.a). There, also is another opinion:
considering the level of investments in AR some specialists consider this
initiative as premature arguing that this step should be taken only if powerful
service and on time breakdown intervention units are added to the Railway
Assets Park etc
Also, having into consideration the experience of other European countries,
the Albanian Railway (AR) privatization should be treated carefully. This
means that based on the above reasons, the concession in Albanian Railway
Infrastructure is a difficult decision to be taken. Evaluating all the pros and
cons each solution must to be considered properly.
Albanian government is evaluating some expressions of interest in reaching a
concession agreement by companies from the Czech Republic, Switzerland
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and Italy, but this has to be carefully evaluated because Brussels is not
pushing too much for a full concession of the railways. We need to find a
balance between our obligations to the European Community standards and
our need to accelerate investment in the railway infrastructure.
It still is needed the continuous improvement of the performance of the ports;
If we analyses the our main port (port of Durres) the port a modern and
competitive one in the region, in order to make it able play its role as the
Albanian gateway of Corridor no 8.
In order to achieve that goal the port should:
Improve legal framework and pivatize the services in order to make the
port more competitive and increase the efficiency and quality of services.
The privatization of services and terminals must be performed through
competition according to the concession law that was recently approved
by Albanian Government,
Construct new terminals
Deepening the access channel in order to make it possible for bigger
vessels to get access of the port
Rehabilitate railway and road connection. That will facilitate the
distribution and transition of the cargo from port to destinations.

Logistic is also important aspect of reforming. For instance: Strengthened
cooperation among border agencies and coordination of their control and
inspection activities is central to shortening border processing times, while
increasing the effectiveness of controls. One initiative that could be
introduced to facilitate trade, would be to simplify the issuing of visa for
professional drivers.
The improvement of overall performance of transport sector needs, also, staff
reduction, because state owned companies are seen as entities with much
higher social responsibilities. It has to bear in mind efficiency and social
aspect as well, but it is necessary to be also a cost-benefit analysis.
In the study is emphasized that ―Without aggressive trade and transport
facilitation, the reform of, and investments in, the transportation sector and the
setup of logistical and distribution centers can bring only limited results‖.
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Besides, reform challenges not only in Albania, but throughout the region
include overstaffing, high costs and a lack of modern management.
In the frame of performance improvement there is a continuous need for
management modernization. This has to dimensions: private management of
the critical parts of this sector, and bringing more professionals in the sector.
During the years of transitions, according to studies carried out, politics has
interfered in appointments of people in high managerial positions and there
also has not been stability of individuals in this hierarchy.
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ABSTRACT
Based on the main object of the strategy of energy connected to the increase
of security of supply with energy and other specific objectives, such as:
reduction of imported energy resources for the production of electrical and
thermal energy (decrease of dependency from import), promotion of energy
efficiency, exploitation of renewable resources of energy (in line with the EU
directives) as well as introduction of concentrated heating schemas and TECs
with combined cycle (CHP) in industry, services and in the household sectors,
which consist the challenges which have the be faced through the
implementation of this strategy.
In Albania, the biggest production of hydro energy comes from the big hydro
power stations, which contribute to the balance of energy with pure energy. In
different analysis and studies our country has considerable possibilities to
increase the capacities for the production of electrical power form the big
hydro power station. The strategy supports also even in the latest initiatives of
the Albanian government for the incitement and promotion of the investments
of small hydro power stations, as one of the main contributors in the total of
the renewable resources for the production of electrical power.
One of the goals of this paper is to investigate and give some possibilities for
widely utilization of Renewable Energy Sources in power production in
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Albania. From the gross power consumption (6.2 TWh/y), up to 75% came
from domestic Hydro Power Plants, and the rest is imported, with average
price of over 80 Euro/MWh.
The great annual additional power production, up to 620 GWh/y, is possible
to achive after the year 2010 (+500GWh/y from small-hydro and +120GWh/y
from wind-farms), if we can lead the investments for such renewables, which
are more profitable compared to the new Vlora TPP. At the same time the
feasbility and interest of the investors must be increased more, because of the
annual reduction of 435000 ton of CO2 .
Due to the progress of the new RES technologies and markets in the EU-25
countries, which are at the same time very interested in reduction of their
dependency from imported fossil fuels and GHG emissions, it seems very
possible and available to us to use our potential of clean energy sources (as
Hydro, Wind, Solar, Biomass etc.) for power generation and/or heat
production, in good cooperation with such countries.
The electricity sector worldwide is undergoing a fundamental transformation
of its institutional structure as a consequence of the complex interactions of
political, economic and technological forces. The way the industry is
organized is changing from vertically integrated monopolies to unbundled
structures that favor market mechanisms.
This process in Europe, known as the liberalization process, has had a wide
impact on the European electricity industry. Another problem analysed is the
role of electricity market in the recently liberalized electricity markets of
Europe. In the context of creating ―a‖ competitive electricity market at a
European level, the key questions considered are the functioning of these
power markets with respect to electricity characteristics, market design and
regulatory framework.
The main objective of this study was to discover what we can do well; how
we could improve; whether we are making the most of the opportunities
around us; and whether there are any changes in our market—such as
technological or economical developments—that may require corresponding
changes in our strategy and activities for the future.
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ALBANIAN POWER SECTOR
Albanian Power Sector Background
Albania has experienced an abnormally high growth rate of electrical
consumption. Normally, such growth might be the sign of a growing and
healthy economy. In Albania‘s case, however, it has become a serious
economic impediment. A large part of that growth has been artificially
stimulated by extraordinarily high rates of electricity theft, nonpayment of
electric bills and tariff rates well below cost. The artificially high electricity
consumption, particularly for electric space heating, has diverted a valuable
resource away from commercial and industrial uses that would otherwise
create jobs and contribute to economic growth.
Domestic generation under average hydrological conditions is about 4,200
GWh. Demand is estimated to grow to 7,600 GWh by 2010 and to 9,000
GWh by 2015 (graf 2.1).
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Albanian Power Sector Reform
Albania began the process of reforming the power sector by earlier 1995. A
comprehensive Regulatory Law was enacted in 1995, and in mid-1996 the
ERE was established. In August 1995, was approved an Electricity Law
providing for unbundling and possible privatization of the power sector and
involvement of independent power producers.
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In late 2001 Albania prepared a Power Sector Policy Statement setting out the
sector reforms to be implemented including: (i) consolidation of energy policy
matters within the Ministry of Energy; (ii) preparation of a comprehensive
National Energy Strategy that would be updated periodically; (iii) measures to
strengthen the ERE; (iv) measures to improve cost recovery by KESH and the
subsequently unbundled power enterprises; (v) measures to ease the impact of
electricity price increases on vulnerable consumers; (vi) demand side
management measures; (vii) measures to restructure, corporatize,
commercialize and privatize enterprises created by unbundling KESH; (viii)
measures to establish a new commercial electricity market; and (ix)
integration with ECSEE.
Albania adopted the Policy Statement in April 2002. A new Law on
Regulation of the Electricity Sector was enacted in August 2003, containing a
number of provisions strengthening the ERE.
At the beginning of 2007 Albania has initiated the complete separation with
the incorporation of the distribution entity, in preparation of the privatization
of the Distribution. The strategic objectives for the privatization of the
distribution are defined as follows:
1. Contribute to the economic and social development of Albania through
the long term and sustainable development of the electric distribution
activities on sound commercial principles and in line with the gradual
opening of the electricity market;
2. Realize efficiency gain by eliminating bottlenecks, significantly
reducing the losses of the distribution, and upgrading the distribution
networks through adequate investments;
3. Increase productivity of distribution by introducing industry best
practices and using proper standards or methods in the conduct of the
operations of distribution and customer services management;
4. Improve security of supply and reduce the supply costs through a timely
and better energy portfolio management and the optimum use of KESH
generation allocated to the regulated market for to Tariff Customers;
5. Strive to maintain the lowest tariffs and adequate cost recovery through
the combined effects of increased quality of supply, efficiency and
productivity gains; and
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6. Allow investors to earn a fair return on investment without imposing
excessive regulatory controls and having unwarranted changes to the
electricity market.
Albania’s power sector institutional strengthening
Albania‘s power sector institutional strengthening and reform activities are
based on:
(i)

a rolling multi-year Action Plan focusing on measures to strengthen
KESH‘s performance, which was first adopted by the KESH in January
2001, with full support from the donor community, and updated in each
subsequent year;
(ii) a Power Sector Policy Statement adopted in April 2002 that sets out
measures to strengthen the Electricity Regulatory Authority (ERE),
restructure the sector, establish a market providing for freedom of large
consumers to choose their suppliers, with equal access for all to the
transmission system that would be operated by an independent
transmission system operator, and prepare for sector privatization;
(iii) an Energy Strategy adopted in June 2003 and revised in September 2007;
and (iv) participation in regional initiative related to energy sector and
adopting the Energy Community Treaty.
KESH’s Power Sector Action Plan
The KESH‘s Action Plans are prepared annually. Each annual revision of the
Action Plan will adjust the period of coverage by one year so that each revised
plan will apply to the following three years, update the historical and forecast
energy and financial data, reflect changes in conditions and involve
refinements that take account of experience with implementation. Each annual
update would need to be agreed with the donors and the Government.
There are five main sector issues tackled in each Action Plan: (i) electricity
shortage; (ii) unbilled consumption of electricity and nonpayment of bills; (iii)
willingness/ability of consumers to pay for electricity; (iv) power company
financial difficulties and associated Government subsidies; and (v) company
reform and organization.
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Graph 2.2: Consumption of electrical power according to each sector [GWh]

The energy consumption according to sources is laid out in Graph 2.3 as it is
seen the highest consumption for 2005 is made up by the hydrocarbons with
1269 ktoe; next comes electrical power 551.7 ktoe and fire wood with 235
ktoe.
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Graph 2. 3: Energy consumption according to sources [ktoe]
Electrical power - Generation
Production of electrical power from the hydro resources has increased in the
recent years and this is dedicated mostly to the rainy weather years. Due to the
increase of the demand there has been increased considerably also the import
of the electrical power and this situation is expected to continue even in the
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future until the production of new power stations for the production of
electrical power.
Table 2.2. Capacities of HECs and TECs in Albania
Power station

Installed
capacity (MW)
1,350.0
52.0
28.5
20.0
159.0
1,609.5

Effective capacity (MW) Average generation
(GWh/a) 1)
423
3,708
24
210
23
200
2
20
10
76 2)
482
4,214

Kaskada e Drinit
Kaskada e Matit
Bistrica
Other HECs 3)
TEC- Fier
Total
Notes:
1)
Generation over the years with average hydro conditions
2)
Generation values 2005
3)
Selita/Lanabregas, Bogova, Smokthina, Gjançi

Some of the problems which have been encountered in the course of
supplying electrical power:
The present generating capacity and the restrictions in the existing interconnection lines have brought about insufficiency for meeting the present
demand of 6.60 TWh/year (year 2006).
Ensuring the import from the regional countries as well as the ensuring of
the interconnection capacities to transmit this energy to the Albanian
border. As it is going to be analysed in the section on the regional
situation, with the closing down of the nuclear TEC in Bulgaria, the
situation in the region with regard to the ensuring the imported electrical
power has worsened and what is more important is that the prices of the
electrical power of the import are reaching very high levels.
The most important problem with regard to the generation of the electrical
power in the country is that almost 99% is produces through HECs, thus
the risk of failure to provide continuously electrical power is constant.
The increase of the demand for electrical power is higher than for every
other source of the power, although the net supply with electrical power
has been increased more than 8.9% per year since 1990. This overconsumption of the electrical power, specifically with low tension, has
brought about to considerable technical losses in the transmission and
distribution network due to the overload and the other damages which
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have been caused to KESH. This increase of the demand is exceeding the
increase of the collection of sales fees of electrical power due to the
increasing level of non-technical losses. This ―phenomenon‖ has
practically erupted since 1991-1992 in the form of consumption in the
form of illegal connections. The value of consumption which can not be
measures is evaluated to be at a very high level compared to the actual
consumption. the calculations indicated that the total value of the losses is
round 40%, a value which is preserved since 2003. This means that as
long as KESH produces 1 kilowatt/hour, it is able to collect only round
0.6% kilowatt/hour.

Table 2. 3. Losses in the Electrical power system (GWh) 2001-2006
GWh
2001 2002 2003 2004 2005
Losses in transmission and
distribution
Technical losses in transmission
Technical losses in distribution
Non-technical losses in
distribution

2006

2500
340
1060

2375
335
1070

2367
330
1066

2330
338
1067

2281
266
1079

2259
256
1073

1100

970

971

925

936

930

Import of electrical power
Starting from 1998 and onwards, our country has been transformed from an
exporter to an importer of the electrical power. The problems encountered in
the import of the electrical power are:
The import of electrical power in our country is depending initially on the
provision of the electrical power from the regional countries and from the
access which is offered by the lines in the zone of Balkans. This fact
establishes a limited access to the supply with electrical power to cover
the ever increasing needs of the market in our country; under these
circumstances, the construction of the line Elbasan, Podgorice would
provide the technical solution to the import of the electrical power in our
country.
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Another sharp problem connected to the import of electrical power which
KESH is encountering lately, specifically in the recent years, are the ever
increasing prices of these imports. This has not only put KESH in
difficulty for sufficient liquidities to make possible these imports, but also
it has its own impact on the further increase of fees for the clients.
On the other hand, it needs to be highlighted that the import of electrical
power has been made difficult due to the increase of electrical power in
the region of Balkans where the biggest number of the net importing
countries (except Bulgaria, Rumania and Bosnia Herzegovina which are
net exporters of the electrical power). The forecasts made by many
analysts and consultants indicate that the deficit is expected to be further
increased in the future taking into account not only the increase of needs
for electrical power for all the countries, but also the closing down of the
nuclear TEC of Kosloduse in Bulgaria. All these elements taken together
are going to create a not very favourable situation for all the countries of
the region with regard to the electrical power supplies.

Situation of transmission and distribution network of the electrical power
During the highest load period the condition n-1 is not met due to the
overload of many lines and transformers. At the same time, the majority of the
installed transformers, at sub-stations, are presently operational with full load
and some of them even overloaded. Moreover, the needs for rehabilitation and
strengthening of the existing sub-stations, the construction of other stations
220 kV and new substations 220/110 kV or 400/220 kV are indispensable and
very important for rehabilitation and improvement in short and long term
period for the development of the main transmission network.
The present equipment of distribution of Albanian electrical power system
supply more than 900 000 industrial, commercial and household clients all
over Albania. The tension levels in the distribution system are 0.4, 6, 10, 20,
35 and 110 kV. The distribution equipment have been supplied initially by the
lines 110 kV. A small part of the distribution system has been directly
supplied by the transmission system 220 kV. Some of the present equipment
of distribution are in a very poor situation due to te long working period. A
considerable number of consumers (about 70 000) are without meters and
these consumers pay a fix price bill or in the majority of the cases not paying
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at all in considerable values of the electrical energy, and not taking care to
spare it.
Hydro energy reserves
Albania has a considerable hydro-energy capacity. Although round 98% of
the electrical power is produced from the hydro-power stations, only 35% of
the hydro energy has been exploited so far. The installed existing hydro
energy capacity is round 1450 MW. The average multi annual production
from hydro energy is 4162 GWh/year. The advantage of the exploitation of
hydro energy sources is conditioned through the hydrological, geological,
topographic conditions and construction of dams and risk of land flooding. At
the same time, their construction depends from the considerable initial
investments per unit. The total reserves of hydro energy is evaluated by 3000
MW and the additional annual potential of production can amount to 10-12
TWh. According to the present situation, since 95% of hydropower stations
are in the north, it is preferred to construct new facilities of production in the
southern part of the country (Vjosa and Devoll) since this shall make possible
the geographic balancing of the production to the demand. Relying on the
works of the Institute of Studies and Designs of Hydro-technical Works, it has
been made a preliminary determination of the full schema of exploiting Drin,
Devoll, and Vjosa.
Hydro energy reserves of small HECs
Until 1988, in Albania there have been built 83 small hydropower stations
with a capacity of 30 – 2000 kW. Their installed capacity is 14 MW and there
is possibility to increase their capacity until 25MW. Efforts lately have been
concentrated on the small HECs and specifically identifying the potentials of
small HECs, in designing, construction and boosting eventually their existing
capacities.
This has made possible to analyze the shortcomings which have been
demonstrated by the projects realized earlier, highlighting some needs pointed
out in the operation of small HECs from which we can mention:
Incomplete exploitation of the total hydro energy capacity available;
Absence of stability of frequency and tension during the load change;
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Frequent cutting of the power stations from the network due to the
impossibility of the steering system;
Relatively high cost for repairing the equipment of small HECs.

With regard to the territorial distribution, it turns out that 28 HEC with a
capacity 100 000kW can be constructed in the northern zone, which make up
65% of the local power, while 13 HECs with capacity 40 000 kW can be
constructed in the southern zone which make up 35% of the total power. With
regard to the above, there exist many other hydro energy resources which
have not been identified or studied, which should be the scope of work of
electrical power sector, be it public or private.
Taking into account the potential reserves for the small hydro power stations
which are round 140 MW up to 150 MW, the Albanian Government has taken
measures for the development of the investments in this sector relying on the
foreign assistance and experience. In this framework, a considerable
assistance is provided by ―Law on Concessions‖, no 9663, dated 18.12.2006
and CMD no 27, dated 19.01.2007 ―On approval of the rules of evaluation
and granting on concession‖, where there are determined the procedures and
the documentation which shall be complemented for the realisation of a
concession of a small hydropower station.
Reserves of other alternative energies
The exploitation of solar energy shall be realised through the systems
absorbing this energy through flat collectors. The warm water can be used for
the heating of the building, if its temperature is very high. However, widely
used are the solar energy facilities for the cleaning and hygiene purposes. So
far this is the most promising technology and economically favourable for the
utilisation of the solar energy. There have been made a series of studies for
the installation of solar panes in the household and services sector. If Albania
would develop the solar panel system, the production (potential) of warm
water shall be equivalent to the quantity of energy from 1000 GWhtermik (ose
125 MWtermik of the installed power.
Wind energy in our country is a potential possibility for the exploitation of the
electrical power production. Same as for many countries, in our country the
main problem for the installation of the wind power stations is that there have
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not been made continuous measurements for the speed and duration of wind,
so that the different companies which can be ready to invest in this sector,
find it impossible to make a decision whether it is worth while to invest in a
certain zone, not having in advance precise data on the speed and duration of
wind. the initial evaluations have indicated that the zones with the highest
speed and duration of wind are those of the coastal lowland, where there can
be established 20 EEC close to the 20 hydro facilities serving for the
protection of land from flooding. If this becomes a reality, there is foreseen
that in 2020, there can be produced from the wind round 400 GWh/year.
The potential of solid waste such as the burning liquid is provided through
their composition, calorific power, content of humidity, non-burning part. The
energy reserves from urban waste for 2005 are 1.783 Mtoe and in 2020 they
are foreseen to be 9.517 Mtoe. The solid waste can be used for acquiring
power, but it should be highlighted that the cost is very high compared to the
traditional burning resources.
The most important geo-thermal resources in the country are: geo-thermal
space of Kruja with a reserve of 5.9x108 – 5.1x109GJ; geo-thermal space of
Ardenica and that of Peshkopi. The geothermal reserves can not be used
favourably for energy purposes since their thermal potential is very low
(maximal temperature 20-330C).
Biomass as an energy resource is closely connected to the forestry,
agriculture, remains, food industry and urban waste. With regard to this, in
order to evaluate the potential of the biomass in Albania, it is important to
know the development of these sectors and the policy followed by the
Ministry of Agriculture and food.
The turnout of some preliminary evaluations (published evaluations have
never been available in Albania) indicate that the waste produced in Albania
reach a total of round 0.4 Mtoe, a figure which is equivalent to round 50% of
the total primary production of energy in 2005. It is clear that not all of this
shall be valid for energy production, due to technical and economic reasons.
There needs to be highlighted that the majority of waste in our country is
widely spread and it is difficult to concentrate it with economic benefit.
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However, a part of them is used efficiently for other purposes, such as food
for animals, in the case of come agricultural waste.

MARKET STRUCTURE IN ALBANIA
The electricity market in Albania was until recently articulated around a
single buyer model. However, the Albania has moved forward and adopted a
Third Party Access model under the new the Albanian Market Model (AMM).
The AMM contemplates competition in the electricity market between market
participants. However, the degree of competition is dependent on the level of
the market opening to be set by the GoA. KESH Public Generation Company
and the Whole Public Supplier are likely to be dominant for the coming years,
and thus would need to be regulated.
Figure 3.3 – Bilateral Contracts
The AMM calls for an electricity market structured around Bilateral Contracts
with implicitly a simple regulated balancing market

MARKET STRUCTURE - BILATERAL CONTRACTS FOR DELIVERY AND SUPPLY
Bilateral Contracts for Make (Sell) and Take (Buy) Delivery

Bilateral Contracts for Supply (Sell) of Electricity

Delivery

Supply

KESH Gen
Public Supplier

Captive Customers

Qualified Suppliers

Eligible Customers

SPP & IPP

Traders
Wholesale Market

Retail Market

The main internal market structure is marker of the Bilateral Contracts but in
meantime it is suggested that Albania will participate also in the regional market
where the Regional Power Exchange is under establishment. So at least for next 10
years the electricity market in Albania will be the combination of the Bilateral market
nationally and Power exchange regionally.
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The AMM incorporates also arrangements aimed at protecting the interests of
the Tariff Customers as the market gradually opens to competition. The
regulated market will allow the supply of the Tariff Customers under a tariff
approved by the ERE. As the eligibility criteria threshold for switching from a
Tariff Customer in the regulated market to an Eligible Customer for the open
market is lowered over a definite period of time (Treaty stipulates 2015 for
full market opening), the size of the regulated market will decrease
accordingly. The Technical Codes and Market Rules shall be made binding
upon all market participants; they will include responsibilities and obligations
to be fulfilled by all market participants including the traders or market
participants carrying imports/exports transactions. The compliance to the rules
along with the market monitoring remains under ERE.

SWOT ANALYSES
Tab. 4 – SWOT Analysis

1. ENERGY SECTOR
STRENGTHS
Widespread presence of natural
resources
Low carbon hydro electric base
Richness of waters; Considerable
water resources
Possibility for exploitation of solar
energy

WEAKNESSES
The increasing of the consumption of energy
resources for all the economy sectors
Increase of consumption of energy for
domestic needs (households and transport)
The technology investment cycle in the
energy supply industry can last as long as 15
to 25 years.
Insufficient transport connections and
insufficient logistics

A potential possibility Wind energy. Strong pressure by agriculture and industry on
Many good wind sites;
water quality
Outdate technological means and lowThe potential of solid waste
technological production
Geo-thermical and biomass sources Low leverage in R&D and weak cooperation
between private sector and R&D institutions
Relatively low cost energy
Considerable technical losses in the
transmission and distribution
Projects in the field of energy with
Problems in the transmission network; Old
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the aim to establish an energy interconnection network
Efforts for strengthening the
commercial discipline in the
distribution units
A series of projects undertaken for
the rehabilitation of the distribution
system.
Improvement of the legal framework
and procedures for investments in
energy sector
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control system and communication equipment
Considerable investment units per client due
to the low level of consumers and low density
of the population requires
The grave situation of electrical power
supplies. The shortage of meters for
consumers
Energy sector dependent in big hydro power
stations, Currently 98% hydro based

Incomplete exploitation of the total hydro
Opportunity to intensify development
energy capacity available; Vulnerability with
of renewable energy resources
hydro storage system
Improvement of
exploitation of
Bad management of the hydro reserves
renewable energy resources
Absence of stability of frequency and tension
during the load change;
Relatively high cost for repairing the
equipment of small HECs.
Electricity market too complex. Unrealistic
electricity tariffs; price liberalization status
Dependence on import: deficit of energy in
region, high prices, insufficient capacity of
interconnection network
Limitation of the inter-connection capability;
Poor importing capacities
Electrical power system is not sufficient

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

Increase of GDP

Deficit trade balance, the increase of the trade
deficit especially from the energy sector

Structural changes between the roles
of industry and agriculture.
Rich
natural
resources
and
widespread
presence
of
rare
ecosystems.
Infrastructures
and
network
Improvement
Adaptation process toward European
standards
concerning
natural
protection and management of

Insufficient public financial resources
Lack of road network, so scant accessibility,
Increase of inflation
Increase of oil prices, These factors had an im
Limited knowledge management pact on the
increase of inflation
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natural resources
Progress in spatial and strategic Rapid increment of urbanization with risk of
planning
jeopardizing natural resources
Environmental criticality in urban areas
Progress of process of alignment to
owing to growth of population and
EU policies
consequent increment of traffic and waste
Insufficient transport connections and
insufficient logistics
Unbalanced regional development in the
eligible area
Impact of tourism on frail natural and
historic resources
Exodus from mountain and marginal areas
Rapid and uncontrollable increment of urban
population
Public pressure to keep energy ―cheap‖

Based on the above SWOT matrix, some conclusions and recommendations
for the energy sector. The information gathered is used to identify those
opportunities where this sector can leverage its strengths, minimize the impact
of its weaknesses, and avoid possible threats.

ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL ANALYSE
Europian Commission, based on the studies made by the EU members, has
continously stressed out in regards to the usage of Renewable Energy Sources
for power production. The costs/price of RES energy is becoming cheaper and
it is in competition with energy produced by the traditional thermo-power
plants (nuclear and convectional about 20-30 $/MWh).This trend has been
shown in the graph below.
The electricity cost is always determined by the price of the mixed fuel (oil,
natural gas, coal, etc.), but other factors such as technical and economical
problems to produce and transfer this electricity have their impact as well,
because they increase the cost of the given used fossil fuel. Nowadays, the
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cost of the electricity produced from renewable sources is higher than that
produced from conventional techniques used in traditional power plants.
PRICES of ELECTRICITY from RES
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But fossil fuels and nuclear sources are decreasing and are becoming more
expensive, while nuclear materials are dangerous even after decommissioning.
Therefore the price of electricity produced from traditional plants will always
increase. If we consider this increasing trend (actually only the specific mixfuel cost is approximately 75-105 $/MWh of electricity produced from TPP),
the price is approaching the one produced from renewable sources
(approximately hydro 60-95 $/MWh, wind 100-130 $/MWh). Recently in the
world, the electricity produced from wind is in its intensive development and
has the most stable technological and commercial parameters.
Table 5 depicts a comparison between economic parameters for investment
action RES-200 (case: 40 SHPP-3.5 MW and 10 WF-6 MW), compared to
the TPP-90 MW (case Vlore), calculated for that year, when the energy
prices will be: Crude oil =65 $/bbl = 406 $/ton and Diesel oil = 585 $/ton, and
Electricity imported (70-105) $/MWh. (In fact, these figures change
dramaticly in these two last years, and in the same time changed the rate
Euro/US$).
Profits from action (a+b)RES-200, compared to Vlora TPP-90 , will be:
Production of clean electricity of about ~610 000 MWh/y;
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Saving on the fuel (distillate oil) of about 120 000 ton/v; which cost ~60
million $/y;
Loans from banks can be easily obtained and paid since the business will
yield a guaranteed profit;
The loan will be paid earlier than the normal life of equipments (20 years);
Average PPA price 76 Euro/MWh, will be same as the imported price
from KESH ;
The yearly profit increases approximately by an additional $6.2 million,
respectively: + $4.35 from the use of CDM, and +1.85 because the
transmission losses will be reduced by 3 % due to the placement of the
generators closer to the consumers and the MV networks (110/35 kV);
There is a clean production, welcome from the community;
It is possible to reduce the CO2 emission by 435000 Ton/year, i.e. offering
375000 CER credits. This results in the increase of interest for
investments by the EU member countries, that have obligatory targets of
the Kyoto Protocol.

NATIONAL STRATEGY OF THE ENERGY SECTOR
Albania has its National Strategy of Energy approved since June 2003 and
revised in September 2007. In this Strategy are analyzed in details three main
issues: 1) energy demand-supply situation until 2015, 2) restructuring energy
sector and 3) preparation of investment package for the implementation of all
energy efficiency measures and all master plans based in recommendation of
National Strategy of Energy.
Among the most important objectives which have to be reached through this
Strategy are:
1. Restructuring of the Albanian energy sector, based on the principles of
market economy and development of a contemporary energy policy for
the establishment of an effective institutional and regulatory framework of
the public energy companies to the effect of their quick privatisation.
2. Incitement of efficient and economic use of energy and with a minimal
effect on the environment, in a way that the energy sector be a supporting
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sector for the steady development of all the other economic and social
sectors.
3. Optimising the system of power supply, relying on the concept of low cost
planning and minimal impact on the environment.
4. Boosting security in the supply with power resources through the
diversification of the energy system and construction of new generation
works and inter-connection lines.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

a)SHPP3.5
40
140
8760
0.40
1500

b)WF-6

RES-200

TPP-90

10
60
8760
0.23
1250

50
200
8760
0.35
1450

1
90
7008
η =46 %
1300

75 810
75 810
7%
20
7 156
(-27 268)
(-11 078)
4 549
11 705
120 888
119 679
130

290 150
290 150
7%
20
27 388
(-137
921)
(-56 030)
17 409
44 797
611 448
600 428
99

119 356
119 356
7%
20
11 266
117 525

000$/y
000$/y
000$/y
MWh/y
MWh/y
$/MWh

214 340
214 340
7%
20
20 232
(-110
653)
(-44 953)
12 860
33 093
490 560
480 749
91

000$/y

43 748

15 558

59 306

97 031

000$/y
year
Ton/y

10 656
20.12
(348 925)

3 854
19.67
(85 985)

14 509
20.00
(434 910)

6 012
19.85
374 906

000$/y

+ 3 489

+ 860

+ 4 349

- 3 749

Parameters

Units

Number of units
Total installed capacity
Yearly working hours
Working efficiency ( η-% )
Specific cost investment
(Ci)
Total cost of investment
Loan from Bank
Bank Interest Rate
Years of Loan
Yearly Payment (Annuity)
Fuel Consumption
(apparent)
Cost of fuel (apparent)
Other yearly costs
Sum of yearly costs
Electricity produced
Electricity sold
Necessary price on PPA

MW
h/y
$/kW

Yearly revenue from
selling
Economic Result
Payback period
Emissions of CO2
(Reduced)
Profit from CDM-10

000$
000$
%
year
000$/y
Ton/y

68 752
11 000
91 019
630 720
611 798
159

Note: To be close to reality, the above approximations should be revised case by case according to
well known methods used nowadays (p/feasibility, feasibility study etc.).

Table 5: Comparison analyses for some techno-economic parameters.
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5. Incitement of the use of renewable resources of energy (solar, small power
stations, wind, biomass) in order to make possible the maximal use of the
local resources.
6. Opening the domestic market of electrical power and active participation
in its regional market, in the framework of the Community Energy Treaty
of South-Eastern European Countries, which is based on the requirements
of the European Union for reforming the electrical power sector (Directive
54/2003 of EU).

Investments in electrical power sector
The demands for total investments in the electrical power energy for the
period 2007-2020 reaches round 1.620 billion Euro, from which 60% belongs
to generation, and 40% to transmission and distribution. The development of
investments (Table 6) is in compliance with the development program of
electrical power sector.
Interest for the renewable energy resources, everywhere in the world, is
increasing every day since the fossil resources such as: oil, natural gas and
coal have limited reserves, and their resources (specifically oil) are
concentrated (almost 75% of them) in the Middle East, a zone with high
instability. These are the main reasons why the developed countries today in
the world have turned their attention towards the use of renewable energy
resources.
The construction/rehabilitation of the facilities exploiting the renewable
resources shall bring about a series of positive impacts for the supply with
electrical energy of the local economy. Some of the positive impacts are:
1. Use of national economic resources; private companies can make the
realisation of planning, rehabilitation and construction of facilities which
use renewable resources. The majority of the value of investments (round
50-60%) are investments for civil works, which shall make possible the
employment of for work force in different rural zones, zones in which
there are needed jobs. In these cases, only some electrical mechanic
equipment shall be required to be imported;
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2. Use of local renewable local energy resources; instead of importing
electrical power or importing burning resources for the functioning of
TSCs. The facilities exploiting the renewable resources being analysed
shall use a national renewable resource.
3. Supply with electrical power having a low environmental impact not
emitting gases having the effect of greenhouse gas in the atmosphere.
While the imported electrical power or additional supply with electrical
power shall be produced by TECs, facilities making use of the renewable
resources which shall provide electrical power with minimal
environmental impacts;
4. Reduction of losses in transmission and distribution; decentralised
production of electrical power, close t the consumers, reduces the losses in
distribution and transmission in the electrical power network in the
country;
5. Improvement of conditions of supply with electrical power to the remote
areas. Presently the supply with electrical power in the remote zones has a
lot of shortcomings in many regions of Albania. The consumers in these
zones experience cuts in supply due to the poor network and high supply
cost, as well as tensions at levels beyond the standard values. The facilities
exploiting the renewable resources which shall be constructed /
rehabilitated in these cases improve the supply with electrical power in
these zones.

As a consequence of the implementation of the measures through the
realisation of investments of efficiency of energy in different sectors, it turns
out that: in the household sector the economisation of the energy resources in
2020 shall be at the value of 244.9 ktoe.
In the sector of industry, the energy economisation is foreseen to be in
2020 at the value of 249.2 ktoe.
In the sector of services in 2020 the energy economisation shall be 195
ktoe.
In the sector of transport, the economisation of the energy resources is
foreseen to go to the value o 289.7 ktoe.
In the sector of agriculture the economisation is foreseen for 2020 to go to
the value of 127 ktoe.
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The total of economisation of the energy resources only from the
implementation of the measures of efficiency through the realisation of
investments determined above and of a better management, is foreseen to
reach the value of 1105.2 ktoe.
The economisation of the electrical power in different sectors in 2020 is
foreseen to reach a value of 3537 GWh.

Based on the world experience, there can be declared that only through a
better management of the energy resources without interventions with
investments, there can be achieve considerable reductions in the consumption
of energy at the levels 10-20%.
So, first, the success of rational use of the energy resources has to do with the
awareness of Albanian citizens in households, in the sector of services and
industry, transport and measures for the economisation of the energy at the
level of technologies and engineering principles of different forms for
economising the energy. At the same time, there have to be taken all the
engineering measures for sparing the energy where ever it is worth whole.
Awareness is indispensable to be done constantly in order to make possible
―keeping under pressure‖ all the consumers with regard to the good
management of energy.
With regard to the efficiency of energy, considerable importance should be
paid to the implementation of the requirements of the Law on Energy
Efficiency approved by the Assembly in 2005 for the creation by the
Government of a certain fund which shall be used for the implementation of
the certain programs of energy efficiency. The law provides for the Fund of
Energy Efficiency, in addition to the annual funds from the state budget, to be
financed even by the grants of international financial sources as well as
private sources.
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ASSESSMENT OF ALBANIAN ECONOMIC
STATISTICS
Prof. Assoc. Dr. Areti STRINGA1, Dr. Besa SHAHINI2

Abstract:
The importance of statistical information in the public arena is well
established. Increasingly in the past decade, events and developments have
propelled efforts to improve the quality of statistics. The financial crises of the
1997s increased attention to the timeliness and reliability of statistics. In
addition, a heightened emphasis worldwide on good governance,
transparency, and accountability underpinned the drive to improve data
quality, to increase the impact of capacity-building efforts and attempting to
learn lessons about how to improve these efforts.
In this context, statistical capacity building should become a focus of
governments of donors that provide technical assistance (TA) in support of
this effort. It is time to make an assessment of Albanian economic statistics, to
have some conclusion and some recommendations, which are going to
improve the quality and quantity of economic statistics, if they re well
perceived by policy makers and donors.

I. OVERALL ASSESMENT OF THE ALBANIAN STATISTICAL
SYSTEM
I.1. ALBANIAN LEGAL FRAMEWORK ON STATISTICS, CURRENT
STRATEGIES AND THEIR IMPLEMENTATION
The statistical service in Republic of Albania is realized by:
o Institute of Statistics (INSTAT)
o Central Bank ( monetary statistics)
1

University of Tirana, Faculty of Economy, Department of Math, Statistics and Applied
Informatics. Email: aretistringa@hotmail.com
2
University of Tirana, Faculty of Economy, Department of Math, Statistics and Applied
Informatics. Email: besashahini@yahoo.com
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o Ministry of Finance ( government and fiscal statistics)
o Sectors statistics in ministries or central institutions ( statistical
agencies )

The statistical service had not been established until Albanian State was
proclaimed in 1912. The first statistical office was opened in 1924. It used to
work out economic data on the Ministry of Public Affairs and Agriculture.
The statistical service was for the first time institutionalized by the decision
no. 121, dated. 8.04.1940.
INSTAT is organized and functions under the National Assembly Law on
Statistics in the Republic of Albania No.9180 dated 05 February 2004 on
Official Statistics.
The object of this law is the establishment of the legal framework for the
collection, organization, production and dissemination of official statistics in
the Republic of Albania.
The main priorities for statistics are defined at the article 88 of SAA
―Statistical co-operation‖, which foresee that the co-operation between the
Parties shall primarily focus on priority areas related to the Community acquis
in the field of statistics. It will notably be aimed at developing an efficient and
sustainable statistical system capable of providing comparable, reliable
objective and accurate data needed to plan and monitor the process of
transition and reform in Albania. It should also enable the INSTAT to better
meet the needs of its national and international customers (both public
administration and private sector). The statistical system should respect the
fundamental principles of statistics issued by the UN, the European Statistical
Code of Practice and the stipulations of the European Statistical Law and
develop towards the Community acquis.

Recent development of the national statistical system:
1. Approval of the Decision No. 153, dated on 31.01.2008, ‗ for the
Official Statistical Programme 2007-2011‖
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2. Design and approved of the National Programme of approximation of
the Albanian legislation towards acquis communitaire in the statistical
areas.
3. Fulfillment of yearly tasks foreseen in the National Plan (2006-2009)
for the Reduction of Informal Economy (excluded publishing of the
results from Labor force survey 2007 which are used for estimation of
the Non observed economy- through labor input method ).
4. Publication of the revised time series of GDP 1996-2005, in June
2007.
5. Publication of PPI in June 2007 completely in line with EUROSTAT
standards,
6. Implementation of the project of Household Budget Survey, 20062007 with the technical assistance of World Bank and INSTA.
7. Update of the list of articles and weights of the new basket of CPI
based on the results of the HBS, with technical assistance of IMF and
statistical office of Sweden.
8. Implementation of the Labor Force Survey totally financed from the
state budget. (Excluded publishing of the results from Labor force
survey 2007).
9. Design of the new projects-proposals for IPA 2008
10. Update of the timetable of actions for SDDS project, in cooperation
with Central Bank with technical assistance of IMF.
11. Design and approval of the METADATA project 2006-2009. The
technical assistance of the implementation of this project is totally
guaranteed through Statistical office of Sweden.

As for the implementation of the new Law on Official Statistics, from the
standpoint of further legal improvements, there are 2 required fundamental
obligations:
Designing and approval by the Parliament of the 5- year Official
Statistical programme, 2007-2011.
Memoranda of Understanding between INSTAT and other
statistical agencies, involved in the process of transmission or
statistical indicators production.
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Regarding the first issue, the parliament has approved the 5 years statistical
programme 2007-2011, with legal act Nr. 153 at January 2008. On the other
hand, INSTAT, concluded the templates design for the Memoranda of
Understanding (MOU). This document is composed from two parts:
Legal and General part, in common for all the MOU, independently of
the statistical agency nomination. In this part of MOU are described
the rights and responsibilities of involved parts, reciprocally respecting
the specific legislation requirements on which is based the work of the
involved institutions in the MOU. Confidentially is one of the main
principles especially specified that the guaranty of the right for
individual data protection and its use only for statistical purposes.
Technical part of MOU, specifically on duties functions for every
institution. In this part of the document, are specified the variables, the
number of data accompanying each variable, classification codes,
frequency of each data produced, delivery deadline, and the technical
form and data transmission as well, especially in cases of electronic
transfer.

During 2006-2007, INSTAT interacted with the statistical agencies mentioned
below whom has planned to sign the MOU:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Ministry of Finance
General Directory of Customs ( it‘s already done)
General Directory of Taxes ( it‘s already done)
Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Consumer‘s Protection
Ministry of Work, Social affairs and Equal Opportunities
Ministry of Economy
Central Bank (already signed , during may 2008)

Actually there have been signed and are on work the MOU-s with the General
Directory of Customs, with the General Directory of Taxes and with Central
Bank,
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Even though there have been sent copies of MOU to other statistical agencies
(such as National Centre of registration, National Authority of financial
supervision) it is still in the discussion phase of the technical part. Approval
by law in parliament of the 5 years Statistical programmme, create the
possibility for speeding up the process of signing the above mentioned MOU.
As regard the statistical activities foreseen in short term INSTAT has
implemented the following new tasks:
Newly created enterprises survey, to improve the quality of the
statistical business register
Quarterly survey of enterprises for improvement of the short term
statistics
HBS survey to be started in October this year
LSMS survey as a panel survey after three years, will be conducted
June 2008
A yearly cost structure survey, addressed to the large manufacturing
and construction enterprise.

I.2. STATISTICS COORDINATION, ITS ROLE AND FUNCTION
AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT
According to Article 7 of the the law on ‗Official Statistics‖ the main role of
the Institute of Statistics is: to propose the Programme to the Statistical
Council; secure the implementation of the approved Programme; to ensure
that statistics in the Programme are: reliable, impartial and objective; ensuring
that data required for the Programme are collected, processed, disseminated
and stored using best professional practice, including scientific principles and
professional ethics; ect
While the Tasks and the rights of the Institute of Statistics are: issue to all
statistical agencies, make public and keep up to date, guidelines on
professional standards in the production of official statistics; examine the
procedures for the production of statistics adopted by any statistical agency,
and by any central and local institution.; approve from the beginning any
statistical survey; collect, compile, analyze, disseminate and store data in
accordance with responsibilities allocated in the Programme; ect
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As per regard to the Dissemination policies: (1) Official Statistics shall be
disseminated in such a way that all users have equal and simultaneous access.
(2)All appropriate media to reach users may be used, (3) INSTAT and
statistical agencies having responsibilities in the programme for dissemination
shall seek to meet requests from any organization or individual for nonpublished data or special analyses. (4)Charges may be levied for any
dissemination activities. All agencies making charges shall publish their
charging schemes.

Status and Financing of the Institute of Statistics is:
1. INSTAT is a public juridical person.
2. The steering organs of INSTAT are as following:
a) The Statistical Council
b) The General Director
3. The appointment and dismissal of the General Director proposed by
the Statistical Council shall be subject to the approval of the prime
Minister.
4. The servants of INSTAT, specialists and the managers enjoy the
status of the civil servants, while for the other employees; the
provisions of the Work Code should be implemented. The recruitment
of the INSTAT‘s staff should be done in compliance with the rules
stipulated in the law on ―Status of the civil servants‖ Nr. 8549 date
11.11.1999.
5. The existing employees of Institute of Statistics, who work in the
working positions considered as a part of civil service, shall be subject
to a probationary period lasting one year from the date of this law
comes into force.
6. INSTAT is finances by the State Budget, through charges for
publications, services and projects, as well as through any other legally
income which may serves as a source to rise the funding.

Duties and Tasks of Other Statistical Agencies are:
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1. All Albanian Statistical Agencies, central and local institutions
contributing to statistics to be included in the Programme shall provide
INSTAT all the documents and records necessary to allow INSTAT to
fulfill its obligations 2. All Statistical Agencies shall:
2. give to INSTAT any information requested under paragraph 2 (a),
article 8;
b) fulfill all obligations placed upon them in the Programme; keep
INSTAT informed of their contacts relating to statistics with
international agencies.
3. All central and local institutions shall give INSTAT access to registers,
data files, and to data collected, processed and stored in the domain of
their respective responsibilities, to the extent that it is necessary for the
production of statistics, thus avoiding response burdens on the
statistical units.
4. No charge shall be made to INSTAT for any of the duties undertaken
by other agencies in connection with paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 of this
article.

I.3. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS AND ASSESSMENT OF THE
SITUATION IN MAIN STATISTICAL DOMAINS
Implementation and results of the Labor Force Survey and Household
Budget Survey, potential impact on estimation of the volume of nonobserved economy.
The main objective of Employment statistics –Labor force survey, LFS in
Albania is building a sustainable labor statistics in line with Eurostat
standards aiming to measure:
A quantitative and dynamic estimation of labor market developments
Improvement of estimation of non observed economy through ―labor
input‖ method

The results of the first LFS 2007, are published in July 2008. The Household
budget survey, HBS 2006-2007 has been completed in the in October 2007
(with 5691 households interviewed for a target of 5600).
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INSTAT, within 5 years from the entry into force of the Assignment,
should be able to submit to the European Commission its GDP per
capita figures harmonized at NUTS II level according to the article 38
of the Bilateral Agreement.
Albania has still not put officially in force the usage of Units
Territorial Statistical Nomenclature (NUTS)
INSTAT has brought out the required indicators that need to be
calculated and published in the regional level. Based on the
accomplished analyze, INSTAT fulfills 70% of the requests, mainly in
the field of social statistics. A lot of appraising and implementing
steps are undertaken to create the proper organizational and statistical
infrastructure in the process of fulfilling all the requests for regional
and especially economic statistics.
Quarterly short-term statistics.
Since 2003, INSAT has conducted the quarterly survey of the large
enterprises (10+ employees). This survey covers these actors as Industry,
Construction, Hotels, Transport & Communication, Retail Trade and
Whole sale trade. The variables requested and questionnaires design for
2007 and 2008 is complies with EU regulations 1165/98 and 588/2001.
Progress in setting up the statistical business register.
The questionnaire for the New Enterprises, which was applied in 2006,
aims at enhancing the quality of the Statistical Register of Enterprises and
improving the national statistics system. The questionnaire was built on
the requirements contained in the EU legislation concerning the Statistical
Register of Enterprises, as well as the internal requirements. In concrete
terms, this questionnaire is designed for information on (i) Specification
of the identifying data (ii) legal form, (iii) ownership, (iv) as regards to
foreign investors, the country he is coming from and the percentage of the
capital he owns, (v) the employed, (vi) economic activity according to
NACE Rev. 1.1 and (vii) demographic data concerning merge or splitting
of enterprises.
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The creation and maintenance of Local Units Register is one of the long run
objectives of the INSTAT to enable the increase of the quality of statistics
especially of regional statistics. Publication of the regional statistics data is
very necessary request. INSAT is working to precise the local unit register
from General Directory of Taxation. A questionnaire for local unit was
prepared, in order to identify the problem related.
Agriculture census and farm register
The situation of Agricultural statistics in Albania is improved but still is not
satisfactory. The Ministry of Agriculture has the human resources to conduct
annual agricultural sample-based surveys. Recently through twining project a
complete revision of the questionnaire has been done in compliance with
EUROSATT standards, but the problem of sampling is still in place that‘s due
to the use of not reliable sampling frame. To develop the agriculture statistics
in line with EU standards, INSTAT would need to set up an updated register
of agricultural units which can be used for sampling surveys in this field. As
the result of lack of funds and necessary human resources, these activities
have been achieved superficially and in inconsistent manner.
Structural Business Statistic
As statistical activity this survey has been introduced since 1998 Is one of the
most sustainable activity and remain the most important source of information
not only to measure the structural changes of the national economy but also
for estimation of the GDP from the production approach. One of the technical
assistance‗s recommendation is that SBS manual need to be up-dated.
Price Statistics, INSTAT has developed the following indicators, CPI, PPI,
CCI, and the index of sales. With the help of Swedish technical assistance, the
new PPI index is been produced due to the introduction of the new
methodology, questionnaire, and sample and data entry and processing.
Household statistics .During the year 2007, the sector has worked to achieve
the objectives of INSTAT to improve the household statistics to diffuse those
statistics through the fulfillment of the users‘ requests (public administration
and private sector). Efforts should be done to integrate and harmonize the
statistics production methodology according to the requests and the
recommendations of European Commission of Statistics. The accomplishment
of this institutional objective for the sector is the Household Budget survey
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completion. The results from the household budget survey 2007, are not
published yet.

II. ALBANIAN ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL STATISTICS
Economic statistics are developed by using new scientific methods of
collection and of information, which allow the interpretation of socialeconomic phenomena. The surveys by compared selection of the European
Union made it possible providing information to the real sector in general.
Albania has made constant progress toward graduating from the IMF Project
of General Data Dissemination System (GDDS) to become a subscriber of the
IMF Project of Special Data Dissemination Standard (SDDS). Albania is
making some limited steps towards SDDS Project.
The steps for the SDDS subscription process are described in detail in Time
Frame Action Plan (November, 2007). Also, as Albania moves toward the
subscription date, the data compiling agencies (BoA, MoF and INSTAT) are
working on the preparation of the metadata in SDDS format and submit them
to STA for review
II.1 AGRICULTURE The statistics on the continuance and overcome of
agriculture in years are obtained through surveys performed by the Ministry
of Agriculture. In the Annual, despite the results obtained through the
General Register of Agriculture-Economic Units and statistics published by
the Ministry of Agriculture and Food, some assessments referring the number
and living-stock productions from cattle and small stock. Evaluation
performed by INSTAT on the number of living stock is based on the General
Register of this category and changes faced by stock and mutton and goat.
Data Sources: Results of the General Agricultural Census, Ministry of
Agriculture, Food and Consumer Protection, Ministry of Environment,
Forestry and Water Administration, INSTAT assessments. Methodology:
Annual survey 2006, notice data collected by Ministry of, Agriculture, Food
and Consumer Protection made by random sampling surveys each year in Jun
and December. For this data collection is used the method (ASF) or Frame
Area Survey. Main Indicators: Number Yield and Production of Fruit Trees,
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Methods of Plow Fields, Number of Agriculture Machinery, Fish Caught,
Animal Production, and Production fruit Trisect
II.2 ENERGY. It is an abstract of all available energetic sources balances.
Energy sources, as a total of domestic production and imports, have been
increased in years. Energy disposable for final consumption has been raised as
well all over the years. Transport sector and households are the main users of
final energy for consumption. In year 2004, households have consumed over
26 percent of final energy consumption in total (especially electric power)
while transport sector over 44 percent of it
Crude oil and electric power are the main sources of domestic production.
Data Sources: National Energy Agency, (NEA); Ministry Economy, Trade
and Energy; Albanian Power Corporation. Methodology: The annual energy
balance sheet corresponds to a modern methodology, from availability of
energy to the consumption, and to the final use of it. Main Indicators:
BALANCE OF ENERGY, (National Independence of Energy, production and
Consumption of Primary Energy.; ELECTRIC POWER (Balance of electric
power, Installed power of Electricity, Longitude of Electric power lines, Final
consumption of electric power), ENERGY-NATURAL GAS (Balance of
production and distribution of domestic natural gas), ENERGY-CRUDE OIL
(Crude Oil refineries activities), Production of crude oil sub products from
refinery).
II.3 CONSUMER PRICE INDEX. In January 2008 a revised CPI was
published, based on the results of the household‘s survey 2007. A new basket
of items was introduced as well as the new weights of those items. For the
first time the basket of CPI is representative not only for consumers in urban
area but includes also consumer from the rural area. Data Sources: Statistical
Regional Offices Methodology: The first official consumable index was
calculated in December 2001, considering 1990 as the basis of calculation and
classifying family expenses in 8 big groups including 203 articles. The system
used for the calculation of the index, assures price indices relevant to groups
and sub groups, indices al urban level, as well as national level index. The
system used to calculate the index is implemented a system of self – inputting
seasonal items and for the variety of items temporarily lacking. Input of
seasonal items is important because fruits and vegetables, most of which are
seasonal, Publications: ―Consumable Price Index‖ (monthly report) ,
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―Statistical Annual Year Book‖ 1991-1999 ―Three-monthly Bulletin‖ ,
―Classifications‖, ―Albania in figures; Main Indicators: Average Indices of
CPI main groups, Annual rate of CPI by main group
II.4 PRODUCER PRICE INDEX Producer Price Index has had an average
annual increase of 6% per cent. ―Mining and quarrying‖ and ―Manufacturing‖
sectors had an average annual increase of 4 per cent and 2 per cent. Data
Sources: Statistical Regional Offices. Methodology: PPI is calculated based
on the economic activity classified in NVE and based on the product
classified in CPA. The information for the calculation of PPI is gathered from
the industrial enterprises whose main activity is mining, processing and
services, fishing, Silva-culture and energy. PPI is calculated based on the
economic activity and on the product itself. Publications: Price Product index
(three monthly publications), three monthly statistical bulletins, Albania in
figures. Main Indicators: Average annual indices of PPI, Annual Inflation of
PPI
II.5 CONSTRUCTION COST INDEX. During the year 2005 Construction
Cost Index resulted 122.3 per cent (Q.IV.1999 = 100) marking an increase by
1.4 per cent against previous year 2004. Data Sources: Statistical Regional
Offices. Methodology: The first official construction cost index was
calculated in 1993. Publications: Construction Cost Index, monthly
publication, Statistical Annual Year Book, Three-monthly statistical Bulletin,
Classifications, Albania in figures. A complete revision of the cost
construction index is expected to be done during this year. This index is one
of the most important index to measure the cost of the construction activity in
the country as well as the main deflator to be used at the compilation of the
national accounts (GDP) with constant price.
II.6 SALES INDEX. It shows the economic evolution of the market in a
given periods. The information for sales is taken from Directorate of Tax
Authorities and is based at the VAT Declaration and Payment Form. Data
sources: The main source of information used for the compilation of the SI is
the ‗VAT Declaration and Payment Form‘ filled by those subject to the value
added tax regime. Methodology: According to the value of the annual
turnover, the licensed nonagricultural enterprises are subject to different fiscal
politics. These data are being published initially without seasonal variation
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corrections
and
are
regrouped
according
the
NACE
classification. Publication: The Sales Index is published under the same
name in a quarterly basis and contains monthly statistics, Quarterly
Conjecture. Main Indicators: SI by economic activity, SI by prefectures.
II.7 ENTERPRISES ECONOMIC INDICATORS Structural Survey of the
Enterprises is part of the National Statistical Program performed by INSTAT.
The object of structural survey is the collection and processing of the
information from the enterprises acting in the whole territory of the country in
Industry, Construction, Transport & communication, Trade and some Service
activities.
The aim of Structure business statistics is to show the structure of the business
sector with regarding economic indicators. Data sources: Structural Survey
on Enterprises, Institute of Statistics. Methodology: The Classification of
Economic Activities (NACE), is a statistical mean for the classification of
enterprises according to their economic activity, serves for processing of
statistical data, and has been applied in all the surveys of enterprises.
Publications: General Results of Annual Structural Survey of Economics
Enterprises, The Albanian Statistical Year book. Main Indicators: Basic data,
income statement and investments for all markets producers of goods and
services, (by sections, manufacturing, construction, transport, trade, services,
by size group of enterprises, ect)
II.8 NATIONAL ACCOUNTS. Gross Value Added implies contribution of
each individual producer, each branch or sector of the economy in Albania
towards the whole country‘s economy. The Gross Value Added (GVA) is
used for the evaluation of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP).
Methodology: Gross Domestic Production GDP represents the general results
of production activity of resident production units.
-ProductionApproach
-Expenditure Approach
-Income Approach
II.9 CONSTRUCTION. The sector of construction during these 10 years is
one of the most important activities of economy in all of the state representing
13 - 14 % of Gross Domestic Product. In this sector develop the activity of
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construction over 1200 enterprises with 13000 employees. Data sources: The
data are collect by the permits of construction by the Statistical Office in
districts. Methodology: The construction includes "Buildings" and the "Civil
engineering". "Buildings" are classified according to the main use
"Residential" and "Non residential" buildings. Publications: Threemonthly statistical bulletins. Structural inquiry to the enterprises, Results of
the inquiry, Publication of Construction Permits, Results of population and
household census.
II.10 BUSINESS REGISTER Statistical Register of non-agricultural
economic enterprises until the end of year 2006 has about 80.574 active
enterprises. The rate of creation of new enterprises during 2006 is 22 percent
or 14.644 enterprise.Data Sources for updating of the business register:
Information from General Tax Directorate, DPT; Main Indicators:
Enterprises by year of creation, Active enterprises by legal form, Active
enterprises by ownership, Active enterprises by prefecture and year of
creations, Active enterprises by prefecture and economic activity.
II.11. Data Sources: Hotels and frequency of visitors, Statistical Regional
Directories. Data on entrances and exits of foreign and Albanian citizens in
the borders by the Ministry of Public Order Methodology: Statistical
information on tourism is assembled every three months from statistical
offices distributed in districts and is send directly to the accommodation
structures. The statistical program allows data collection from the Ministry of
Public Order every three months on the entrances and exits in the borders
according to the type of traveling of Albanian and foreign citizens. Foreigners
are also asked on their aim of visit and citizenship. Publications:
―STATISTICS‖ (statistics on tourism) three monthly statistical bulletin
INSTAT, ―Albania in figures‖ Statistical Annual Year Book. Main
Indicators: Arrivals of Foreigners by means of transport, Overnights of
foreigners and Albanian in Hotels and their capacitates.
II.12. TRANSPORT The tendency towards a bigger use of the private road
transport is related with a bigger number of road vehicles, which notifies an
increase. Data Sources; Ministry of Interiors, Administration Documentation
and Statistics Department, Ministry of Transports Publications: Quarterly
Statistical bulletin, Leaflet of Transport, Publication ―Albania in Figures‖ ,
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Publication ―Month briefly‖, Social indicators yearbook , Publication
―Indicators by prefectures‖, Statistical yearbook 1991-1999
II.13 FOREIGN TRADE During the year 2007 there is an increase of export
and import. The increase of import (26 percent) during this year is higher than
the increase of export (24.9 percent). During this year there is an aggravation
of trade balance about 12.8 percent. Data Sources: Custom, General
Directorate. Publications: Foreign Trade situation, monthly Bulletin , Unite
Value indices in foreign trade‖ quarterly bulletin, Quarterly statistical
bulletin, "Foreign Trade" , Annual Bulletin, Albania in Figures , Annual
Statistical Year Book. Main indicators: Flow of goods in foreign trade,
Export by countries, Import by countries, foreign trade according to products,
II.14 MONETARY AND BANK SYSTEM Bank of Albania collects,
compiles and publishes monetary and financial statistics. Monetary and
financial statistics include information obtained by the following institutions:
central bank, other depository corporations and other financial institutions.
Monetary and financial institutions report at the Bank of Albania through the
reporting systems approved by the Supervisory Council of the Bank of
Albania. Data Sources: Bank of Albania, Second level banks ect.
Publications of Bank of Albania: Balance of Payments statistics, Quarterly
statements on the external sector developments, Balance of Payments
Methodology, Bulletins, Monetary, Methodology of the Monetary &
Financial statistics, Monthly Statistical Report
II.15. FISCAL STATISTICS OF GOVERNMENT Fiscal statistics of
government are statistics produced by Ministry of Finance and are based on
Consolidated Budget, Total Revenues, Tax Revenues, Current Expenditures,
Budget Deficit, Internal/External Financing of Deficit, ect. Publications: The
statistics on Public Finance are obtained from Ministry of Finance on ―Fiscal
Statistics Government‖ Quarterly and Yearly Bulletin. Main Indicators:
Fiscal Indicators regarding Consolidated Budget, Revenues regarding
consolidated budget, Expenditure regarding Consolidated Budget,
Expenditure by functions, Deficit regarding consolidated budget
II.16 INSURANCE Insurance market is related to the general economic
development degree in a country. This market for some years up to 1999 was
presented only by the state insurance company INSIG. In the last two years
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2000-2002 we witness a new dimension. Data sources:
Insurance
Supervisory Authority. Publications: Annual Report, INSIG, Statistical
Report Year, Annual report of Insurance Supervisory Authority. Main
Indicators: Claims paid by years, written premiums by years act.

III. ALBANIAN ECONOMICAL STATISTICS TOWARD
REQUESTED STANDARTS
III.1. STABILIZATION AND ASSOCIATION AGREEMENT ON
STATISTICS AND DONOR COORDINATION
According to the European Commission recommendations established in the
European Partnership Document and the obligations coming from SAA, the
middle-term priorities (2008-2009) in the area of statistics are:
The development of social and business statistics, including the labor
market statistics, and progress in the implementation of all European
classifications, including the classification of statistical regions.
INSTAT within 5 years from the entry into force of the Agreement
should be able to submit to the European Commission its GDP per
capita figures harmonized at NUTS II level according to the article 38
of Bilateral Agreement.
Assure the raise of a stable and effective statistical system able to offer
objective and accurate data necessary for planning and monitoring the
transition and reforms process in Albania and the progress in the
implementation of SAA as well.
The Statistical Collaboration should make possible for INSTAT to
better meet the needs of national customers both (public
administration and private sector). The Statistical system should
respect the fundamental principles issued by the United Nations and
the stipulations of the European Statistical law and develop towards
the Community Acquis Communitarian.

The statistical activities to be undertaken, in order to implement the
middle –term priorities according to SAA are:
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Agriculture census
The LFS, for improvement of the labor indicators
A trimester survey nearby the borderlines and hotel enterprise for
tourism indicators. During the middle term period it should be
done the approximation of legislation in the area of statistics
focusing mostly in the social and regional statistics and in the
continuity of activities for economic statistics.

Amongst the implementation activities planned to be undertake are:
1. The implementation of NACE II according to the Regulation
31990R3037
2. Field work and data processing of LFS
3. LFS publication
4. Household budget survey
5. Improvement of statistics methodology in accordance with the Council
Regulation no. 31998D0385
6. Publication of statistical data on water transportation in accordance
with the Council Regulation no. 32001D0423
7. Implementation of CPA 32001D0423 revised in accordance with the
Council Regulation no. 31993R3696
8. Improvement of tourism trimester statistics (ATN) in accordance with
the Council Regulation no. 31995 L0057
9. Design survey methodology in borderlines in accordance with the
Council Regulation no. 31999D0035.
Donors’ Coordination:
For the implementation of the Acquis in these areas, INSTAT shall be
supported by the technical assistance of IPA 2007 and CARDS 2005/2006.
Albania has made constant progress toward graduating from the IMF Project
of General Data Dissemination System (GDDS) to become a subscriber of the
IMF Project of Special Data Dissemination Standard (SDDS).
Different sectors of Statistical system in Albania are getting technical and
financial assistance from several donators, mostly as following:
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SIDA- Economic Statistics mainly focused on: Enterprises Statistics,
Price statistics, Methodology, METADATA and It.
EU-CARDS National 2005- regional statistics
EU-CARDS National 2006- regional statistics
IMF –focused on Prices and National Accounts
OECD Project- Non Observed Economy (NOE)
EU-IPA 2007, focused on National Accounts, Census of Agriculture
Economic Units and Census of Non –Agriculture Economic Units
UNICEF, focused on Social Statistics (collection of indicators,
generation of analytical reports); this project is focused in targets such
as woman, children and youth.
SWISS Cooperation, focused in social statistics and GIS, 2007-2009

The main goal of all Donors assistance is improving the quality and quantity
statistics in Albania, through producing a various range of statistics reliable,
accurate and as fast as possible to the user‘s hands.

III.2 DISSEMINATION POLICIES, MONITORING QUALITY OF
ACTIVITIES AND USERS OF OFFICIAL STATISTICS
III.2.1 Dissemination Policies
INSTAT is the main disseminator of economic statistics in Albania. Products
disseminated are statistical data, methodological explanations, and analytical
comments, in Albanian and English for the vast majority of them. The
supports used for dissemination are paper, CD-ROM,( This is true only in
case of the publishing of Statistical year book) and Internet (through their
official website). INSTAT is also providing tailored data sets upon request.
The website is another type of dissemination, which is free. It is bilingual
Albanian – English, and contents several important economic and social
statistics. As a participant in the IMF General Data Dissemination System,
INSTAT and Bank of Albania put on its website an advance release calendar
for the calendar year.
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III.2.2 Monitoring Quality in All Activities
The monitoring of quality at statistical data is promoted through various
initiatives, following the main dimensions of quality. The publication of
methodological rules followed by statisticians has been generalized. A special
effort has been devoted over the recent years to the translation of the main EU
statistical regulations into Albanian. Timeliness, which is another important
dimension of quality, is monitored through the implementation of an advance
release calendar that has been established by Statistical agencies.
The General Data Dissemination System (GDDS) established through the
technical assistance of IMF. The dimension of technical reliability is
monitored through cross-check of data consistency before their release by
specialists of the statistical areas concerned (for instance, retail trade turnover
is compared with foreign trade and prices for products that are not produced
in Albania). At the same time, the European self assessment checklist for
survey managers (known as Development of a Self Assessment Programme –
DESAP) is being tested by some survey managers of INSTAT. Important
achievement has been the design of the national program for the
approximation of the national legislation with the EU legislation.
For foreign trade statistics, strange effects are detected by comparing unit
values at a transaction level with aggregates from previous periods, and
outliers are reported to the Customs office for validation or modification of
erroneous data entry.
III.2..3 Users of Official Statistics
The research community is consulted about the statistical programme, and
representatives from this community are included as members of the National
Council of Statistics. Contacts between INSTAT, Bank of Albania and this
community should be regular when statistical surveys are prepared, or when
the quality of data is analyzed. A specific feature of Albania is that some
organizations called NGOs carry out research work including small surveys.
INSTAT is about to establish regular contacts with NGOs as one important
group of users of official statistics; one is represented in the statistical council.
Albanian statistical system has insufficient resources in-house, not in quality,
but in quantity, to carry out analytical work in all relevant areas concerning
the quality of data on the one hand, and with respect to the search for
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relationships and explanatory factors on the other. It is important that
Albanian Statistical system increases this in-house knowledge, and develops a
policy for when to mandate research institutes with analytical work, and when
to carry out this work in co-operation between INSTAT and such an institute.
The main channel of contact between INSTAT and private companies is
presently via the regional offices of INSTAT. Their interviewers visit the
companies regularly, but their brief is limited to the specific survey for which
data are collected.
In addition to the bad quality of addresses in INSTAT's list of enterprises, the
lack of confidence into the public sector in general is invoked why data
collection via the postal service is presently not feasible. The goodwill
measures mentioned above should contribute to reduce this obstacle. The
objective should be that, except for data collection on prices, a private
business (outside agriculture) should only be visited by interviewers when it is
included in a survey for the first time, or when the questionnaire undergoes
important modifications. Regular data collection with the same enterprise
based on a stable questionnaire should be gradually transferred to mail (or in
the long term even to electronic communication) in order to substantially
upgrade the system's data collection capacity from private companies. As a
first step, transmission by mail should be introduced as an option if a
company agrees after being visited the first time by an interviewer.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMANDATIONS
More efforts should be done to speed up the process of signing the MOU
among INSTAT and other Statistical agencies, in order to guarantee regular
flow of information as providers and users.
Better coordination among development objectives and human and financial
resources.
Reinforce the role of the statistical agencies especially in terms of data
collection and in the knowledge of international statistical standards
Design the annual flexible plan in line with the objectives of the 5 years
statistical program, in order to meet all the requirements of internal and
international users for statistics in line with EU standards.
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The regulation of the national commission of classification is under revision
and should be speed up in order to guarantee a sustainable tool for
implementations of the all recommendations of the above mentioned
commissions, related to the introduction and updating of international
statistical classifications to the national ones.
For statistical regions following the NUTS classification it seems to have
special problems as there is no existing regional division that meets the
criteria for this type of classification. INSTAT should prepare a project
proposal in relation to the divisions of Albania based on NUTS 2, where the
main criterion should be the number of inhabitants. INSTAT should consider
even the regional development perspective, in order to avoid creation of group
–areas that under different social-economical reasons could change their
inhabitant‘s number.
After NUTS 2 will be approved by EUROSTAT, INSTAT should work on the
revision and adoption of a proper statistical program that can provide
overriding statistics indicators in the regional level, which will facilitate the
GDP calculation at NUTS 2 level.
Implementation of IPA 2007 Program will bring major achievements and
improvements in increase of the capacity building for national accounts, and
conduct of the two general census in agriculture and in economic enterprises
according to the international recommendations (EUROSTAT) and standards
which wills serve to produce various ranges of economic statistics reliable,
accurate and as fast as possible to the users‘ hands.
The creation and maintenance of Local Units Register is one of the long run
objectives of the INSTAT to enable the coverage of business register and to
allow the production of regional statistics Publication of the regional statistics
data is very necessary request.
To develop the agriculture statistics in line with EU standards, INSTAT
would need to set up an updated farm register which can be used as a
sampling frame for conducting regular surveys in agriculture area. Conducting
the agriculture census next year will contribute to the achievement of the
above objective.
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INSTAT should increase the involvement of the research community as
potential contributor in the process of improvement of the analyses of
statistics. Setting up a network of regular contacts with NGOs using official
statistics is encouraged, since their use is important for demonstrating that
official statistics is not only a service to government users, but to other
interest groups as well.
The lack of systematic and regular links to the business community is an
important gap in the present statistical system, and should be remedied as
soon as possible, e.g. by setting up a new regular forum, and most
importantly, by systematically including representatives from this community
in discussions about the new statistical indices in as many subject areas as
possible.
Some data are not publicly disseminated due to the Confidentiality principle,
but it is noticed that it exists a kind of abuse with this principle. So statistical
users should know what can not be disseminated and what it can. S it is
proposed to be legally approved a law to strictly appoint which are the data
that can not be disseminated and what should be disseminated by INSTAT
and other statistical agencies.
Regular data collection with the same enterprise based on a stable
questionnaire should be gradually transferred to mail (or in the long term even
to electronic communication) in order to substantially upgrade the system's
data collection capacity from private companies. As a first step, transmission
by mail should be introduced as an option if a company agrees after being
visited the first time by an interviewer.
INSTAT should work to improve and extend the production system with
accurate, transparent, impartial and timely statistics, to strengthen the offices
statistics representation, to diffuse the statistics background and the statistics
information through publications and fulfillment of the users‘ requests (public
administration and private sector). Efforts should be done to integrate and
harmonize the statistics production methodology according to the requests and
the recommendations of EUROSTAT.

The loans in ALL
50%
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